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Dankwoord
Op 30 januari 2004 legde ik een mondeling tentamen af ter afsluiting van het vak Infor-
matiearchitectuur als onderdeel van de masteropleiding Informatiekunde aan de Radboud
Universiteit Nijmegen. Na afloop van dat mondeling tentamen is in wezen de kiem gelegd
voor het resultaat wat terug te vinden is in dit boekwerk. Daan Rijsenbrij, de toenmalige
docent van dat vak, had onthouden dat ik in die tijd al regelmatig in Utrecht te vin-
den was en vroeg of ik interesse had in het uitvoeren van een afstudeeronderzoek bij het
bedrijf e-office te Huis ter Heide, vlakbij Utrecht1. Aangezien dat betekende dat ik mij kon
verdiepen in een interessant onderwerp als architectuur binnen de IT wereld, een prima
onderkomen had in het Utrechtse e´n mijn wens kon vervullen om een afstudeeronderzoek
te doen bij een bedrijf heb ik dit plan doorgezet.
Tijdens de eerste gesprekken met e-office kwam ik in aanraking met Sergej van Mid-
dendorp en Ivo Brandjes. Sergej zou zorgdragen voor de inhoudelijke begeleiding tijdens
het afstudeertraject en Ivo voor de procesmatige begeleiding. Op 22 maart 2005 vond
de afstudeerpresentatie plaats bij e-office, wat het resultaat was van een zeer praktisch
georie¨nteerd onderzoek met een sterke link naar het bedrijfsleven. De honger naar meer
academische verdieping nam na afloop van de studie Informatiekunde duidelijk toe, wat
mij na enkele orie¨nterende gesprekken met Erik Proper, Theo van der Weide en Daan
Rijsenbrij deed besluiten om hoe dan ook een promotieonderzoek te gaan doen als vervolg
op deze opleiding. Echter, ik voelde ergens nog een behoefte om niet zonder meer het
bedrijfsleven los te laten en daar in een promotieonderzoek iets substantieels mee te doen.
Het resultaat was een afspraak met e-office om daar in deeltijd een promotieonderzoek te
gaan doen in combinatie met een traineeship tot consultant. In een laatste gesprek vooraf-
gaande aan de start van het promotieonderzoek op 1 mei 2005 hamerden Erik en Theo er
nog op dat doorzettingsvermogen (ook in tijden van zwaar weer) enorm belangrijk is voor
een promovendus. Ik knoopte dit in mijn oren en ging aan de slag. Van e-office kreeg ik
een half jaar de tijd om mij te orie¨nteren op het onderwerp en om een plan te ontwikkelen,
inclusief het opstarten van het traineeship. De focus van het promotieonderzoek lag in het
verlengde van het afstudeeronderzoek, wat betekende dat ik mij verder ging verdiepen in
het orchestratieproces van door IT ondersteunde werkruimtes voor kenniswerkers. Archi-
tectuur kan dienen als een mogelijk instrument om grip te krijgen op het orchestreren van
dergelijke werkruimten.
Na wat voorzichtige pogingen om het onderzoek op te starten en in een bepaalde richting
1Inmiddels is e-office gevestigd te Houten.
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te duwen werd al gauw duidelijk dat het onderzoek een sterkere focus nodig had. Dit was
niet alleen nodig om de benodigde academische diepgang te bereiken, maar ook omdat
een dergelijk onderwerp met een enorm aantal facetten te maken heeft. Slechts enkele
van deze facetten kunnen immers onderzocht worden in een promotieonderzoek met een
tijdsspanne van een aantal jaren. De drang naar het opdoen van onderzoeksvaardigheden,
het heel precies en exact kunnen redeneren en het kunnen ‘schilderen met concepten’, zoals
Erik Proper zou zeggen, werd alleen nog maar meer aangewakkerd door gesprekken met
Erik en Patrick van Bommel. Laatstgenoemde kwam later bij het onderzoek en fungeerde
vanaf dat moment als ‘dagelijks begeleider’. De focus van het onderzoek kwam al vrij snel
te liggen op kennisuitwisseling tijdens kennisintensief werk en cognitieve afstemming van
actoren en taken in kennisintensieve organisaties. Later is er ook gekeken naar kwaliteit van
kennisintensief werk. Na de beslissing om met deze onderwerpen verder de diepte in te gaan
en na enige tijd geproefd te hebben aan het traineeship ontstond het besef dat ik voor het
grootste gedeelte gegrepen werd door het wetenschappelijke gedeelte van mijn ‘duobaan’.
Juist in dat gedeelte van mijn werk voelde ik dat ik daarin nog zo ontzettend veel kon
en wilde leren, waardoor ik het niet zag zitten om daar maar een klein gedeelte van mijn
werkweek aan te spenderen. Ik ben toen met mijn begeleiders om de tafel gaan zitten en
heb mijn gedachten daarover uitgesproken. De behoefte (die er nog steeds was) om de link
met het bedrijfsleven te houden zou opgevuld worden door bedrijfsmatige casussen uit te
voeren om mijn theoriee¨n te toetsen en te evalueren. Met een set aan arbeidsvoorwaarden
grotendeels gelijk aan die van een full-time promovendus op de universiteit en gesteund
door een onderzoekssubsidie heeft e-office besloten om mij de volledige ruimte te geven
voor het onderzoek.
Hierna konden alle remmen los. Het werk kreeg een vast ritme van grofweg 2 dagen
per week onderzoek op de Radboud Universiteit Nijmegen en 3 dagen op kantoor. Mijn
sterke vermoedens dat ik mijn ei kwijt kon in het promotieonderzoek werden bevestigd
door een groei in vaardigheden, de broodnodige resultaten in de vorm van o.a. conferentie-
en journalartikelen en, last but certainly not least, dit boekwerk. Alhoewel het schrijven
van een proefschrift figuurlijk gezien voor het overgrote deel een solo flight is, dien je als
promovendus af en toe te landen om mensen aan boord te laten waarmee verder gevlogen
kan worden. De passagiers die bij mij ‘aan boord zijn gestapt’ wil ik op deze plaats proberen
te bedanken nu we weer veilig zijn geland.
Ten eerste zou ik mijn promotor Erik Proper willen bedanken. Hij heeft mij in de
afgelopen jaren kennis laten maken met de ins en outs van wetenschappelijk onderzoek
binnen de vakgebieden der informatica en informatiekunde. Erik heeft mij niet zelden
verbaasd doen staan van zijn bekwaamheid om te kunnenmultitasken tijdens ons wekelijkse
onderzoeksoverleg. Hij is eveneens een enorme bron van inspiratie geweest tijdens het
onderzoek door mij kennis te laten maken met aan het onderzoek gerelateerde vakgebieden,
onderzoeksstrategiee¨n en onderzoeksinstrumenten.
Toen het onderzoek eenmaal opgestart was, is niet snel daarna Patrick van Bommel bij
het onderzoek betrokken geraakt als ‘dagelijks begeleider’. Ik kende Patrick al als docent
van de vakken Informatiesystemen 1 & 2 en was tijdens het volgen van deze vakken reeds
ge¨ınspireerd door hem. Ik heb in die vakken kennis gemaakt met de wetenschappelijke kant
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van de informatiemodellering gebaseerd op het onderzoekswerk van Arthur ter Hofstede,
Patrick zelf, Theo van der Weide en Erik Proper. In het wekelijks onderzoeksoverleg in
Nijmegen konden we al vrij snel een rolverdeling realiseren waarbij Erik primair visie gaf
aan het onderzoek en nieuwe onderzoeksideee¨n aandroeg om op die manier een mogelijke
onderzoeksroute uit te stippelen. Patrick zat als dagelijks begeleider de afgelopen jaren
bovenop het onderzoek en kon mij op detailniveau corrigeren en ideee¨n aandragen. Ik
heb grote bewondering voor zijn zeer precieze en gestructureerde manier van werken, wat
een enorme positieve invloed heeft gehad op de kwaliteit van dit proefschrift. Sterker
nog, zonder de constante beschikbaarheid van Patrick om mijn vragen te beantwoorden,
inhoudelijke kritiek te leveren en klaar te staan om bij te springen waar nodig had dit
proefschrift er absoluut niet kunnen zijn. Deze nauwe betrokkenheid van Patrick bij het
onderzoek weerspiegelt zich in het feit dat hij overal als tweede auteur staat vermeld op de
artikelen die we geschreven hebben gedurende het onderzoek, zoals te zien is in sectie 1.8.
Vervolgens is daar Sergej van Middendorp. Vanaf het prille begin is hij aanwezig ge-
weest om mij te ondersteunen met raad en daad. Tijdens de afstudeerperiode bij e-office
begeleidde Sergej mij zeer intensief en toen al bewonderde ik zijn vermogens om te willen
leren van mijn onderzoeksresultaten, het kunnen leveren van waardevolle kritiek en het
vervolgens willen toepassen van de resultaten in de praktijk. Ik heb me vereerd gevoeld
door zijn gestelde vertrouwen in mij en dat heeft geleid dat o.a. Sergej mij zowel de afs-
tudeerstage als de promotieplek heeft aangeboden bij e-office. Ik heb Sergej leren kennen
als een briljante geest, een echte netwerker, een getalenteerd bedrijfskundige en iemand die
grote ambities heeft in het bedrijfsleven en in de wetenschap. De inspirerende trip die we
maakten naar de OnTheMove conferenties in Portugal in het najaar van 2007 staat mij bij
als e´e´n van de hoogtepunten van onze samenwerking. Het feit dat Sergej inmiddels bezig is
aan zijn promotieonderzoek maakt dat onze samenwerking in de toekomst alleen nog maar
interessanter wordt. Ik ben er trots op dat jij paranimf wilt zijn tijdens de verdediging van
mijn proefschrift.
Roland Hameeteman, directeur van e-office, kwam in het rijtje nauw betrokkenen toen
Sergej zich wat meer buiten e-office ging bewegen. Door zijn managementervaring en jaren-
lange ervaringen met het runnen van een agile bedrijf als e-office kon Roland zorgen voor
inspiratie door uitdagingen uit zijn dagelijkse praktijk te koppelen aan mijn onderzoek.
Roland is in staat om op verschillende abstractieniveau’s te denken en met verschillende
brillen op naar dezelfde probleemstelling te kijken. Hij heeft mij daarom dikwijls op ideee¨n
gebracht wanneer ik vast zat met mijn onderzoek of zoekende was naar mogelijke onder-
zoeksrichtingen. Ik bewonder hem om zijn sterke visie en zijn zelfvertrouwen. Ik waardeer
hem om zijn in mij gestelde vertrouwen. De gezamenlijke deelname aan de WEBIST con-
ferentie in Barcelona in het voorjaar van 2007 heeft ons destijds nader tot elkaar gebracht.
Inspirerend om te horen hoe iemand in de jaren ’90 een (toen nog klein) bedrijf gaat starten
en door een luisterend hoor, een sterke korte- en langetermijnvisie, zelfvertrouwen en kennis
en kunde zijn droom aan het realiseren is!
Zoals in het begin van dit dankwoord is vermeld heeft Daan Rijsenbrij mij
ge¨ıntroduceerd bij e-office. Zonder zijn in mij gestelde vertrouwen was het afstudeer-
project en het promotieonderzoek bij e-office niet van de grond gekomen. Mijn grote dank
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hiervoor.
Verder wil ik de leden van de leescommissie bedanken. Hun bijdrage is de leesbaarheid
en kwaliteit van dit proefschrift ten goede gekomen. Bas van Gils (tevens lid van de
manuscriptcommissie) heeft zich enorm ingezet om tot op detailniveau mijn manuscript te
lezen en het ook echt te willen begrijpen. Dit leverde een enorme hoeveelheid belangrijke
feedback op. Hiervoor ben ik hem dankbaar. Erik Schierboom las keurig alle hoofdstukken
mee en leverde zowel taalkundige feedback als inhoudelijke feedback op het geheel. Als
informaticus kon hij zich gemakkelijk inleven in het onderwerp, waardoor Erik veel in-
teressante informatie kon aanleveren zodat ik het proefschrift weer verder kon verfijnen.
De (bijna) wekelijkse ontmoetingen tijdens de pauze in de kantine van de universiteit
hebben mij erg goed gedaan. Bedankt voor dit gezelschap tijdens de afgelopen jaren! Toen
Josephine Nabukenya haar bijdrage leverde als lid van de leescommissie mocht ik eveneens
haar manuscript proeflezen. Wij bevonden ons immers in dezelfde fase toen het einde
van onze promotieonderzoeken naderde. Josephine, thank you for providing meaningful
comments that have improved the quality of this thesis. Good luck with your career and
life in Uganda! Tevens wil ik de leden van de manuscriptcommissie, te weten Theo van
der Weide, Mario van Vliet, Pa¨r A˚gerfalk, Catholijn Jonker en, wederom, Bas van Gils
bedanken voor hun commentaar op de conceptversie van dit proefschrift.
Tijdens de uitvoering van de case study heb ik nauw contact gehad met medewerkers
van e-office en Everest. Ik wil Martijn Duiveman en Peter Spronk van het Microsoft team
van e-office bedanken voor het ontwikkelen van het prototype van het cognitive matchmaker
system. Ik kan op deze plaats gebruik maken van de mogelijkheid om alle overige leden van
het Microsoft team van e-office te bedanken voor de collegialiteit, humor en niet te vergeten
de zeer diverse gesprekken. Erwin Koens wil ik bedanken voor het overbrengen van zijn
enthousiasme voor hardlopen. Omdat ik ooit mijn traineeship bij e-office begon in het
Microsoft team, ben ik met dit team verbonden geraakt en heb ik met de ‘Microsofties’ op
mogen trekken tot de finish bereikt werd. Via Stijn Hoppenbrouwers kwam ik bij Everest
terecht om een casus uit te voeren. Ik wil Stijn niet alleen hiervoor bedanken, maar ook
voor de diverse interessante gesprekken over wetenschap zelf en de talloze inhoudelijke en
procesmatige tips. Zijn onderzoeksthema vond en vind ik zeer interessant en gelukkig hield
Stijn mij hier regelmatig van op de hoogte wat wel eens tot nieuwe inzichten leidde. Leo
Hermans van Everest wil ik hartelijk danken voor het accepteren van de casusopzet en het
aanleveren van belangrijke contacten binnen Everest. Simon Pols wil ik bedanken voor
zijn ge¨ınvesteerde tijd in de Everest casus en het beschikbaar stellen van medewerkers voor
interviews. Hetzelfde geldt voor Joeri van der Vooren. Ik wil de volgende mensen bedanken
voor het participeren in de interviews voor de Everest casus: Jon van Leuven, Jos Lim,
Nicole Pastoor, Dick van Soest en Rianne Stotteler. Maarten Hendriks, Martin op ’t Land
en Albert Lemmens wil ik bedanken voor de diverse bijdragen aan de case study.
Familieleden en vrienden hebben een sleutelrol gespeeld in het bieden van voornamelijk
sociale ondersteuning tijdens de afgelopen jaren. Van de familie Overbeek wil ik hierbij
uiteraard ten eerste mijn ouders Henny en Els bedanken. Mijn vader heeft mij in wezen
ge¨ıntroduceerd in de wereld van wiskunde en informatica. Toen ik een paar jaar oud
was zat ik al met de door hem meegebrachte Commodore 64 te experimenteren. Dit
vging natuurlijk van kwaad tot erger en wanneer dit te gek werd stuurde mijn moeder mij
vriendelijk doch dwingend naar buiten. Dat heeft ongetwijfeld de kiem gelegd voor het
ontwikkelen van de meer socialere vaardigheden. Ik heb geprofiteerd en geleerd van jullie
brede algemene ontwikkeling en doorzettingsvermogen. Zonder jullie hulp, ondersteuning
en vertrouwen in mij was dit boekwerk nimmer ontstaan! Mijn broer Luuk wil ik bedanken
voor zijn cruciale ondersteuning door middel van het dagelijkse mailverkeer en het gezellige
samenzijn in Utrecht en vooral Zwitserland. Bewonderenswaardig hoe jij altijd zonder al
te veel sturing je eigen weg kon volgen en al vroeg in de gaten had welke doelen je wilde
bereiken en waar je naartoe wilde groeien. Als ‘grote broer’ heb je voor mij altijd een extra
voorbeeldfunctie gehad en die rol heb je vanaf het begin af aan succesvol op je genomen.
Ik ben trots dat je tevens paranimf wilt zijn tijdens de promotieplechtigheid. Dankzij
Monique heb ik voor het eerst kunnen ervaren hoe een promotie in zijn werk gaat. Zij
is voor mij een zeer prettige gesprekspartner geweest, temeer omdat zij zich (al is het in
een heel ander vakgebied) in min of meer hetzelfde schuitje bevindt als ik. Jij uiteraard
ook bedankt voor het gezellige samenzijn in Utrecht en Zwitserland en voor de enorme
gastvrijheid. Vervolgens wil ik mijn grootvader Frits Overbeek bedanken voor zijn altijd
getoonde interesse en de plezierige en boeiende gesprekken. Deze gesprekken gingen niet
zelden over (in willekeurige volgorde) de Tweede Wereldoorlog, het onderwijs, Ameland
en Engeland en de Engelse taal. Hij probeerde zelfs zo nu en dan iets te begrijpen van
mijn onderzoek. Ongelooflijk hoe iemand van zijn leeftijd op die manier in het leven staat.
Ik wil tevens Rob Overbeek en Remy van Aalst bedanken voor hun attentheid, prettige
humor, geleverde steun en gezellige bezoek in de afgelopen jaren.
Ik zou de familie Kerkvliet willen bedanken voor hun steun en toeverlaat, in het bijzon-
der Wim, Trea, Annet, Tom en Lars. Wim heb ik leren kennen als iemand die altijd klaar
staat met raad en daad wanneer zijn hulp wordt ingeroepen. Ik heb vaak verbaasd gestaan
van zijn brede kennis en vaardigheden. Vooral zijn praktische vaardigheden zijn voor mij
dikwijls leerzaam! Trea, bedankt voor het bieden van een gastvrij onthaal, een luisterend
oor en het altijd voor mij klaar staan. Beiden staken ze in de afgelopen jaren hun trots
amper onder stoelen of banken. Bedankt voor het in mij gestelde vertrouwen! Annet, Tom
en Lars, bedankt voor het gezellige bezoek, jullie attentheid en het klaar staan in tijden
wanneer sociale ondersteuning zeer wenselijk is!
Arash Nezami wil ik graag bedanken voor zijn uiterst waardevolle vriendschap en voor
zijn inspirerende kijk op het leven. Wonderbaarlijk hoe Arash zich in een korte tijd heeft
weten te ontplooien als een getalenteerd informaticus en hoe goed hij in staat is geweest
om zijn levensdoelen na te jagen. Erik Westrum wil ik graag bedanken voor zijn hechte
vriendschap in de afgelopen jaren en het plezierige samenzijn. Ik heb bewondering voor
je ambities, je brede algemene ontwikkeling en welbespraaktheid. Bedankt voor de vele
prettige en ontspannende momenten. Erik Schierboom heb ik reeds bedankt voor zijn
bijdrage aan de leescommissie. Jij natuurlijk ook bedankt voor je vriendschap!
Laatstelijk zou ik Marlies willen bedanken voor haar onvoorwaardelijke steun, onze vele
prachtige momenten samen, haar luisterend oor, haar begerenswaardige persoonlijkheid en
haar hulp op velerlei vlakken. Dat laatste omvat ook de momenten waarop zij mij altijd
wist op te beuren als ik het eventjes niet meer zag zitten. Vooral in de laatste fase van
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dit onderzoek heb je veel gepraat met mij over mijn hersenspinsels. Echter, zoals jij vaak
zegt zijn wij een ijzersterk team samen. Ik zal het moment nooit meer vergeten waarop
je doodleuk een doorrekenfout ontdekte in enkele formules toen ik een artikel aan je liet
lezen wat bijna af was. Het moge duidelijk zijn dat jouw talenten ver reiken.
Er rest mij nog maar e´e´n conclusie: zonder de genoemde mensen was ik nooit gekomen
waar ik nu sta. Op naar de toekomst!
Sietse Overbeek
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Reind P. van de Riet
1.1 Identification of the problem area
It has become obvious that the knowledge-based economy is becoming the main driver of
international society in the 21st century [HLW08]. Human lifestyles and economic struc-
tures have been influenced by continuously innovating computer technologies, which have
enabled new possibilities to discover and retrieve data, information, and knowledge. Note
that knowledge can be regarded as ‘wrapped’ in information, whilst information is ‘car-
ried’ by data (expressions in a symbol language). Data, information, and knowledge can
be more explicitly defined and related to each other as follows [Lia94]:
Data – A data element is a coded event and it is discrete, unitary, and indivisible. Data
serves as the basis for computation and reasoning to be executed.
By itself data does not have meaning. Information is data together with a context, so that
it gains meaning [Coo07]. Information can be defined to be:
Information – An aggregate of one or more data elements with certain established rela-
tionships, that has the ability to convey a single, meaningful message.
Information answers the ‘who’, ‘what’, ‘where’, and ‘when’ questions [Coo07]. Knowledge
can be gained by learning and answers the ‘how’ questions:
Knowledge – Knowledge is formed by accumulating a large number of pieces of informa-
tion over a long period of time. The pieces of information involved must be related
in certain respects. Therefore, knowledge is a large-scale selective combination or
union of related pieces of information.
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Besides data, information, and knowledge, two more related notions are mentioned in the
literature [Ack89, Coo07]. These are the concepts of understanding and wisdom. Under-
standing is the process by which one can synthesize new knowledge from previously held
knowledge. Understanding answers the ‘why’ questions. Wisdom is an extrapolative pro-
cess, which includes knowledge in an ethical or moral framework. Wisdom is the process
by which we also discern between right and wrong, good and bad. Because the study pre-
sented in this thesis is focussed on research challenges that are part of the knowledge-based
economy, we will consider knowledge as one of the central concepts in this research.
Fundamentals of knowledge are further explored in section 2.2. The rise of the Internet
has decreased communication limitations by the exploitation of asynchronous time. This
has led to the transformation of industrial production processes and management models,
together with transformations in electronic transactions and monetary regimes [HLW08].
The ‘digital revolution’ has triggered a ‘paradigm shift’, whereby the supply of production
inputs, goods, and services, covering every aspect of research and development, design,
manufacturing, marketing, and transactions, has embodied a revolutionary change [Hsu01].
Furthermore, new game rules have been introduced to markets as part of the knowledge-
based economy, fueling the development of new governmental regulatory measures, which
include intellectual property rights and competition policy reforms.
In a knowledge-based economy era, the value of contemporary organizations contains
not only financial capital but also intellectual capital [TC09]. Financial capital represents
the book value of the organization and includes the value of its financial and physical
assets [Joi00]. The notion of asset can be defined as follows:
Asset – An entity that can be traded in a market.
Note that we explicitly define notions that play a central role in this thesis, such as the
notion of asset. On the contrary, intellectual capital consists of assets created through intel-
lectual activities ranging from acquiring new knowledge (learning) and inventions leading
to the creation of valuable relationships [Wii97]. Organizations that derive their raison
d’eˆtre to a large extent from intellectual capital can be referred to as knowledge intensive
organizations .
Knowledge exchange is a necessity to improve core competencies of actors working in
knowledge intensive organizations. An actor can be defined as follows:
Actor – An entity (such as a human or a computer) that is able to perform a task.
The tasks that can be performed by an actor can be differentiated into qualifying tasks
and knowledge intensive execution tasks [OBP08b], where a qualifying task can be defined
as:
Qualifying task – A task executed by an actor if knowledge is required to improve
competencies that have already been gained in the past or to gain new competen-
cies [OBP08b].
An actor possesses competencies gained by doing qualification tasks to be able to perform
execution tasks:
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Knowledge intensive execution task – A task for which acquisition, application, or
testing of knowledge is necessary in order to successfully fulfill the task [OBP08b].
However, the complexity of these knowledge intensive execution tasks in contempo-
rary knowledge intensive organizations increases. This is a result of, for example, or-
ganizational growth, increased globalization, growing product complexity, an increasing
customer power, outsourcing, shorter product life cycles and return flows, and inter-
organizational alliances [SSSS01, Moh07]. The actors that are responsible to fulfill knowl-
edge intensive tasks in organizations may experience an increased cognitive load if task
complexity increases [WNB+07]. Cognitive load, increased by growing task complexity,
can influence the frequency of errors by affecting the strength of procedural and sensory
cues [BBC07, RBCB08]. Eventually, the quality of fulfilled knowledge intensive tasks may
be negatively influenced. Stakeholder requirements may not be met if the results of fulfilled
tasks are too low in quality, where a stakeholder is defined as:
Stakeholder – A stakeholder may be highly concerned about, or have interests in, the
quality factors of a fulfilled knowledge intensive task. Typical examples of stakeholder
types found in the literature are, amongst many others, the supplier, the employee,
the customer, and the shareholder [Rei03]. It is assumed that a stakeholder has a
goal related to the fulfillment of a knowledge intensive task that leads to quality
expectations.
The research presented in this thesis, that has been initiated by the aforementioned
motivation, is threefold. Figure 1.1 shows three market models and the main concepts
by which the models are connected. Figure 1.1 can be explained as follows. First, the
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Figure 1.1: Three market models combined.
knowledge market paradigm can be introduced, which can be identified in the most left-
hand part of the figure:
Knowledge market – This paradigm provides insights on how to improve the match-
making of supply and demand of knowledge involving actors working in knowledge
intensive organizations. Adopting the knowledge market paradigm may lead to a
more successful increase in core competencies compared to more traditional knowl-
edge exchange approaches.
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Actors participating in the knowledge market can enact several roles. Two basic roles are
shown in figure 1.1. The supplier role is depicted in the most left-hand part of figure 1.1
and can be shortly defined as follows:
Supplier – The supplier delivers knowledge, which requires a ‘client’ who would like to
utilize the knowledge.
The utilizer role can be defined as:
Utilizer – The potential knowledge utilizer is searching for knowledge, but does not know
whether that knowledge can be found. Often, a utilizer does also not know which
knowledge is necessary to fulfill the need. Knowledge is eventually acquired by the
utilizer by exchanging knowledge with other actors in the knowledge market.
All the roles that are part of the knowledge market model are discussed more extensively
in chapter 2. An increase in core competencies may lead to more successful task fulfill-
ment and improved task quality. A thorough understanding of knowledge exchange in the
knowledge market is realized by introducing formal foundations of knowledge exchange.
The knowledge market paradigm is completed by discussing the knowledge exchange cy-
cle. This cycle provides organizations a way of working to successfully exchange knowledge
based on the knowledge market paradigm.
Second, the knowledge workers market can be introduced, which is shown in the middle
of figure 1.1. Actors in the knowledge workers market utilize the cognitive characteristics
they possess when performing knowledge intensive tasks. The notion of cognitive charac-
teristics can be defined as:
Cognitive characteristics – Specific cognitive parts of the cognitive system that are
possessed by an actor which enable an actor to think, learn, and make deci-
sions [And93, Smi98].
Because the primary task of actors in the knowledge workers market is to perform knowl-
edge intensive tasks, these actors can be specifically coined as knowledge workers . In the
literature, the notion of knowledge worker has been interpreted in several ways. Sometimes
the notion of knowledge worker is often equated with being someone who is producing and
processing information without bringing forward a clear focus on the knowledge intensive
part [Kid94, Dru96]. While an information worker is busy producing, processing, storing,
transferring, and comparing information, a knowledge worker crafts and tunes the available
information to acquire, apply, test, and exchange knowledge. Information is an enabler of
these actions, so the work of an information worker is closely related with the work of a
knowledge worker. However, classifying workers by primarily distinguishing on the infor-
mation part or the knowledge part of their work might be too bland [Dav05]. Challenges
when defining the term knowledge worker are that the knowledge worker’s inputs and out-
puts are often intangible and knowledge is used in almost all forms of activity. Therefore,
a worker’s tasks are better understood if the organizational context is taken into account.
Blackler [Bla93] looks beyond what knowledge workers do to what they do for, or within,
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an organizational structure. Hayman and Elliman [HE00] state that a single definition of
knowledge workers is inappropriate. It is too confined and such a definition might assume
that all knowledge worker’s activities are similar. The notions of having significant auton-
omy, being informed by the work and presence of tasks which are related to the acquisition,
application, testing, or exchange of knowledge appear to be indicators of knowledge work.
From a more broader point of view, the work characteristics of a knowledge worker might
now be summed up as follows:
Knowledge worker – An actor in the knowledge workers market that:
• has significant autonomy in how to perform a task;
• has a high level of education in a certain area of expertise;
• performs a substantial amount of tasks in which knowledge is acquired, applied,
or tested;
• is informed by or learns from the knowledge processed;
• performs tasks which are not just clerical, communicative nor purely concen-
trated on information.
To avoid confusion, it is noteworthy that the concept of knowledge worker is not synony-
mous to ‘manager’. Managers get things done through other people and are not primarily
busy with acquiring, disseminating, or applying knowledge. One can argue, however, that
a manager is indeed a knowledge intensive worker, who will typically use the products of
knowledge workers. A manager is using knowledge to make decisions, allocate resources,
or to direct the activities of others. The growth of knowledge work, however, is expected
to be a very important factor in driving the future of management [Dav05].
Subsequently, the knowledge workers market can be defined as follows:
Knowledge workers market – The knowledge workers market is specifically aimed at
matching supply and demand of cognitive characteristics. Adopting the knowledge
workers market provides more insight in which knowledge intensive tasks can be
allocated to which actors from a cognitive point of view.
Task allocation based on matching supply and demand of cognitive characteristics may
reduce cognitive load while performing complex knowledge intensive tasks. The knowledge
workers market is materialized by a formal framework for cognitive matchmaking and a
prototype of the cognitive matchmaker system. The cognitive matchmaker system is in
fact a software implementation of the formal matchmaking framework.
Third, the knowledge quality market is depicted in the most right-hand side of figure 1.1.
If an actor fulfills a task, it is possible to conceive the quality of the process that has led
to the fulfillment as well as the quality of the task result [Kon07]. Quality factors are
considered as the tradeable assets in the knowledge quality market:
Quality factor – A quality factor is an abstract term denoting a specific part of task
quality that can be measured.
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Quality factors boil down to one or more quality metrics:
Quality metric – A quality metric can concretely measure a quality factor, i.e., a specific
quality part [NEKE08, OBP08a].
For example, the quality factor called complexity can be measured by a quality metric
that measures the complexity of the process that has led to a task’s fulfillment. Two main
aspects of quality are mentioned in [Gil06, GP07]: Quality in the sense of attributes of
objects and quality in the sense of desirability. The relation between these two aspects
can be made clear as follows. If the quality of an object matches the quality demands of
a certain actor, then this actor will judge the object to be of high quality. These main
aspects of quality are also part of the knowledge quality market, where supply and demand
of quality factors meet. The concept of quality itself is further explored from different angles
in section 1.2.5. The knowledge quality market can now be defined as follows:
Knowledge quality market – In the knowledge quality market, the supplied task qual-
ity is matched with the quality requirements of stakeholders. Adopting the knowledge
quality market provides more insight in quality expectations for knowledge intensive
tasks.
In brief, it can be concluded that the notions of cognition, knowledge, and quality are
utilized to bridge the gap between supply and demand for knowledge intensive tasks. This
implies that other possible factors that lead to more successful performance of knowledge
intensive tasks are considered out of scope. It is assumed that bridging supply and de-
mand of cognitive characteristics, knowledge, and quality factors for knowledge intensive
tasks leads to improved core competencies, decreased cognitive load, and improved task
quality. The research questions mentioned in section 1.3 can be conceived from this point
of departure.
1.2 Literature review
The results presented in this thesis can be grounded in literature found in various areas of
science. The current state of art of related research is also elaborated in this section. By
means of this thesis we1 intend to extend the current state of art of related research.
1.2.1 Knowledge management
The development, exchange, and utilization of knowledge are the main ingredients to main-
tain a sustainable competitive advantage for knowledge intensive organizations [Des03].
This is a knowledge-based view on competitive advantage. Other views introduced
in [Por85] are the positional and resource-based views. Cost and differentiation advan-
tages are known as positional advantages since they describe the firm’s position in the
1I will, pluralis modestiae, use the personal pronoun ‘we’ instead of ‘I’ throughout this thesis.
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industry as a leader in either cost or differentiation. A resource-based view emphasizes
that a firm utilizes its resources and capabilities to create a competitive advantage that ul-
timately results in superior value creation. Knowledge intensive organizations underpin the
added value of knowledge management (KM), and ground their knowledge management
strategy on their unique resources and capabilities [Wu07]. This enables them to compete
with an increasingly dynamic business environment. KM can be viewed as the utilization
of various methods and techniques for improving organizational knowledge which results
in enhanced organizational performance [KAC02]. KM is also an instrument to manage
the process of acquiring, organizing, and broadcasting knowledge in knowledge intensive
organizations [BPB04].
The aforementioned views comprise the first phase of knowledge management. This
phase, in which organizations institutionalized knowledge acquisition, storage, and ex-
change through internal KM initiatives, is almost complete [MKG07]. To enter the second
phase, organizations need to realize how they will exploit their knowledge and codified
intellectual capital beyond the organizational boundaries in order to discover and utilize
new opportunities. This shift in focus from internal KM to external KM is often called
the ‘knowledge commerce’ era [Sky01]. Knowledge exchange within and across organi-
zations can be powered by market mechanisms that are also displayed by markets that
exchange more tangible goods [DP98, HP99, GPB04]. Such ‘knowledge markets’ incorpo-
rate roles, such as: The knowledge supplier, utilizer, transporter, and broker, as well as
exchange mechanisms. Money, however, is rarely the form of payment in a knowledge mar-
ket [DAYU05]. Recall that in this thesis, a knowledge market paradigm is introduced to
assist actors in improving knowledge exchange between actors within the organization and
across organizations. This may lead to an improvement of the core competencies possessed
by actors that utilize the received knowledge by participating in a knowledge market. As a
form of payment, the actor utilizing possible received knowledge may supply his expertise
in future knowledge exchange situations. Having access to certain competencies can be the
source of a competitive advantage as well.
Different views on knowledge markets can be found in the literature. Desouza and
Awazu [DA03] define a knowledge market as a collection of buyers and sellers who interact
to determine the price of a product or a set of products. The main components are the
players (buyers and sellers), rules (governance of interactions), and the space (area where
buyers and sellers interact, such as http://www.amazon.com). Thus, if the knowledge
market as proposed in [DA03] materializes on the Web, several computer-based actors
may be involved. Examples can be software agents that enact as buyers or sellers.
Analysis of the interaction aimed at the delivery and broadcasting of knowledge between
buyers and sellers is necessary to be able to focus on the exchange of knowledge within a
knowledge market. Therefore, it is assumed that the knowledge market paradigm discussed
in this thesis should contain several roles that are related with the delivery and receipt of
knowledge. I.e., a knowledge ‘broker’ and a knowledge ‘transporter’ role may be part of
the knowledge market. The role of a broker can be defined as:
Broker – The broker adds the capability of characterizing supply and demand of knowl-
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edge in the knowledge market.
This is important to increase the chance that there will be an actor that is able to sup-
ply knowledge which fits the need of the actor demanding knowledge. Subsequently, the
transporter role can be defined as follows:
Transporter – The transporter adds the capability to not only physically transport
knowledge, but also to paraphrase knowledge [GPBW07].
It is assumed that this paraphrasing is necessary to understand if an actor’s questions
for knowledge have been answered accordingly. Besides the discovery of which roles can
be embedded in the knowledge market, it is deemed important to study the levels on
which knowledge can be exchanged in the knowledge market. One can think of a meta
level of knowledge exchange, which is related with the clarification process to find out
which knowledge is required by the buyer. The actual transportation and paraphrasing of
required knowledge can then take place on an instance level. Eventually, by adopting the
knowledge market paradigm discussed in this thesis an organization’s knowledge exchange
mechanisms can be analyzed and understood in-depth. The rules depicted in [DA03],
however, do intend to cover exchange mechanisms within a knowledge market. These
exchange mechanisms should address what assets will be bought and sold and how they
will be paid for, taking into account that money is rarely the form of payment.
A knowledge market is also described as an open and commercial marketplace where
knowledge can be traded in a manner analogous to business-to-business marketplaces
of goods and services [MKG07]. Knowledge markets may satisfy complex demands for
specific knowledge by adopting flexible mechanisms (human mediated or automated)
that allow for information bundling from information objects residing in large reposito-
ries. Some examples noted in [MKG07] are http://www.elance.com and http://www.
experts-exchange.com. Three key critical points are defined in [MKG07] to achieve well-
functioning knowledge markets:
1. Knowledge can not be described and retrieved with simple keywords; more rich rep-
resentations are required instead.
2. The way a traditional market works cannot simply be copied to the way a knowl-
edge market functions. That is to say, the strength of multiple synchronous and
asynchronous communication means should be taken into account.
3. The need for supporting shared dialogues between participants in the knowledge
market should be considered.
These general ideas about knowledge markets can also be considered for the knowledge mar-
ket paradigm in this thesis. However, Mentzas, Kafentzis, and Georgolios [MKG07] provide
an elaborated architecture for trading knowledge services which is a computer-based ma-
terialization of their knowledge market theory. The architecture includes a knowledge
service requestor (the utilizer), a knowledge service provider (the supplier), and a knowl-
edge service broker. The knowledge exchange cycle that is provided in this thesis can
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practically implement such an architecture. The cycle illustrates how the concepts as part
of a knowledge market may support knowledge exchange in practice.
Dignum [Dig06] has introduced a knowledge market paradigm that consists of two layers
and incorporates eight roles. Coordination of the activities in this knowledge market
takes place in the facilitation layer. Typical roles as part of the facilitation layer are
the matchmaker, the gatekeeper, the notary, and the monitoring role. The matchmaker
keeps track of actors that play a role in the market, their needs and possibilities and
mediates in the matching of supply and demand of knowledge. Besides the matchmaker role
there are three additional coordinating roles. The gatekeeper is responsible for accepting
and introducing new actors to the knowledge market that enact a role in the market.
These new actors are dubbed as ‘applicants’. The notary registers and keeps track of
collaboration contracts between agents. Finally, the actor enacting the monitoring role
keeps track of the execution of collaboration contracts between actors that are active in
the market. The knowledge seeker (which can be equated to the utilizer) and knowledge
owner (which can be equated to the supplier) are part of the operational layer. However,
these roles are not exactly enacted by actors but function as interfaces to actors that reside
outside the knowledge market. The seeker provides the interface between the actor seeking
collaboration and the market and reflects the personal preferences, learning style, and work
processes of the actor that interacts with the seeker interface. The owner is responsible
to ‘advertise’ the capabilities of an actor having knowledge and is able to vindicate the
interests of a knowledge owner. It may be interesting, however, to understand certain
properties of the roles mentioned in [Dig06] or the requirements of actors that should be
able to enact those roles. Applications of Dignum’s knowledge market model in terms
of a prototype, a case study or in another form would also reveal interesting evaluative
results. Therefore, we will try to evaluate our market models by means of such practical
applications.
Knowledge market theory is complemented with the notion of intelligent matchmaking,
ideas from cognitive science, and quality measuring in our research. This entails an enriched
overall framework compared to existing theories that purely concentrate on knowledge
markets. These concepts are covered in the following sections.
1.2.2 Intelligent matchmaking
In current literature, the notion of intelligent matchmaking has been theorized in different
ways and has been materialized by means of various applications. Roughly speaking,
intelligent matchmaking can be classified in two different categories [SRAD07]:
1. Syntactic matchmaking: which uses the structure or format of a task specification to
match supply and demand to decide which assets to recommend. Techniques from
the information retrieval domain can be used in this matching process, such as Head
/ Modifier (HM) pairs [Kos04]. HM pairs can be used to represent each specification
by a bag of terms. Such a bag of terms is stripped of non-informative elements,
resulting in a better match of supply and demand.
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2. Semantic matchmaking: which uses the meaning and informational content of the
demand side to match it with the meaning of the supplied assets. The concept
of information particles, or infons, can be used in semantic matchmaking, because
the main property of infons is that they can be compared with respect to their
informational content [Gil06]. Infons can be thought of as imaginary objects in the
sense that they cannot be denoted or named explicitly [Bar89, Dev90]. Infon theory
has also been applied to the field of information retrieval in [RL96].
In short, intelligent matchmaking can be viewed as the computer-supported process to
assist actors in satisfying their need to acquire certain assets. This assistance may include
the selection of suppliers that are able to supply the required assets as well as the actual
transportation of the assets to the demanding actor. The research reported in [SRAD07]
is related with matchmaking between a Web service provider on the one hand and a Web
service requester on the other hand. Their matchmaking framework matches the supply
of the service provider with the demand of the requester. Obviously, the three market
models will be in fact forms of semantic matchmaking because the structure or format of
a task specification will not be used as a primary basis to match supply and demand. The
meaning and informational content of, successively, demanded knowledge assets, cognitive
characteristics, and quality factors will be determined and matched with the supply sides
in our models. The matchmaking research as described in [VMS03] presents how opportu-
nities for collaboration between actors can be determined by matching an actor’s current
context (as determined by the actor’s work environment) with other actors that might have
related interests or work. Their matchmaking framework consists of a 3-step process:
1. Given the work environment an actor is currently working on, look for other actors
currently working in similar environments.
2. Within those found, look for documents in the environments that are similar to the
documents currently being worked on.
3. Ask the document owner whether the documents found can be sent and furnish
information on the actor who will be receiving it.
Matches are made through keyword similarity calculation. Every document requires an
associated keyword list and these lists are compared to determine similarity between the
documents and to find possible matches. A specific weighting scheme is required to create
a list of keywords for every document as part of an actor’s work environment. The TF-
IDF (Term Frequency Inverse Document Frequency) weighting scheme [SM97, Pai99] is
used to generate a keyword list for every document in order to determine a match value.
Matchmaking based on document comparison computes a match value based on documents
only. It can be questioned to what extent collaboration opportunities between actors can be
determined when only their overlapping documents are taken into consideration. Document
comparison alone would not completely bridge supply and demand for knowledge intensive
tasks. The concepts of cognition, knowledge, and quality are, therefore, ingredients to
bridge supply and demand for knowledge intensive tasks more completely.
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The KnowMore approach discussed in [ABM+00] is aimed at automatically delivering
context-sensitive and relevant knowledge for actors working at knowledge intensive tasks.
In the case of KnowMore, it can be seen that context-sensitive and goal-specific knowl-
edge is supplied to actors who may demand this when performing tasks. An example of
context-sensitive knowledge is the provision of knowledge about earlier conducted tasks.
These earlier conducted tasks should, of course, relate to the task that is performed by
an actor when the context-sensitive knowledge is provided. The KnowMore matchmaker
is actor-centered. However, possible stakeholders of knowledge intensive tasks may have
quality requirements. The provision of context-sensitive knowledge to actors may certainly
improve the quality of knowledge intensive task fulfillment. Adding the notion of quality
can further illustrate the relevance and added value of such context-sensitive knowledge
provisions. The knowledge quality market elaborated in this thesis is aimed at match-
ing quality requirements of knowledge intensive task performance with the actual quality
offered.
A collaborative task-based workplace facilitating knowledge retrieval and sharing among
actors has been introduced in [LWY05]. This workplace is referred to as a Knowledge
Support (K-Support) system. An adaptive task-based profiling approach is proposed to
model dynamic knowledge needs of actors based on their access behaviors or relevance
feedbacks on knowledge. Task-based knowledge support can then be facilitated to assist
actors to access and disseminate task-relevant knowledge. In terms of supply and demand,
the K-Support system supplies task-relevant knowledge to actors demanding knowledge
to fulfill their tasks. In order to deliver relevant knowledge, the system demands access
behaviors and relevance feedbacks. These need to be supplied by actors, which may be a
weakness of the system because (human) actors may not always be reliable and consistent in
providing this information. The system can also form groups of actors based on similarities
in their knowledge needs. Knowledge exchange in these peer groups may additionally
facilitate task fulfillment. How the K-Support system is able to improve the quality of
task fulfillment is not made clear in [LWY05]. An actor’s cognitive load may also be
diminished by utilizing such a system due to adequate delivery of knowledge during task
performance. Insight in the cognitive characteristics of actors using the system is necessary
to understand if and on what level an actor’s cognitive load is reduced. The cognitive parts
of the proposed models in our study may assist in clarifying this.
Cognitive matchmaking
Literature indicates that matchmaking specifically aimed at cognitive elements can be
found in several areas of computer science. One of the early initiatives is Cognitive Match
Interface Design (COMIND) [CC89]. COMIND is the designing of system processes such
that they proceed and interact with the actor that is using the system in a manner that
parallels the flow of the actor’s own thought processes. It consists of several principles, such
as: The actor should be able to express his needs to the computer with constructs which
mirror the actor’s own thought processes. Another principle is the readiness of a computer
to solve problems of the actor in his area of need. Also, the computer should sanction
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flexibility just like the mind. The mind is regarded as a versatile and flexible problem
solver. The developers of COMIND tried to apply these principles when designing a med-
ical information system. A method for interface design that incorporates COMIND was
not introduced at the time. The medical information system case is primarily elaborated
in [CC89]. Creation of a COMIND framework including the proposed cognitive principles
for user interface design would have possibly enabled reuse of COMIND in different ar-
eas. The development of a cognitive matchmaking framework embedded in the knowledge
workers market in this thesis may enable its specific application in many different areas.
Another interesting study is the cognitive matchmaking of students with e-learning
system functionality [RDSP08]. A way of working is presented to design e-learning systems
that better adapt to the cognitive characteristics of students. First, a taxonomy of learning
styles is selected to classify the user. Next, techniques should be developed to introduce
the adaptation into the system that fits the learning styles. The designed adaptation is
then implemented on a computer. Finally, a selection of the technologies is made that are
adequate for the adaptation. Besides this described way of working, a cognitive method
or a system to match students and e-learning systems is not proposed. The matchmaking
framework and prototype can be utilized to automate such matchmaking processes.
The human-centered distributed information system design methodology discussed
in [ZPJ+02] includes user analysis and task analysis as part of information system de-
sign. The methodology has a much broader focus than only dealing with matchmaking
between an actor’s cognitive characteristics and the cognitive characteristics necessary to
fulfill a specific task. An important function of task analysis in human-centered distributed
information system design is to ensure that the system implementation includes only the
necessary and sufficient task features that match user capacity and are required by the
task. This contrasts with our research, because we do not wish to exclude the situations in
which a combination of an actor and a task does not match very well. Insight in the situa-
tions in which actors and tasks do not match very well may provide additional knowledge
on how to improve such matches. An early attempt by, e.g., Harris and Brightman [HB85]
shows a preliminary attempt to couple potential automated support with cognitive task
performance by academics. The proposed automated support, however, consists of exist-
ing tools only and suggestions for future, possibly better, tools are not made. An attempt
to extend this research can materialize in the form of a prototype to automate cognitive
matchmaking processes.
Within the organization, the benefits of cognitive matchmaking can be found in at least
four areas:
Business process reengineering. BPR consists of computer-aided design of processes
and automatic generation of process models to improve customer service [RMBCO07].
The design and creation of processes and process models may be improved if the
business process modeler knows beforehand which available actors best fit the tasks
that need to be fulfilled as part of a newly designed business process.
Information systems engineering. Information systems engineering (ISE) is related
with the conceptualization, design, development, and implementation of informa-
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tion systems to support business functions [JSS07]. Cognitive matchmaking can be
utilized to support in allocating tasks to actors that are involved in every ISE phase.
Multi-agent systems. Multi-agent systems incorporate several software agents that may
work together to assist humans in performing their tasks [SPT06]. One way of
providing assistance is to match tasks with human actors to understand which tasks
fit best with which human actors.
Workflow management. The primary task of a workflow management system is to en-
act case-driven business processes by joining several perspectives [AH00]. One of
these perspectives is the task perspective. This perspective describes the elementary
operations performed by actors while executing a task for a specific case. An example
of a case is a tax declaration. Integration of cognitive matchmaking in a workflow
management system may prescribe which available actors fit best with the tasks that
are part of a case. This may improve the allocation of tasks to actors while enacting
a business process.
1.2.3 Cognitive task analysis
Cognitive task analysis is defined as ‘the extension of traditional (behavioral)
task analysis techniques to yield information about the knowledge, thought pro-
cesses, and goal structures that underlie observable task performance’ [SCS00].
The aims of cognitive task analysis are to identify the concepts, contextual cues,
goals, and strategies that constitute the mental model of individuals within a
domain of action [RPG04, GG97, Kle00, Vic00]. The methods used span a
variety of techniques including observation of physical actions, semi-structured
interviews to determine the corresponding cognitive activity, formal cognitive
mapping, and observation using a ‘think aloud’ technique (where individuals
voice out loud what they are thinking) [ES84, JSBG04]. Most authors pro-
mote using multiple techniques and adapting the techniques to the context.
All promote some form of goal analysis [GG97].
Adapted from: [WNB+07]
A hierarchical goal analysis approach has been used in [WNB+07], adapting procedures
from two theoretical perspectives, namely action identification theory [VW87], and general
cognitive task analysis models [SCS00].
To understand the task behavior of future users of a clinical system, the think aloud
method has been applied in [JSBG04]. The results of the task analysis were used as a
basis for the design of a user interface for the clinical information system. The study lacks
a more abstract framework that can be reused to design interfaces in general that better
match the task behavior of its users in other application areas. The field of cognitive task
analysis also includes the bracketing heuristic notion [KM00]. The bracketing heuristic
is a way to obtain performance predictions for knowledge intensive tasks to be fulfilled.
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The heuristic requires an elaboration of mandatory and optional task demands so that the
bounds on the possible ways of doing the task can be defined. By applying this heuristic
insight can be gained in what about the task absolutely must be done. This requires a
more thoughtful analysis than simply observing and recording how actors perform a task.
In terms of our study, such a heuristic can be helpful to identify the mandatory cognitive,
qualitative, and knowledge-related demands for knowledge intensive tasks.
1.2.4 Cognitive fit
Cognitive psychology includes a body of research related to actors solving a problem and the
underlying cognitive processes. In their earlier work, Newell and Simon [NS72] proposed a
theory which includes a set of cognitive processes or mechanisms that produce the behavior
of an actor. According to the theory, the task instructions and previous experience in
solving similar tasks contribute significantly to the determination of an actor’s perception of
how to fulfill a task. The task instructions not only define the task but also provide a specific
representation that helps define ideas of how to fulfill a task. Recall from section 1.2.2 that
the informational content of such task instructions can be modeled by means of infons.
Building upon Newell and Simon’s work, human factors research explored the influence
of the nature of the task and the way an actor performs to fulfill the task. The ideas
presented in this thesis will, therefore, be related with an important notion generated from
Newell and Simon’s work which is that of cognitive fit [Ves91, Ves94]. The basic model of
cognitive fit views task fulfillment as the outcome of the relationship between the actor’s
perception of how to fulfill the task and the nature of the task, which are both characterized
by the type of knowledge they emphasize. When the types of knowledge emphasized
in the actor and task elements match, the actor can employ processes (and formulate a
mental representation) that also emphasize the same type of knowledge. Cognitive fit
exists because the cognitive processes used to complete the task match. This fit results in
superior task performance. Conversely, when a mismatch occurs between the perception
of how to complete a task and the actual requirements to fulfill a task, cognitive fit will
not result and task performance will deteriorate. A difference with our study is that we
will try to classify actors based on that actor’s current cognitive profile (i.e., the way an
actor is able to perform the defined cognitive characteristics) instead of determining an
actor’s perception of how to complete a task. Stipulating an actor’s perception related to
the fulfillment of every task may be a time consuming process in practice. However, an
actor’s cognitive capabilities may change over time (they may improve or deteriorate) and
that may cause the necessity to classify an actor as a different type at different points in
time.
1.2.5 Quality of task performance & results
Quality in general can be defined in a large number of different ways. Quality is often
associated with customer satisfaction of product or service requirements. However, qual-
ity not only includes products and services, but also includes processes, the environment,
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and people [Use03]. Quality has many different criteria and these criteria change contin-
uously [Dem86]. The measurement of task quality can be related to ways how quality
is measured within the domains of software engineering, total quality management, and
workflow management. More specifically, these fields have been concerned with conduct-
ing research on quality measuring of process and product quality. Related to the problem
area of this thesis, we are concerned with (knowledge intensive) task process and product
quality.
Software engineering
In the field of software engineering, software product quality as well as software process
quality has been studied. Software engineering researchers and practitioners have suggested
many different quality models each with a varying number of attributes [Dro95, Boe96,
MRWG77]. A more recent quality model is the ISO/IEC 9126 standard for software prod-
uct quality [ISO01, ISO03a, ISO03b, ISO04]. ISO/IEC 9126-1 [ISO01] defines a quality
model that includes six characteristics (functionality, reliability, usability, efficiency, main-
tainability, and portability), which are further subdivided into sub-characteristics. The
proposition of ISO/IEC 9126 is that higher internal quality (quality when software is not
executed) indicates higher external quality (quality when software is executed) and higher
external quality indicates higher ‘quality in use’. Quality in use as a construct is defined
as the capability of the software product to enable specified users to achieve specified
goals [ISO01]. Quality in use is the user’s view of the quality of an environment containing
software, and is derived from the results of using the software in the environment, rather
than properties of the software itself. When the aim is to measure task product quality,
such as in this thesis, quality in use can be regarded as a valuable notion. In that case,
quality in use is measured from the results of performing the knowledge intensive task in
the (organizational) environment. Quality can be measured by operationalizing the differ-
ent quality notions in terms of concrete metrics. For instance, ISO/IEC 9126-4 [ISO04]
identifies effectiveness, productivity, safety, and satisfaction as the operationalized mea-
sures of quality. Several methods can be used to measure the level of quality for every
metric.
Jung [Jun07] has utilized questionnaires concerning the respondents’ judgments of the
product’s capability to satisfy the aforementioned characteristics of quality in use. Apply-
ing questionnaires to measure quality, however, has several limitations. For example, if too
few rating scale categories are used, the response will not capture the full discriminatory
power of the questions. On the other hand, using too many categories may be beyond the
limited discriminatory powers of respondents. The quality metrics of ISO/IEC 9126 are
defined in natural language, which leaves room for ambiguities. The chance exists that a
respondent may misinterpret the meaning of a defined metric and may, therefore, apply an
incorrect rating. The quality metrics for task performance and task results elaborated in
this thesis will, therefore, be formalized. This implies that it is possible to actually measure
quality by performing metric calculations. This prevents ambiguities and wrong quality
interpretations. These quality metrics are directly measurable lower-level attributes, which
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are decompositions of key attributes of quality from the stakeholder’s perspective, called
quality factors. This decomposition from higher-level quality factors to decomposed met-
rics has been introduced in the software engineering domain in [Boe96, MRWG77].
The software development process is a set of activities, methods, practices, and trans-
formations used by actors to develop and maintain the software and associated products
(user manuals, architectural documents, detailed design documents, code plans, and test
plans) [AP03]. Much of the current understanding of software process quality has been
derived from the work of the Software Engineering Institute (SEI). The software engi-
neering community has developed a set of normative maturity models for organizations to
follow and enable the assessment of current capability. Within such norm-based models,
improvement in the software process is considered to result in the maturing of the activities
undertaken by a software development group [AM07, Hum89]. An example of a well-known
model for software process quality is the Capability Maturity Model (CMM) [HZG+97].
The normative software process quality models have been criticized for their rigid-
ity, their assumptions about implementation, and their emphasis on technology [BM91,
McF96]. The challenge for the software engineering community is to understand that the
quality management of software processes is strongly dependent on how well the relation-
ship between actors and their context is understood. Yet, software process quality research
does not pay enough attention to the organizational factors that enable or constrain the
process quality improvements [AM07]. The work on process quality in this thesis may
assist the software engineering community in gaining new knowledge on how to manage
process quality by taking organizational factors into account. Specifically, relationships
between (knowledge intensive) software engineering tasks, actors performing those tasks,
and stakeholders of those tasks can be clarified.
Total quality management
Total quality management (TQM) is defined as a quality management philosophy that
views quality from the overall performance of an organization [MK93]. It defines quality
as being driven by customer and contextual needs and looks to identify critical factors
that will determine the survivability and competitiveness of an organization. Total quality
management (TQM) can be viewed in one of two ways. The first approach conceptualizes
TQM as a limited set of technical tools to manage organizational quality while the second
approach views TQM as part of broader changes to human resource (HR) practices [RB05].
These two approaches are dubbed as hard TQM respectively soft TQM. Elements of soft
TQM can be, for example, workforce commitment, shared vision, customer focus, use of
teams, personnel training, and cooperative supplier relations [RB05].
It is suggested that the common guiding principles of TQM can be grouped into three
areas [SSS94]. First, there are principles that focus on customer satisfaction. Second,
there are principles that stress continuous improvement. Finally, there are principles that
treat organizations as total systems. The first set of principles is related to soft TQM
and can influence hard TQM principles. This set of principles also relates to our research
on quality, because we also focus on stakeholder satisfaction. I.e., a high quality of task
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performance increases the chance to realize stakeholder satisfaction. Task performance
quality, however, can be related to a specific element of soft TQM, namely organizational
performance. Seven quality factors for organizational performance have been identified
in [ST99]. These are: customer satisfaction, employee morale, productivity, defects as a
percentage of production volume, delivery in full on time to customer, warranty claims
cost as a percentage of total sales, and cost of quality as a percentage of total sales. It
is presumed that possible quality factors to measure task performance can be abstracted
from such organizational performance quality factors. Rahman and Bullock [RB05] have
found evidence that certain hard TQM elements have a significant effect on performance
and they suggest that for hard TQM to impact performance, it is essential that such hard
elements are supported by elements of soft TQM. This implies that technical tools that
manage task quality possibly following from our research on task performance should be
supported by the soft task performance elements that will be elaborated in this thesis.
Workflow management
The primary task of workflow management is to enact case-driven business processes by
joining several perspectives [AH00]. Workflows are instantiated for specific cases, including
tax declarations, insurance claims, and so on. The workflow perspectives are: the control
flow perspective, the resource perspective, the data perspective, the task perspective, and
the operation perspective [AH00]. In the control flow perspective, specifications are defined
indicating which tasks need to be performed and in what order. In the resource perspective,
the organizational structure and the actor population in an organization are specified. The
data perspective deals with control and production data. Control data are data introduced
for workflow management purposes and production data involves informational objects that
are independent of workflow management. Examples of production data are documents,
forms, and tables. The task perspective describes the elementary operations performed
by actors while performing a task for a specific case. In the operational perspective the
elementary operations are described, which are often executed using software applications.
There seems to be not much research on quality metrics applied in the field of workflow
management. Existing research on the application of quality metrics in the workflow
domain can be divided into design time metrics and runtime metrics. Design time metrics
are related to measuring the quality of the process to develop a model of a process, resulting
in a workflow model. Runtime metrics are related to measuring the quality of executing a
workflow model in a workflow engine. Most research has been aimed at the development
of runtime metrics. However, the research described in [VRA08] shows that cohesion
and coupling metrics have been developed for the evaluation of workflow process designs.
By using these metrics, it can be quantitatively expressed to what extent elementary
operations belong to each other within one task or, in other words, how cohesive such a
task is. In addition, the dependency of the various tasks on each other or, in other words,
the coupling of those tasks can be expressed by the coupling metrics. These coupling and
cohesion metrics seem to relate to the task-oriented and operational workflow perspectives.
Such design time metrics are useful to measure product quality when relating them
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with our ambition to measure task product quality and task process quality. Note that
the product is, in this case, a workflow process design. The difference with our research is
that the product of a fulfilled knowledge intensive task is a knowledge representation. This
demands a different approach to elaborate such product quality metrics, i.e., a workflow
process design is not equal to a knowledge representation. Besides design time metrics,
workflow researchers have introduced several metrics to measure quality during the run-
time of a workflow. Runtime metrics have been elaborated for the evaluation of workflow
data logs in [McL96]. Several software applications have been developed to determine val-
ues for runtime metrics based on historical execution data, such as: average processing
times, deadline reliabilities, and risk indices [MzR00, AAP08]. Such runtime metrics can
be compared to task process quality metrics. The task process metrics to measure task
performance that are going to be discussed in this thesis have a cognitive basis by taking
the applied cognitive characteristics during task execution into account. This implies that
the quality of the application of cognitive characteristics during task fulfillment can be
measured. This specific focus on the quality of cognitive performance during task execu-
tion is extending current research on quality to the best of our knowledge. Integration of
intelligence on cognitive elements into workflow management systems enable organizations
to understand the cognitive capabilities of their actor population. This may support task
allocation in the control flow perspective.
1.3 Research questions
The motivation that has initiated this research is now summarized before presenting the
research questions. This motivation is, in fact, for a large part the textual explanation
of figure 1.1. The complexity of knowledge intensive tasks in organizations increases due
to social as well as organizational developments. Actors that are responsible to fulfill
knowledge intensive tasks in organizations may, therefore, experience an increased cognitive
load. Such actors exchange knowledge to improve their core competencies. Eventually, the
quality of fulfilled knowledge intensive tasks may be negatively influenced by an increased
cognitive load. Stakeholder requirements may not be met if the results of fulfilled tasks
are too low in quality. Higher task quality can be realized by decreasing the cognitive load
of actors and improving their core competencies [Mei00, WNB+07]. Thus, it can be stated
that knowledge, cognitive characteristics, and quality factors are all demanded during
the fulfillment of knowledge intensive tasks. Knowledge is demanded by actors wishing
to improve their competencies, cognitive characteristics are demanded by the knowledge
intensive tasks themselves, and quality factors are demanded by stakeholders. Knowledge
and cognitive characteristics are supplied by actors, and quality factors are supplied by
knowledge intensive tasks. Bridging the gap between supply and demand may improve the
match between required and offered assets in the process of successful knowledge intensive
task fulfillment. This may decrease cognitive load, and improve core competencies and
quality. The overall research question of this thesis can, therefore, be formulated as follows:
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How can knowledge, cognition, and quality bridge supply and
demand for knowledge intensive tasks?
The overall research question can be decomposed into subquestions to split the overall
research work into manageable parts. Therefore, a total of 7 derived research questions
have been formulated as follows, numbered as Q1 up to and including Q7:
Q1 Which theoretical model can be developed that describes the knowledge market?
Before elaborating a theoretical model of the knowledge market it is reasonable to under-
stand the fundamentals of knowledge first. The notion of knowledge must be understood if
that is indeed the asset that is going to be exchanged in such a market. Besides knowledge,
other entities that exist in the knowledge market need to be studied to understand how
and why knowledge can be exchanged, and between whom. This includes the roles that
actors can enact in such a market as well as the types of tasks that require actors to ex-
change knowledge. Before studying these other entities, the overall picture of a theoretical
model of the knowledge market should be introduced for clarification. This also includes
a description and positioning of knowledge exchange in such a market. The elaboration
of knowledge exchange mechanisms in such a market is also required to partly answer the
following research question.
Q2 How can supply and demand of knowledge be matched in the knowledge market?
An answer to this question is sought in the basic and more advanced knowledge exchange
mechanisms that are part of the knowledge market as well as an exploration of how a
theoretical model of the knowledge market can be exploited in practice. To seek an answer
to this question, we need to provide a definition for knowledge exchange. Departing from
that definition, it is possible to study possible levels of knowledge exchange and textual
as well as graphical formal foundations of knowledge exchange. The latter includes the
following notions: Question and answer mechanisms that are part of knowledge exchange
events, knowledge input and output, knowledge carriers, and knowledge similarities. A
practical instantiation can consist of the steps that can be performed in advanced knowledge
exchange situations to benefit from advantages that the knowledge market can offer. One
can also think of a (provisional) Web-based software application that provides assistance
in matching supply and demand of knowledge. Such an application should illustrate how
computer-based actors can enact one or more roles in the knowledge market.
Q3 Which theoretical model can be developed that describes the knowledge workers market?
Elaboration of a theoretical model of the knowledge workers market is needed to answer
this research question. This model is focused on the exchange of cognitive characteristics,
because these are the assets that are matched in such a market. To make clear between
which entities these characteristics can be exchanged, and, more specifically, which char-
acteristics are on offer and are demanded, a characterization of those entities is necessary.
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In this case, cognitive characteristics are supplied by actors and demanded by knowledge
intensive tasks. The development of a framework for cognitive matchmaking can enable
the matching of such cognitive characteristics in this market, just like knowledge exchange
mechanisms are part of the knowledge market to match supply and demand of knowledge.
Q4 How can supply and demand of cognitive characteristics be matched in the knowledge
workers market?
An answer to this question is based on the aforementioned theoretical model of the knowl-
edge workers market, but also on practical applications of the knowledge workers market.
These practical applications can materialize in terms of a (prototypical) software applica-
tion to match actors and tasks, but also in terms of a case study. This case study validates
and evaluates such a prototype and the underlying theory.
Q5 Which theoretical model can be developed that describes the knowledge quality market?
To understand the knowledge quality market a theoretical model of such a market can
be developed. This model is focused on the exchange of quality factors, because these
are the assets that are matched in such a market. To make clear between which entities
these factors can be exchanged, and, more specifically, which factors are on offer and are
demanded, a description of those entities is necessary. In this case, quality factors are
supplied by knowledge intensive tasks and demanded by stakeholders. A framework for
qualitative matchmaking, which is based on the framework for cognitive matchmaking, can
enable the matching of such quality factors in this market. The development of conceptual
models can show concepts involved in the knowledge quality market and the relations
between them. The development of dynamic models can show events that affect quality
changes as well as dependencies between concepts in this market can be showed.
Q6 How can the quality of knowledge intensive tasks be measured in the knowledge quality
market?
To match supply and demand of quality factors it is necessary to understand how quality
of knowledge intensive tasks can be measured by means of these factors. Therefore, such
quality factors can be boiled down to more concrete metrics. Practical applications of such
metrics act as a touchstone for the metrics as part of the knowledge quality market model.
Application of the framework for qualitative matchmaking will be omitted, because this
framework will be based on the framework for cognitive matchmaking. Application of this
framework is already part of research findings that are related to research question Q2.
Q7 How can supply and demand of quality factors be matched in the knowledge quality
market?
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The theoretical model of the knowledge quality market can be used to answer this question,
which includes the framework for qualitative matchmaking, the quality factors, and the
quality metrics.
The notions of knowledge, cognition, and quality are embedded in three different market
models by answering the derived research questions. Supply and demand of these notions in
the process of knowledge intensive task fulfillment can be bridged by answering all derived
questions. This also results in the answering of the overall research question. In summary,
questions Q1 and Q2 describe the knowledge market and how supply and demand of
knowledge can be bridged. Questions Q3 and Q4 describe the knowledge workers market
and how supply and demand of cognitive characteristics can be bridged. Finally, questions
Q5, Q6, and Q7 describe the knowledge quality market and how supply and demand of
quality factors can be bridged.
1.4 Research strategy
A research strategy can be viewed as an overall approach that indicates how to carry out
a research project. Research strategies can be categorized by making a distinction be-
tween theory building and theory testing [GS67, Gal91, Mee94]. Research strategies for
theory building are often based on ‘soft’ inductive reasoning and use qualitative research
instruments for data collection. Soft approaches depend on the researcher’s subjective
interpretations and, in the case of our study, comprehension of knowledge management,
intelligent matchmaking, software engineering, and other directly related fields of science.
The application of soft research strategies results in a research focus that reckons, for ex-
ample, the existence of multiple realities (no universal truth), practical relevance, different
languages and cultures of actors, and so on [FH98]. Examples of soft research instruments
are: action research (e.g., [APMS85]), soft systems methodology (e.g., [Che81]), case study
research (e.g., [Yin03]), and futures research (e.g., [Bel97]). The strategies aimed at the-
ory testing are often based on ‘hard’ deductive reasoning and use quantitative research
instruments for data collection. The application of hard research strategies results in a
research focus that reckons, for example, objectivity, measurability, repeatability, neutral
observations without interference of the researcher, and so on [FH98]. Examples of hard
research instruments are: laboratory experiments, field studies, and surveys.
Existing literature shows that soft and hard research approaches have been viewed as
mutually-exclusive opposites [GL94]. In parallel, it seems that there are often serious /
costly discussions in many organizations because a polarity, such as the aforementioned
mutual-exclusive opposites, is treated as an ‘either / or’ problem [Joh96]. This is often
the result of the fact that the other side of the pool is not seen sufficiently. Therefore,
an opposite view can can also be identified, which underlines that both strategies can in-
termingle [Fir90]. For example, qualitative techniques can complement quantitative ones
in that they can assist to explain and illustrate statistical relationships. The main di-
chotomies of both research traditions have been summarized in [FH98] and can be used
to determine whether our research approach is more softer or harder in nature. These
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dichotomies are categorized according to various levels, namely: paradigmatic, ontological,
epistemological, methodological, and axiological. For each level, we will now determine if
our research approach should be more softer or harder in nature. The resulting conclu-
sions will be used to select and argue for a suitable research approach with accompanying
research instruments.
On the paradigm level, we will take a more interpretive stance because we are not seek-
ing for a universal truth. For instance, we will not claim to have described the theoretical
model of the knowledge market but a theoretical model. This is related with our goal
to find possible answers for the research questions instead of the answers. This implies
that the research setting is understood and interpreted from the researcher’s own frame
of reference. With this in mind, the theories that are elaborated in this thesis have also
been developed from this frame of reference. Furthermore, these theories will be validated
and evaluated to test the external validity of the actual research question and the practical
relevance of the theories. This means that relevance can be viewed as a more important
subject for this type of research than rigorousness. Up till now, our research approach will
be more softer than harder in nature on the paradigmatic as well as the axiological levels.
On the ontological level, we believe that multiple realities exist as subjective construc-
tions of the mind. In line with this statement, we believe that there is no such thing as
a theory or a solution that provides the answer for the aforementioned research questions.
This is related with the statement in [FHL+98], that information systems related science
raises difficulties that are not encountered in the natural sciences. In our case, the theory
will concern the world of information, communication, and knowledge itself. This has im-
plications both for the way we are working and how we understand that work. It is not
merely that we, as observers, are part of the phenomenon we study. We ourselves also con-
stitute computer-based actors, including rather complex information systems. This implies
that we are not only part of the phenomenon we study but we are also able to conceive
it. The several research instruments that are used to perform the research are also utilized
to explore various approaches to find answers for the questions. This procedure results in
various approaches to conceive theories and applications of those theories. This implies
that our research approach tends to be soft on the ontological level.
On the epistemological level, interaction between the researcher and the research sit-
uation will take place to provide answers for the research questions. For example, it is
necessary to draw conclusions on how the model of the knowledge workers market enables
us to match actors and tasks that exist in practice. These conclusions are not only depen-
dent of the ‘hard’ match results, but also of the values and beliefs of the researcher that
lead to an interpretation of those hard results. It seems that soft and hard elements may
intermingle on the epistemological level of a suitable research approach.
Finally, it is assumed that a suitable research approach for this study is certainly
more qualitative, exploratory, and inductive in nature than quantitative, confirmatory,
and deductive in nature. I.e., the emphasis is on realism of context in a natural situation,
but precision in control of variables and behavior measurement cannot be achieved. For
instance, if the market models are to be validated and evaluated, then this will be done in
practical situations with variables that have a certain state and exist at that point in time
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when the models are tested. Also, the focus is on what things exist instead of determining
how many there are. For example, it is interesting to know what can help us to match
actors and tasks based on cognition. It can be concluded that a suitable research approach
for the research that we are concerned with should be relatively soft in nature.
The research strategy in fact structures the way in which the research itself is developed.
Therefore, the research strategy can be viewed as the way of working for this research. A
way of working defines the possible tasks, including sub-tasks, and ordering of tasks, to be
performed as part of the research development process [Wij91]. The inductive-hypothetical
research strategy [Sol82, Chu71, VJM98, WKM05, Mee94] fits the needs related to the
aforementioned levels of strategy. This research strategy consists of the following phases
and is visualized in figure 1.2:
1. Initiation, in which empirical knowledge of the problem domain is elicited.
2. Abstraction, in which the elicited empirical knowledge is applied in a descriptive
conceptual model.
3. Theory formulation, in which the descriptive conceptual model is made prescriptive.
4. Implementation, in which the prescriptive conceptual model is empirically tested.
5. Evaluation, a comparison of the elicited empirical knowledge (1) with the prescriptive
empirical model (4).
Descriptive
empirical 
model
Descriptive 
conceptual 
model
Prescriptive 
conceptual 
model
Prescriptive 
empirical 
model
Abstraction
Theory 
formulation
Implementation
EvaluationInitiation
Figure 1.2: The inductive-hypothetical research strategy, adapted from [Sol82].
Note that the notion of ‘theory’ is used in a general sense in this research strategy, and it
comprises a set of possible solutions for the present research questions. An application of
the strategy for this study can be derived from this structure and results in the following
steps:
1. Identification of the problem area (chapter 1).
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2. Positioning and foundation of elicited knowledge about the problem area in current
literature, including suggestions to extend the current state of art (chapter 1).
3. Development of the theoretical models.
3.1. Development of the knowledge market model.
3.1.1. Formulation of knowledge fundamentals, roles in the knowledge market, and
qualifying task types (chapter 2).
3.1.2. Formulation of knowledge exchange mechanisms (chapter 3).
3.2. Development of the knowledge workers market model.
3.2.1. Formulation of cognitive characteristics, actor types, and task types (chap-
ter 5).
3.2.2. Formulation of cognitive matchmaking (chapter 6).
3.3. Development of the knowledge quality market model (chapter 8).
3.3.1. Formulation of quality factors for knowledge intensive tasks.
3.3.2. Formulation of qualitative matchmaking.
4. Applications of the three market models to validate them and to determine practical
relevance.
4.1. Application of the knowledge market (chapter 4).
4.1.1. Implementation of a provisional Web application to illustrate that a
computer-based actor can enact one or more roles in the knowledge market.
4.1.2. Practical implementation of an advanced model for knowledge exchange
embedded in the knowledge market.
4.2. Application of the knowledge workers market (chapter 7).
4.2.1. Case study of the knowledge workers market in information systems engi-
neering.
4.2.2. Implementation of the framework for cognitive matchmaking in a Web-
based cognitive matchmaker system.
4.3. Application of the knowledge quality market (chapter 9).
4.3.1. Practical measurements of task product quality.
4.3.2. Practical measurements of task process quality.
5. Evaluation of the overall research (chapter 10).
Next, several research instruments (of a relatively soft nature) are needed to perform the
research within the framework of the given strategy.
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1.5 Main research instrument
Up till now, the way of working for this research has been introduced in the form of the
inductive-hypothetical research strategy. However, it has not been mentioned what re-
search instruments can be used to carry out these steps. A description to indicate which
instruments can be applied to realize or model the research results when conducting the
steps of the research strategy is referred to as the way of modeling [Wij91]. Object-Role
Modeling (ORM) acts as the main research instrument for this research. ORM is a concep-
tual data modeling technique, which can not only be used for the conceptual modeling of
database models, but also for a variety of modeling purposes. Examples that can be found
in the literature are the utilization of ORM to model domain ontologies [TVC+06] and the
modeling of formal architecture principles as part of enterprise architectures [BHPW06]. In
an ORM model, ovals represent object types (which are counterparts of classes), whereas
boxes represent relations between object types. These relations are dubbed as fact types.
For more details on Object-Role Modeling, see e.g. [HW93, Hal01]. Appendix B outlines
the basic foundations of ORM.
When developing formal theoretical models, what has been done for this research, tex-
tual and / or graphical techniques can be used to display formalisms. Formal specifications
make use of mathematical notations that offer precise syntax and semantics. Textual for-
malisms, however, may be complex in nature and not acceptable to many readers. Visual
formalisms offer graphical notations with semantics and also offer the possibility to model
intuitive and well-organized formalisms. Conceptual modeling languages incorporating a
(semi-)formal modeling language are, therefore, more suitable to visualize formal theory.
In such a formal modeling language the syntax and (in case of fully formal languages) the
semantics can be coherently formulated in a mathematical language.
The ORM language is useful to visualize formalisms because of its formal founda-
tions [Hal01], its demonstrable applications in visualizing formalisms [HP98], and its
long running affiliation with the field of conceptual modeling involving varied, often non-
technical stakeholders [Fal76]. Furthermore, compared with, for example, EER or UML,
ORM’s graphical notation is more stable since it is attribute-free. In other words, object
types are treated as concepts. This makes ORM immune to changes that cause attributes
to be remodeled as object types or relationships [Jar07]. In [Ver93], for example, ORM is
applied to visualize formalisms of a theory about the use of modeling knowledge to achieve
more effective information modeling support. In this thesis, ORM is applied to visualize
the set-theoretical formalisms of the theoretical models. Viewed in that light, the tech-
nique to visualize formalisms by using ORM models as we have introduced in [OBPR07d]
is used. To fully understand how ORM is utilized as a research instrument, an elaboration
of the visualization technique can be found in the following sub sections.
1.5.1 Visualization of basic and complex formalisms
Throughout this section our ideas are explained how to graphically represent formal no-
tations as part of a theoretical framework. Assume that a theoretical framework consists
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of the functions 1.1 up to and including 1.5 as explained below. First, suppose that func-
tion 1.1 can be depicted as follows:
F : X → Y (1.1)
The expression F(x) = y states that for an element x as part of the set X function 1.1
returns an element y from the set Y . The sets as part of a function are visualized as object
types in ORM. If dictated by the nature of the mathematical function, constraints, such
as total role constraints or uniqueness constraints, should be added to a possible ORM
model. As such, a uniqueness constraint should be added to the role of object type X .
This ensures that every instance of object type X that plays a role in the corresponding
fact type is unique. A total role constraint should also be added to object type X , because
function 1.1 prescribes that every instance of object type X should play a role in the fact
type. A bit more complex function such as the one depicted below may also be part of a
formal model:
G :W ×X × Y → Z (1.2)
The expression G(w, x, y) = z shows that for w ∈ W , x ∈ X , and y ∈ Y function 1.2 returns
an element z ∈ Z. Assume that the set W contains constants, so that W = {a, b, c}. The
setW can now be visualized as a value type in the ORM model (indicated by parentheses),
together with its corresponding values. Suppose that functions 1.1 and 1.2 are part of one
and the same formal model. These two separate functions can now visually integrate in
one ORM model as is shown in figure 1.3. Normally, when such functions as part of formal
YX
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(W)
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G
{‘a’,‘b’,‘c’}
Figure 1.3: ORM model of two functions.
models are depicted one by one in the text and then textually explained, such an overview
cannot be given. In that case, there is a chance that the reader of a formal model misses
the interconnection between the functions of a formal model. This might make a formal
model difficult to understand. To be certain that function 1.2 is correctly visualized, the
introduction of an objectified fact type is necessary as can be seen in figure 1.3.
It is interesting to expand the ORM model with two more functions that incorporate
additional mathematical symbols. The following function takes an element of the set Z as
parameter and returns a (real) value from 0 up to and including 1:
H : Z → [0, 1] (1.3)
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Thus, the expression H(z) = 0.5 shows that for z ∈ Z the value 0.5 is returned. The
following function returns an element from the powerset of the set Z:
I :W → ℘(Z) (1.4)
The expression I(w) = Z shows that for w ∈ W the set Z is returned, where Z ⊆ Z.
The powerset of the set Z should be visualized as a power type in the ORM model, as
introduced by [HW93]. An instance of a power type is identified by its elements, just as a
set is identified by its elements (axiom of extensionality) [HK87]. Normally, a set denoted
in a function is displayed as an object type which equals the name of the set. Regarding
function 1.3, however, the number range [0, 1] is unnamed. There is a possibility to visualize
this by introducing a value type named ‘number’, which includes values ranging from 0 up
to and including 1.
Before visualizing the functions discussed so far, the following more complex function
is tackled:
J : V → (X → Y) (1.5)
An example expression of this function can be denoted as Jv(x) = y, where v ∈ V , x ∈ X ,
and y ∈ Y . Note that function 1.5 is not the same as J : (V × X ) → Y because of the
placed parentheses. Instead, it can be equated to J : V → ℘(X × Y). Figure 1.4 shows a
complete overview of the functions defined up till now.
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Figure 1.4: ORM model of an example formal model.
As can be seen in figure 1.4, an exclusion constraint has been added. Up till now,
the visualization of complex constraints in an ORM model has not been discussed. The
following section deals with this matter.
1.5.2 Visualization of complex constraints
At least two main reasons underlie the need to visualize more complex constraints. A
first reason is that during domain analysis (in this case the analysis of certain formalisms)
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certain constraints may be necessary. A next step is then to determine how these con-
straints, which arise from the formalisms under analysis, can be modeled in ORM. In this
situation the analysis of the formal theory delivers relevant feed back for an ORM schema.
In a second case, it might happen that every constraint has already been formalized (in
an underlying assumably completely formalized theory). Such formal constraints can then
easily be visualized in an ORM model according to their corresponding semantics. For
instance, the semantics of the exclusion constraint of figure 1.4 must then be part of the
formal theory:
pir,s(K)⊗ pip,q(F)
The exclusion constraint expresses that there is no overlap between X / Y combinations
in the fact types F and K. The visualization of already formalized constraints results in a
specific quality check, because when modeling such a constraint in ORM it is possible to
determine the correctness of the constraint in the underlying theory. In this situation the
analysis of an ORM schema delivers relevant feed back for the formal theory.
As can be seen, ORM is a powerful tool to stipulate relations between functions and to
find out if the formalisms are indeed correctly defined. We assume that flaws in a formal
model can more easily be found by visualizing and integrating formalisms this way. After
all, the meaning of a function in a formal model as a whole is more understandable.
1.6 Other research instruments
Several research instruments have been selected to carry out the various steps of the re-
search strategy. Each instrument will be described, together with an argumentation why
the following instruments have been utilized.
1.6.1 Formal methods
Several formal methods have been used during the process of theory building. In ancient
times, natural languages were already parsed resulting in fixed-patterns, i.e., conclusions,
that were drawn from sentences uttered in natural language. An example of such a con-
clusion is: ‘All cats are carnivores. No cat dislikes fresh fish. Consequently, every cat
eats fresh fish.’ First, the form of those conclusions can be made visible. This form is
quite often rather hidden in natural language. Formal languages, such as predicate logic,
however, are symbolic languages by which the logical structure of possible conclusions
can be shown [BDK+03]. By using formal languages to describe parts of our theoretical
models, we are able to draw conclusions from theory in a valid way. This also provides
an opportunity to identify rather complex conclusions that often remain hidden in theo-
ries that are solely based on natural languages. A drawback of formal languages is that
one needs to understand the syntax and semantics of a formal language in order to use
and understand it. The formal language that we have used throughout the thesis is first-
order predicate logic [BDK+03, Ham78] combined with set theory [Lev02, HP98] and fuzzy
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logic [Zad05, Zad06]. We have chosen for a first-order predicate calculus, because a second-
order or a higher order theory admits already a part of the set theory in using its higher
order variables [Lev02]. Second-order variables are essentially set variables. Therefore, it
does not seem right to consider some sets as first-order objects, while having around also
second-order objects which are sets [Lev02].
Predicate logic is an extension of propositional logic. By means of predicate logic,
propositions and predicates can be expressed [Ham78]. A proposition is an assertion or
a statement, expressed in a sentence. Propositions can be connected with each other
by means of logical symbols called connectives. A predicate designates that a certain
object has a specific property. Furthermore, logical operations such as quantification can
be performed by means of predicate logic, expressed by a word such as ‘all’. Predicate
logic is used in this thesis to realize an exact theoretical construction, in which the logical
structure of sometimes complex premises and conclusions as part of a conceived theory can
be verbalized in a very clear and concise way.
When modeling theory, abstract syntax could be defined by the use of grammars, but
also, typically, by the use of set theory [HP98]. (Parts of) a theoretical model could be
defined as a many-sorted algebra with a number of sets, functions, relations, and possibly
some special constants, as well as a number of axioms that have to be satisfied [Gia87].
These axioms could be specified by means of logic. An industrial machine that is capable
of painting cars on an assembly-line for example, could consist of a set of car types, say T ,
a set of colors, a relation, say CarCol ⊆ T × C, and a default color c0 ∈ C. An axiom like
(t, c0) 6∈ CarCol would prevent cars of type t to be painted with the default color. There
are several reasons to think of why the definition of such a many-sorted algebra is part of
the theory presented in this thesis. First, by formally defining parts of the theory we are
able to prevent preliminary flaws during the process of theory building. This is related
with the required research effort to think very hard and precise about the theory that is
developed when using set theory and formal languages in general [Hal90].
Fuzzy logic is also utilized as a research instrument. The central notions of fuzzy logic
are graduation and granulation [Zad06]. More specifically, in fuzzy logic everything can
be graduated, i.e., be a matter of degree. Furthermore, in fuzzy logic all variables can be
granulated, with a granule being a clump of values drawn together by indistinguishability,
similarity, proximity, or functionality [Zad06]. Graduation and granulation underline the
concept of a linguistic variable [Zad73]. More fundamentally, graduation and granulation
have a position of centrality in human cognition. This is one of the basic reasons why fuzzy
logic may be viewed in a model of human reasoning [Zad06]. In our case, fuzzy logic can
be utilized in the process of theory building to assess how supply and demand of assets are
matched.
1.6.2 Yet Another Workflow Language (YAWL)
Recall from section 1.2.5 that workflow specifications can be understood from a number of
different perspectives [AH00]. Workflows can be modeled by means of workflow languages.
For this research, a workflow language can be used to model the possible steps to exchange
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knowledge according to the knowledge market model. A workflow specification in the Yet
Another Workflow Language (YAWL) is a set of extended workflow nets (EWF-nets) which
form a hierarchy, i.e., there is a tree-like structure [AH05]. Tasks (or steps) are modeled as
either atomic tasks or composite tasks. Each composite task refers to a unique EWF-net at
a lower level in the hierarchy. Atomic tasks form the leaves of the tree-like structure. There
is one EWF-net without a composite task referring to it. This EWF-net is named the top
level workflow and forms the root of the tree-like structure. The powerful and concise way
of modeling makes YAWL very suitable to model knowledge exchange workflows as part
of the knowledge market model, which are pictured in chapter 3.
1.6.3 System dynamics
System dynamics was originally introduced by Jay Forrester as a modeling and simulation
methodology for the long-term decision-making analysis of industrial management prob-
lems [For93]. As a method, system dynamics is particularly suited to the simulation of
complex systems such as the market models discussed in this thesis. System dynamics is a
method that is capable of dealing with assumptions about system structures in a stringent
fashion [CTS08]. A system dynamics model is constructed by the building blocks (vari-
ables) categorized as stocks, flows, connectors, and converters. Stock variables (symbolized
by rectangles) are the state variables and they represent the major accumulations in the
system. Flow variables (symbolized by valves) are the rate of change in stock variables
and they represent those activities that fill in or drain the stocks. Converters (represented
by circles) are intermediate variables used for miscellaneous calculations. Finally, the con-
nectors (represented by simple arrows) are informational links representing the cause and
effects within the model structure. In the context of this study, the effects of changes to
supply and demand levels in the market models and the dependencies between, for ex-
ample, cognitive characteristics and quality factors can be modeled by means of system
dynamics.
1.6.4 Case study research
In this thesis, the need for case studies arises from the wish to get insight in difficult social
phenomena. The case study method allows researchers to study detailed characteristics
of real-life events, such as: individual life cycles, organizational and managerial processes,
neighborhood change, international relations, and the maturation of industries [Yin03].
Case study research is an adequate research instrument if there is a need to study the
phenomena in its natural setting [BGM87]. Also, an emphasis on interest in the ‘how’ and
‘why’ questions reveals that case study research is a helpful instrument. A lack of previous
studies and elaborate theoretical understanding of the three aforementioned market models
are two more reasons to utilize the case study method as a research instrument. Case study
research can be used in this study to validate and evaluate the theoretical models as well as
the practical applications of those models. The case study instrument also fits quite easily
with the inductive-hypothetical research strategy [Sol82, Mee94]. More specifically, the
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five phases of the research strategy discussed in section 1.4 can be applied as a strategy to
conduct the case study. In other words, the inductive-hypothetical strategy can not merely
be used as the way of working for the overall research, but on a lower level of abstraction
also for the case study research instrument itself.
To make sure that the gathered data for the conducted cases will be valid, the case
study tactics defined in [Yin03] will be applied. Thus, the quality of the case study research
can be judged by conducting four research design tests: construct validity, internal validity,
external validity, and reliability. We have chosen to classify the case study as a multiple-
case study design [Yin03], because two different cases will be discussed that have been
based on the same design. In addition, the case study design is a multiple-case embedded
design as multiple units of analysis are included. The studied units of analysis in the
case study were individual employees and information systems engineering (ISE) projects.
Data was gathered from documentation, Web pages, interviews, and e-mail correspondence.
This implies that multiple sources of evidence were used and a chain of evidence was
established during data collection. The character of this case study is exploratory, because
we have tried to evaluate the knowledge workers market and the application of that market
model in the context of real ISE projects. Therefore, the internal validity of the design
is irrelevant [Yin03]. The validity of the construction of the data has been increased
because key informants have reviewed the draft case study reports. Next, external validity
can be tested by including replication logic in case of a multiple-case design. External
validity is concerned with whether or not the study’s findings are generalizable beyond
the immediate case study. By following the inductive-hypothetical strategy, we presume
the findings of the case study are generalizable for other ISE projects. Other cases can
be performed identically when utilizing the approach we have used. Finally, the reliability
of the case study is obtained by using a formal case study protocol and developing a case
study database.
1.7 Thesis outline
Figure 1.5 shows that there are several ways of reading this thesis. To obtain a first
impression it is possible to read the introduction and the conclusions. This is indicated by
the arrow labeled with f in figure 1.5. The arrows labeled with k indicate which path to
follow through the thesis if the reader is interested in those chapters that are related with
the knowledge market only. Chapter 2 discusses our theoretical model of the knowledge
market. The notion of knowledge exchange in the knowledge market is elaborated in
chapter 3. A practical application of the knowledge market is discussed in chapter 4.
These chapters are based on [OBPR07b], [Ove07], [OBPR08], and [OBP08b].
Subsequently, the arrows labeled with w indicate how to read the thesis if the reader
is interested in those chapters that are related with the knowledge workers market
only. An overview of our theoretical model of the knowledge workers market can be
found in chapter 5. The cognitive matchmaking mechanism embedded in this market
model is elaborated in chapter 6. An application of the knowledge workers market in
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Figure 1.5: Thesis outline.
terms of a case study and a prototype of the cognitive matchmaker system is elabo-
rated in chapter 7. The chapters related to the knowledge workers market are based
on [OBPR07a], [OBP08c], [OBPR07c], [OBP08d], and [OBP08b].
Finally, the arrows labeled with q indicate the path to follow through the thesis if one
is interested in those chapters that are related with the knowledge quality market. The
conceived theoretical model of the knowledge quality market is elaborated in chapter 8.
A practical application of this model is shown in chapter 9. These chapters are based
on [OBP08a].
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Chapter 2
The knowledge market
How would a bat judge our
intelligence if it had tested our skills
to find a marble in the dark?
Psychologie Magazine
2.1 Introduction
The combination of actors and the competencies they possess are necessary ingredients to
fulfill work in organizations. Recall from chapter 1 that the tasks that can be performed
by an actor can be differentiated into qualifying tasks and knowledge intensive execution
tasks. A qualifying task is executed by an actor if knowledge is required to:
1. Improve competencies that have already been gained in the past.
2. Gain new competencies.
The term competence is used to mean not only possessing skills and qualifications, but
also using those qualifications [RG04]. Four possible types of qualifying tasks that can
be distinguished are the activation task, the collection task, the storage task, and the
reinfusion task [WHS00]. These different qualifying task types are further elaborated in
section 2.5. An example of a qualifying task is a junior software developer who takes a
course in advanced object-oriented programming to increase his programming skills. To
brush up these skills the developer requires knowledge from another actor that is able to
supply the relevant knowledge about object-oriented programming. An actor performing
a qualifying task has a knowledge need that can be diminished when this knowledge is
supplied by another actor. Figure 2.1 shows the concepts mentioned earlier that come into
play when an actor performs a qualifying task. Note that there is an actor that supplies
relevant knowledge to the actor that acts as a potential knowledge utilizer. This utilizer is
actually the actor that requires knowledge to perform one or more qualifying tasks. The
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Figure 2.1: Concepts involved in qualifying task fulfillment.
situation depicted in figure 2.1 in which knowledge is demanded, supplied, acquired, and
finally utilized in order to improve or gain competencies is regarded as a knowledge market .
Just as economic markets can be considered as a specific class of markets dealing with the
trading of goods, services, and money, the knowledge market deals with the trading of
knowledge assets .
Next, an actor possesses competencies gained by doing qualification tasks to be able to
perform execution tasks. An actor is required to perform one or more elementary operations
in order to fulfill an execution task. Recall that a knowledge intensive execution task is
a task for which acquisition, application, or testing of knowledge is necessary in order to
successfully fulfill the task. This implies that tasks for which knowledge processing is not
necessary are irrelevant for this study. An example of a knowledge intensive execution task
is a tax declaration. Examples of elementary operations are the supply of financial input
and the gathering of information from other organizations related to the tax declaration
process. To successfully fulfill such a task, an actor should possess several financial skills.
Those skills have been acquired by performing qualifying tasks and should be part of
the actor’s competencies. Note that when an actor performs an execution task, one or
more cognitive characteristics are demanded by the task and supplied by the actor. For
this research we are concerned with cognitive matchmaking of actors and execution tasks,
which can be related with research question 4 of section 1.3. The notions of execution
tasks and cognitive matchmaking are not part of the knowledge market and will, therefore,
not be discussed in this chapter. Cognitive matchmaking is embedded in the knowledge
workers market and will be further explored in chapter 5.
First, it is necessary to introduce the main concepts of the knowledge market, starting
with an introduction of the fundamentals of knowledge in section 2.2. The main principles
of a knowledge market are discussed in section 2.3, before introducing possible roles in
the knowledge market in section 2.4. Possible types of qualifying tasks are discussed in
section 2.5. Knowledge exchange in the knowledge market is treated separately in chapter 3
due to its complexity and importance.
2.2 Knowledge fundamentals
Exploring the fundamentals of knowledge is necessary to gain a better understanding of
that what is traded in a knowledge market. Recall from chapter 1 that knowledge can
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be regarded as ‘wrapped’ in information, whilst information is ‘carried’ by data (expres-
sions in a symbol language) [Lia94]. To determine possible knowledge types which can be
traded, implicit knowledge and explicit knowledge can be elaborated at first [NT95]. Im-
plicit knowledge comprises knowledge which is implicitly present in people’s heads, such
as skills which are difficult to make explicit. The way a physician makes a decision for
specific treatment is related to such skills. Implicit knowledge is closely related to what is
generally experienced as intuition. Explicit knowledge comprises knowledge which can be
expressed in terms of facts, rules, specifications, or textual descriptions.
Besides discerning implicit and explicit knowledge, another relevant distinction can
be made. Sometimes knowledge is present while one is not aware of that knowledge.
This varies from hidden skills of actors (for an individual or for the organization), via
knowledge which is present in documents but not properly indexed, to knowledge which
is hidden in undiscovered patterns in data collections (the basis for data mining) [HP99].
In contrast to implicit and explicit knowledge the knowledge status is considered instead
of the fundamental knowledge type. The knowledge status can be said to be revealed for
an actor if knowledge is present and that actor is indeed aware of that knowledge. The
knowledge status can be said to be concealed for an actor if knowledge is present and that
actor is not aware of that knowledge. The difference between implicit and explicit on the
one hand, and revealed and concealed on the other hand can be depicted in a 2 × 2 matrix
as is shown in figure 2.2.
Implicit Explicit
Revealed
Concealed Unknown
competences
Known
competences
Unknown
patterns and
structures in data
Documented
knowledge
Figure 2.2: Four knowledge types, adapted from [HP99].
The following combinations are then possible:
Implicit & concealed knowledge – e.g., competencies or expertise of an actor unknown
to the organization. This can be illustrated as follows. Assume that a software de-
veloper has knowledge of several programming languages, such as C++, Cobol, Java,
and Pascal. Further assume that the organization where the developer is employed
only knows that this developer has knowledge of C++, Java, and Pascal. This soft-
ware developer will almost certainly be overlooked if the organization starts a project
for which several developers are needed who understand the Cobol language.
Explicit & concealed knowledge – e.g., valuable insights concealed in available data
collections (to be discovered by data mining). Assume that a large national grocery
store collects data related to the purchase of their goods. This data is stored in a data
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warehouse and might contain a lot of explicit & concealed knowledge. After applying
data mining techniques, it is discovered that the sales of beer increases when diapers
are bargained. Such insights, which were previously concealed in the data warehouse,
might reveal typical customer behavior for the grocery store.
Implicit & revealed knowledge – e.g., known expertise of an actor which can be ap-
pealed to. This is the case if in the above example of implicit & concealed knowledge
the organization, where the software developer is employed, indeed knows that the
developer has knowledge of Cobol.
Explicit & revealed knowledge – e.g., best-practice documentation, knowledge bases,
scientific papers, etcetera.
This implies that candidate knowledge assets for supply and exchange in the knowledge
market can be typified as one of these four combinations. The exchange of explicit &
revealed knowledge is relatively straightforward compared to the exchange of implicit &
concealed knowledge. In the latter case, concealed knowledge should be revealed first
before it can be discovered and then it should be made explicit to make it exchangeable.
Because human actors as well as computer-based actors are considered in this thesis, it is
useful to dwell on possible distinctions between machine knowledge and human knowledge.
If a computer-based actor knows things or has knowledge, it is not possible to extend
this to say that such an actor understands [Gor00]. A computer-based actor can be given
necessary knowledge to solve problems or give advice. When a human actor possesses
the same knowledge, we may withdraw the status of expert if that human is found not
to understand the knowledge, but simply to believe it to be true. This is a significant
difference between knowledge which we say may be possessed by computer-based actors and
knowledge which is possessed by human actors. It can be stated that computer-based actors
know and humans understand. Most understanding by human actors comes from an ability
to work out why questions [Gor00]. Knowledge is also learned incrementally. This implies
that some things need to be learned before it is possible to learn more knowledge that can
not be learned without understanding related knowledge. Human beings, however, can not
function just like computers and use knowledge without understanding it. Human actors
acquire their knowledge through an incremental process which leads to the acquisition of
more richer and deeper expert knowledge.
2.3 Knowledge market basics
Several knowledge types have been discussed up till now. In practice, the difference between
concealed and revealed knowledge is especially of importance. Revealed knowledge can be
localized (even when it is implicit), but concealed knowledge can not be localized (even
when it has been made explicit in the past). To understand which concepts play a role
in a knowledge market a more detailed view of figure 2.1 is needed. A detailed view of
the knowledge market paradigm is depicted in figure 2.3. This figure is rooted in [HP99,
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Figure 2.3: A knowledge market paradigm.
GPB04, Gil06]. The ‘merchandize’ within the paradigm consists of knowledge assets. These
assets are tradeable forms of revealed knowledge, which are transported physically by the
transporter. In the context of the knowledge market paradigm, a knowledge asset can be
explicitly defined to be:
Knowledge asset – An entity that is accessible for the supplier and can provide knowl-
edge to the utilizer in the knowledge market.
If the transporter role is enacted by a computerized actor, this actor may equal an intelligent
Web application that is able to mediate between the supplier and the broker about the
merchandize. The transporter not only delivers the knowledge assets but can also check
whether or not these assets match the demand of the utilizer. Knowledge assets are not
necessarily explicit knowledge assets, though. Implicit knowledge inside people’s heads is
also tradeable, because one can take its implicit knowledge to a certain situation where
that implicit knowledge is wanted. This is what, e.g., physicians do when explaining a
patient’s status to a colleague.
An actor successfully plays the role of supplier if that actor is able to deliver knowledge,
which requires a ‘client’ who would like to utilize the knowledge. This is only possible if
the supplier is able to make clear what is on offer, hence it is vital that the knowledge is
correctly characterized. Such a characterization comprises the formulation of a description
of the knowledge needed by a potential utilizer in terms of a question (which contains
the description but which is not directed to someone), or a query (which communicates
the question to a machine). This is not always an easy job because terminology issues can
throw a spanner in the works. Poor characterizations inevitably lead to supplying irrelevant
knowledge, or omitting to supply relevant knowledge. On the supply side of the knowledge
market various resources can be accessed: repositories, data collections and warehouses,
knowledge that is actively developed, or experts that can be questioned (elicitation). A
reliable supplier offers revealed knowledge which is localizable and available. It is possible
to offer implicit knowledge, e.g., by means of a reliable expert, as long as is assured that
the implicit knowledge can be applied by the utilizer (albeit a certain competence).
The sketched knowledge market model contains the following roles: a broker role, a
supplier role, a transporter role, and a utilizer role. These roles are further elaborated in
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section 2.4. The potential utilizer is searching for knowledge, but does not know if that
knowledge can be found. Often, a utilizer does not even know which knowledge is necessary
to fulfill the need. The knowledge is concealed for the potential utilizer, but does certainly
not have to be concealed for the knowledge supplier. Characterization is key here, which
matches the knowledge demand with the knowledge to be supplied. The broker plays a
very important role in matching supply and demand. It can be said that the broker comes
into play when potential utilisers do not know beforehand which knowledge is required to
fulfill their needs.
2.4 Roles in the knowledge market
The set of roles as mentioned in section 2.3 can formally be represented as:
RO , {broker, supplier, transporter, utilizer} (2.1)
The four roles of the knowledge market paradigm wish to achieve specific objectives within
the market and enable to abstract from the actors that will eventually enact the role. Note
that knowledge market paradigms exist that include less or more roles, such as in [DA03,
Dig06, MKG07]. This notion is also discussed in section 1.2.1 where the knowledge market
paradigm discussed in this thesis is compared to other approaches. The four aforementioned
roles complement each other, such that incorporation of those roles in the model leads to
a synergetic market model. This means that there should be actors available that are able
to enact the four roles for a successful materialization of the knowledge market model in
practice. A role enactment is a specific fulfillment of such a role by any eligible entity,
expressed by the function:
Enact : RE → RO (2.2)
The set RE is the set of all role enactments within the domain of the knowledge market.
Given the role enactment e of a role Enact(e), we can view the actor that specifically enacts
the role as a function:
Player : RE → AC (2.3)
The set AC represents the specific set of actor instances. Since an enactment indicates an
actor ‘in a role’ we know that an actor and a role combination uniquely determines an
enactment:
Player(e1) = Player(e2) ∧ Enact(e1) = Enact(e2)⇒ e1 = e2 (2.4)
For an enactment e ∈ RE the following notation is introduced:
Ã ⊆ AC ×RE ×RO (2.5)
a
eÃ r , Player(e) = a ∧ Enact(e) = r (2.6)
aÃ r , ∃e∈RE [a eÃ r] (2.7)
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This can be illustrated by the following example. Let an associate professor denoted by
a be an actor that can play two roles. He either plays the role of type broker denoted by
r1, or the role of type utilizer denoted by r2. Suppose that a student asks the associate
professor where to find scientific papers about requirements engineering. In this case, the
associate professor acts as a broker. The associate professor points out several suppliers
that can be able to supply relevant papers to the student. Examples of such suppliers are
the university library, a Web-based search engine for scientific papers, the Web page of a
scientific conference on requirements engineering, and so on. The associate professor acts
as a utilizer in case the student finds some papers about requirements engineering and
if, subsequently, the associate professor is also going to read them to extend his knowl-
edge about this topic. Both a
e1Ã r1 and a e2Ã r2 are enactments such that Player(e1) = a,
Player(e2) = a, Enact(e1) = r1, and Enact(e1) = r2. Finally, a set of actors all enacting a
certain role can be defined as follows:
ACr , {a ∈ AC|aÃ r} (2.8)
It can now be said that the set ACr includes the actors that play role r in the knowledge
market. If actor x enacts the utilizer role in the knowledge market this can be denoted as
follows: x ∈ ACutilizer. Besides introducing the roles in the knowledge market, possible
types of qualifying tasks that can be performed by the utilizer in the knowledge market
are introduced in the following section.
2.5 Task types in the knowledge market
Recall from section 2.1 that qualifying tasks are necessary to improve competencies gained
in the past or to develop new competencies. In other words, the fulfillment of qualifying
tasks contribute to an actor’s competence development. Recall that we focus on knowledge
markets in which knowledge is demanded, supplied, acquired, and finally utilized in order
to improve or gain competencies. When performing a qualifying task, an actor exchanges
knowledge in the knowledge market until no more knowledge is needed for task fulfillment.
Four qualifying task types to develop competencies by means of knowledge exchange in-
troduced in [WHS00] are discussed next to realize a richer understanding of which types
of qualifying tasks may be instantiated in practice:
Activation task. An actor’s ability to convey knowledge should improve by performing
an activation task. Even actors that have expert knowledge of a subject may be
unable to convey their knowledge [Pup93]. A typical reason is that actors do not
know what kind of knowledge others need. Another reason is that actors often do
not even know what they know. This is knowledge of the implicit & concealed type
mentioned in section 2.2. Unconscious knowledge of this kind needs active help to
become surfaced and voiced. This can be done by performing activation tasks, such
as: Applying interview techniques, conducting workshops, and proper questioning.
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Collection task. There are different opportunities to capture knowledge as it surfaces.
An actor’s ability to capture knowledge should improve by performing a collection
task. In the easiest case, knowledge may be verbalized or written down by an actor
so that it can be captured. In more complex cases, an actor’s knowledge may be
activated in daily work, but then there must be an easy way of capturing it [Sch96].
This requires some means of storing the knowledge and the actor should be motivated
to capture it. A more complex example of a collection task is to automatically capture
audio conversations on the Web by recording it and storing it in audio files.
Storage task. An actor’s ability to store knowledge (non-electronically as well as elec-
tronically) should improve by performing a storage task. Everything from databases
to the Internet is available to store gained knowledge. In practice, however, storing
becomes a problem of prioritization and decision. Electronic storage is not always
possible too and an actor has to depend on his own memory. An example of this is a
human actor who is talking to a colleague on the phone while driving a car. In this
case, the driver needs to store knowledge in his own memory if this is necessary until
a computer is in reach to write down some notes about the telephone conversation.
Limited resources, and more especially limited motivation, may force an actor to de-
velop a pragmatic and feasible way to document and store [Ack73]. A human actor
may train his own memory to increase his storage capabilities, but realizing access to
electronic (Web-based) repositories that are accessible anytime and anywhere may
increase possibilities to store knowledge electronically. Note that before knowledge
is stored electronically, it is codified in data (expressions in a symbol language) and
then stored in a knowledge repository.
Reinfusion task. Pure delivery of knowledge is far from sufficient from a cognitive per-
spective [FLO+96]. A lot of emphasis must be put on making this knowledge helpful
or relevant. This is dubbed reinfusion of knowledge. An actor’s ability to rein-
fuse knowledge should improve by performing a reinfusion task. Plain provision of
knowledge is rarely helpful in general. It can be more helpful when it is known for
which task the knowledge is needed. Collecting and processing gained results into
something useful is, therefore, fueled by the understanding for what task the knowl-
edge is needed. Suppose that a Dutch speaking project manager working at an IT
company wishes to quickly grasp the central theme of this thesis, without having to
bother with the scientific details. This results in a reinfusion task like the creation
of a Dutch summary or a professional Dutch article in which the contents of this
thesis are summarized and explained for a broad, and thus not only scientific, Dutch
speaking audience. The result of such a reinfusion task can be interpreted as a value-
adding transformational effect, which has been introduced in [GPBW07]. (Parts of)
the thesis are transformed such that the effect is that a summary is generated. This
summary adds additional value because the contents of the thesis can be understood
by an audience of a non-scientific nature.
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Activating, collecting, storing, and reinfusing knowledge can be considered as important
qualities of actors enacting the utilizer role in the knowledge market. After all, the utilizer
also performs the knowledge intensive execution tasks for which these qualities are needed.
To successfully fulfill these execution tasks, the competencies of the utilizer should be
shaped in such a way that, if necessary, knowledge can be activated, collected, stored, and
reinfused. Now that the possible roles, execution task types and qualifying task types in the
knowledge market paradigm are introduced, it is necessary to elaborate the fundamentals
of knowledge exchange from a market perspective. Without knowledge exchange there will
be no trading of knowledge and, therefore, no market forces.
2.6 Summary and outlook
In this chapter, a theoretical model of the knowledge market has been introduced. The
actor population of knowledge intensive organizations improve their competencies or gain
new competencies by performing qualifying tasks. The knowledge market is the area in
which knowledge is demanded, supplied, acquired, and finally utilized in order to improve
or gain competencies. The components of a knowledge market include the tradeable assets
in the form of knowledge, the roles that can be played by actors, and possible types of
qualifying tasks.
A very important and complex component of the knowledge market, namely the notion
of knowledge exchange, is discussed in detail in chapter 3. The knowledge market model
as a whole is materialized by instantiating it in a practical setting. This will be explored
in chapter 4.
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Chapter 3
Knowledge exchange in the
knowledge market
I don’t know what I’m looking for,
but I’ll know when I find it.
Stratified information disclosure - A
synthesis between hypermedia and
information retrieval
Peter Bruza
3.1 Introduction
Knowledge is exchanged between the four roles in the knowledge market as mentioned
in chapter 2. In a scientific context, knowledge exchange has been defined as ‘collabo-
rative problem-solving between researchers and decision-makers’, and should take place
through the processes of prioritizing, planning, conducting, and disseminating new re-
search [GLH+06]. On the level of the knowledge market, such a definition can be general-
ized as: ‘Collaborative problem-solving between actors in the knowledge market’. However,
what we intend by means of knowledge exchange is to diminish the knowledge need of an
actor asking for knowledge as much as possible. This means that we should construct a
definition of knowledge exchange that fits the knowledge market model. In order to define
such a view on knowledge exchange, which includes the roles as part of the knowledge
market, we propose that knowledge assets flow from:
• The utilizer to the broker and vice versa.
• The broker to the supplier and vice versa.
• The supplier to the transporter and vice versa.
• The transporter to the utilizer and vice versa.
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These flows of knowledge are further illustrated further in sections 3.5 and 3.6.
A more formal definition of knowledge exchange will be formulated in section 3.2. A
fundamental model for knowledge exchange will be introduced in this chapter to understand
how knowledge can be exchanged in the knowledge market. This fundamental model
consists of knowledge levels (section 3.3), a question and answer mechanism (section 3.4.1),
knowledge input and output (section 3.4.2), knowledge carriers (section 3.4.3), knowledge
similarities (section 3.4.4), a graphical representation of the formalisms used in the model
(section 3.4.5), basic knowledge exchange (section 3.5), and advanced knowledge exchange
(section 3.6). The advanced part is further explicated in section 3.7 as a ‘knowledge
exchange cycle’ to show how advanced knowledge exchange can materialize in practice.
Eventually, an application of this model is discussed in the next chapter.
3.2 Definition of knowledge exchange
The actor that wishes to receive knowledge benefits from a knowledge exchange event if the
need for knowledge diminishes. That need for knowledge is influenced by what the actor
already has retrieved by knowledge exchange events in the past. The following function
measures one’s need for knowledge, based on [WB06]:
Need : AS → (℘(KA)×KA → [0, 1]) (3.1)
The expression Needt(S, k) is interpreted as the residual need for knowledge k ∈ KA of the
potential utilizer in state t after the set S has been presented to the utilizer. Note that
t ∈ AS, k ∈ KA, and S ⊆ KA. The set S can be interpreted as the personal knowledge
profile of the potential utilizer. In other words, the set S comprises all the knowledge that
is possessed by the potential utilizer.
The expression above can be exemplified as follows. Assume that an actor enacting the
role of a potential knowledge utilizer in a certain state t possesses expert knowledge about
set theory. This knowledge is included in the actor’s personal knowledge profile S. Further
assume that this actor immediately requires knowledge which is about how to visualize set
theoretical formalisms by means of the Object-Role Modeling (ORM) modeling language.
This required knowledge can be denoted as element k ∈ KA. The knowledge need for this
actor can now be expressed as Needt(S, k) = 1.
The set AS contains actor states. An actor state is necessary because an actor’s need
for knowledge might change over time. To formally define an actor state, the actor identity
function is required:
Identity : AS → AC (3.2)
The set AC contains actor instances. If a is an actor instance, then ASa is used to denote
the set of actor states of a:
ASa , {t | Identity(t) = a} (3.3)
When an actor experiences knowledge, then this will lead to a change in the actor’s knowl-
edge profile, mood, or, in a state change. In this thesis we restrict ourselves to state changes
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caused by experiencing knowledge carriers that contain knowledge. We do not consider
other state changes. Refer to section 3.4.3 for an introduction of the concept of knowledge
carriers. For example, forgetting knowledge carried by the human brain may be seen as a
special change of state. However, it is not always necessary to include an actor’s state for
some expressions of the knowledge need function and can, therefore, be omitted if desired.
The notation Need(S, k) is used if actor states are not relevant. Note that the need function
can not be expressed as Need(t, S, k), because of the placed parentheses in the signature of
the function. This has been done to indicate that an actor’s need is coupled with its state
and that the state parameter can be optionally left out if desired. The latter is possible
if the actor’s state is not important in a specific case. For instance, there may be cases in
which an actor’s knowledge need remains the same in every state. Because of these paren-
theses, it can be noticed that the domain of the need function consists of the set of actor
states. The range of the need function consists of a nested total function including the
Cartesian product of the powerset of knowledge assets and the set of knowledge assets on
the one hand, and the set of real numbers that includes values from 0 up to and including
1 on the other hand.
Thus, knowledge exchange can be explicitly defined as follows:
Knowledge exchange – The broadcasting and subsequent reception of knowledge be-
tween the roles in the knowledge market, until the knowledge utilizer has no more
need for knowledge assets.
Formally, no more knowledge exchange is necessary if Needt(S, k) = 0. Knowledge exchange
can manifest itself on two levels in the market and, therefore, these levels require further
explanation.
3.3 Knowledge levels
It is now appropriate to introduce two knowledge levels . First, knowledge assets on the
instance level can be defined as follows:
Instance level knowledge – Knowledge on this level contains value for an actor so that
required knowledge is added to the actor’s own knowledge profile.
For a human actor, this knowledge profile (i.e., the knowledge that is possessed by an
actor) is stored in the brains. For a computerized actor, the knowledge profile is stored
in, e.g., a database. For instance, when a software consultant requires knowledge about
how to model workflows, then this knowledge can be acquired from a colleague by means
of instant messaging. The knowledge that is transported about workflow modeling can
be understood as instance level knowledge. Knowledge on the instance level can only be
exchanged via the transporter. In other words, instance level knowledge can be exchanged
between the supplier, transporter, and utilizer roles. Second, knowledge assets on the meta
level can be defined as follows:
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Meta level knowledge – Knowledge on this level contains value so that an actor is able
to understand which instance level knowledge assets are required for an actor that is
asking for instance level knowledge assets.
Hence, knowledge that is exchanged on the meta level reasons about instance level knowl-
edge assets. Discussing about, e.g., which modeling language the software consultant wishes
to know more about can be viewed as meta level knowledge. Knowledge exchange on the
meta level always contains a formulation in terms of a question or a query which reasons
about knowledge that an actor wants to receive. Knowledge on the meta level is exchanged
via the broker. Meta level knowledge comprises the knowledge which is exchanged between
the utilizer, the broker, and the supplier in the process of matching supply and demand.
The set of knowledge levels can be defined as follows:
KL , {instance, meta} (3.4)
The formal foundations of knowledge exchange, including on which knowledge level an
exchange event takes place, are discussed in the following section.
3.4 Formal foundations of knowledge exchange
Formally, the possible knowledge exchange events in the knowledge market are represented
by the set KE . An actor pair should participate in a knowledge exchange event. Otherwise,
no knowledge can be exchanged. The participation of an actor pair in a knowledge exchange
event is expressed by the following function:
Part : KE → ℘(AC ×AC) (3.5)
The expression Part(k) = 〈x, y〉 denotes that an actor pair x and y participates in knowl-
edge exchange event k. The next function determines the knowledge level of a knowledge
exchange event in the market, where KL is the set of knowledge levels:
Level : KE → KL (3.6)
Two different notations can be introduced to indicate on which level knowledge is exchanged
between an actor pair. Knowledge exchange between an actor pair x, y ∈ AC on the instance
level can be formulated as follows:
! ⊆ AC × KE ×AC (3.7)
x!
k
y , Part(k) = 〈x, y〉 ∧ Level(k) = instance (3.8)
The expression x!
k
y indicates that knowledge is exchanged in a knowledge exchange
event k on the instance level between an actor pair x and y who operate in the knowledge
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market. Similarly, the following notation is used in case knowledge is exchanged on the
meta level:
!ˆ ⊆ AC × KE ×AC (3.9)
x!ˆ
k
y , Part(k) = 〈x, y〉 ∧ Level(k) = meta (3.10)
A question and answer mechanism is introduced in the following section to enable knowl-
edge exchange between actors x and y on both levels.
3.4.1 Question and answer
In a knowledge exchange event, an actor may ask a question (or write a query) and receive
an answer on both knowledge levels. I.e., on the meta level, an actor may ask who is
able to supply certain instance level knowledge assets. For example, an actor can ask the
following question: ‘Who has knowledge about fuzzy logic?’. An answer can be uttered as
follows: ‘Jane Doe from the Soft Computing Research Center has knowledge about fuzzy
logic’. On the instance level, an actor may have received a link to a Wikipedia entry about
Jane Doe as an answer to a request for a Web page. After reading the Wiki, the actor may
request to update the Wiki with additional knowledge about Jane Doe. It is observed that
a knowledge exchange event is related with a question and an answer. Note that in case
a question is not immediately answered in some knowledge exchange event, but in a later
stage, an answer can be considered empty for that event. It may also be possible that a
knowledge exchange event contains an answer but not a question. An example of such a
case occurs if knowledge is transferred to an actor if a request for that knowledge has been
uttered in an earlier knowledge exchange event. Formally, the functions for describing an
answer and a question as part of a knowledge exchange event can be modeled as follows:
Anw,Qst : KE → ℘(KA) (3.11)
The expression Anw(k) = A shows that there is an answer A ⊆ KA that is part of a
knowledge exchange event k ∈ KE . This approach can be applied in an identical fashion
when describing a question. Questions and answers are part of the knowledge input and
output that actors receive respectively produce. Therefore, the concepts of knowledge
input and output need to be explored.
3.4.2 Knowledge input and output
The knowledge input and output that an actor playing a role in the knowledge market
consumes respectively generates in the process of knowledge exchange can be depicted as:
In : AS → (AC → ℘(KA)) (3.12)
Out : AC → ℘(KA) (3.13)
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Here, AS is the set of actor states (which differ from each other over time). An actor can
only experience knowledge when receiving knowledge, so states are not included in the
output function. The expression Int(a) = {k1, k2}, for instance, shows that actor a receives
knowledge assets k1 and k2 as input in state t. For notation simplicity, knowledge input is
indicated by the expression Int(a) if the actor state is relevant (indicating state t of actor
a) and the notation In(a) is used if actor states are not relevant.
The above expression can be exemplified as follows. Assume that a mathematician,
denoted as actor a and whose state is denoted as t, wishes to acquire knowledge about
the axiom of comprehension [Lev02] in set theory. He would like to acquire two knowledge
assets, viz.: An asset k1 that represents the formalization of the axiom and an asset k2 that
represents the natural language explanation of the axiom. These assets can be described
as follows:
k1 ∃y∀x(x ∈ y ↔ φ(x)), where φ(x) is any formula of the language of set theory.
k2 Every collection of sets which is specifiable in set theory is a set.
The expression of the input function depicted above would show that knowledge assets k1
and k2 are acquired by the mathematician in state t.
Note that the input function can not be expressed as In(t, a), because of the placed
parentheses in the signature of the function. This has been done to indicate that an
actor’s input of knowledge is coupled with its state, i.e., an actor receives certain input
in a certain state. Because of these parentheses, it can be noticed that the domain of
the input function consists of the set of actor states. The range of the input function
consists of a nested total function including the set of actor instances and the powerset
of knowledge assets. The knowledge that can be experienced by actors is provided on
knowledge carriers [Pro99, BPW07]. Therefore, the concept of a knowledge carrier deserves
an introduction.
3.4.3 Knowledge carriers
A knowledge carrier can be defined to be:
Knowledge carrier – Any entity that is accessible for any actor, and which can provide
knowledge to other actors [Pro99].
Examples of knowledge carriers are (in which aspects of knowledge are differentiated and ar-
ticulated): Web pages (including free text, sound, images, and video fragments), databases,
knowledge about the location of non-electronic knowledge carriers, a human brain, and ag-
gregations / groupings of knowledge carriers. Formally, knowledge carriers are introduced
as the set KC, which is presumed to be closed under carrier composition (so any combina-
tion of given knowledge carriers is another knowledge carrier). When an actor experiences
a knowledge carrier, then this actor will end up in a new state. This can be expressed by
means of the experience function:
n : AS ×KC → AS (3.14)
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When an actor who is in state t ∈ AS experiences a knowledge carrier d ∈ KC, then this
actor will end up in a new state denoted as n(t, d). When applying the infix notation
this would result in: tn d. The latter notation is used in the remainder of this thesis. In
combination with the knowledge input function depicted in section 3.4.2 it is possible to
express an actor’s state change after experiencing knowledge included in the input. For
instance, a state t of an actor x ∈ AC can change to state tnd when experiencing knowledge
carrier d. Suppose that this knowledge carrier ‘carries’ knowledge assets K. The knowledge
input of actor x can be expressed as follows: Intnd(x) = K. To indicate if a knowledge
asset k is carried by a knowledge carrier d, the following equation is necessary:
Carry ⊆ KA×KC (3.15)
The expression (k, d) ∈ Carry can be used to indicate that knowledge asset k is carried by
knowledge carrier d.
A final property of the knowledge market that is discussed next is related to knowledge
similarities. Knowledge input and output may overlap or not. In a knowledge exchange
event, for instance, the question and the eventual answer to that question are strongly
assumed to overlap in some way to please the actor posing the question.
3.4.4 Knowledge similarities
Firstly, the input or output of an arbitrary pair of actors x and y participating in the
knowledge market may be similar in some way. For example, such a situation can be
represented by In(x) ∩ Out(y) 6= ∅. In this case, it seems that the input of actor x is
in some way similar to the output of actor y. Similarities between input and output of
knowledge can be measured by means of similarity functions. Similarity functions are
applied in many areas. They are used to express the degree in which two objects are
found to be similar, usually on a [0, 1] scale. Some well-known similarity functions are
the Inclusion coefficient, Jaccard’s coefficient, the Overlap coefficient, Dice’s coefficient,
and the Cosine coefficient, as they are found in the literature (see, e.g. [Rij90]). All these
coefficients are more or less similar in their way to measure the commonality between two
objects, but have different strategies to normalize the amount of commonality.
To actually measure the similarities between knowledge assets of actors, Jaccard’s sim-
ilarity coefficient is used. This coefficient is a strong similarity function, because it has
the base similarity features defined in [WB06]. These base similarity features are related
with indiscernibility (maximal similarity) and orthogonality (minimal similarity) between
two sets. This implies that two arbitrary sets A and B involved in similarity measures are
indiscernible if A = B and that these sets are orthogonal if A ⊥ B. For more details on
strong and weak similarity functions, see [WB06]. The signature of Jaccard’s coefficient
can be introduced as follows (see, e.g., [Rij90, WB06]):
Jacc : ℘(KA)× ℘(KA)→ [0, 1] (3.16)
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To measure the differences respectively similarities between a pair of knowledge assets,
the ‘min’ and ‘max’ functions are necessary:
Min,Max : KA×KA → [0, 1] (3.17)
For instance, Min(i, j) = 0 shows that there are no differences between knowledge assets i
and j, i.e., they are equal. The expression Min(i, j) = 1 shows that i and j are completely
different. The expression Max(i, j) = 0 shows that there is no overlap between i and j.
When this expression results in 1 then i and j are equal. Assume that the sets X,Y ⊆ KA
are knowledge assets that are part of knowledge input respectively knowledge output.
Similarities between X and Y can be measured as follows:
Jacc(X, Y ) =
|X ∩ Y |
|X ∪ Y | =
∑
nMin(in, jn)∑
nMax(in, jn)
(3.18)
Now assume that x and y are actors as part of the set AC and that both actors have already
acquired knowledge. Jaccard’s coefficient normalizes intersection In(x)∩ In(y) 6= ∅ with the
corresponding union in case both In(x) and In(y) are non-empty:
Jacc(In(x), In(y)) =
|In(x) ∩ In(y)|
|In(x) ∪ In(y)| =
∑
nMin(in, jn)∑
nMax(in, jn)
Jaccard’s similarity coefficient expresses the degree in which knowledge assets In(x) and
knowledge assets In(y) are similar on a [0, 1] scale.
Overlap between output related knowledge assets can also be measured equally. If
either In(x) or In(y) is empty, we have Jacc(In(x), In(y)) = 0. Finally, Jacc(∅, ∅) = 1.
Figures 3.1 and 3.2 show that there are four possible situations of related knowledge assets
that can be discerned during the process of knowledge exchange. These are: Input related
knowledge assets, output related knowledge assets, output / input (O/I) related knowledge
assets and input / output (I/O) related knowledge assets. Jaccard’s coefficient will be
x
y
Actors Knowledge assets Actors Knowledge assets
Input related knowledge Output related knowledge
x
y
KA
KA
AC
AC
Figure 3.1: Input respectively output related knowledge.
used in sections 3.5 and 3.6 to determine knowledge similarities for regular exchange events
in the market. Now that the (textual) formal foundations for knowledge exchange in the
knowledge market have been devised, a graphical representation is provided next.
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x
y
Actors Knowledge assets Actors Knowledge assets
O/I related knowledge I/O related knowledge
x
y
KA
KA
AC
AC
Figure 3.2: O/I respectively I/O related knowledge.
3.4.5 Graphical representation of knowledge market formalisms
In order to have a visual representation of the discussed equations regarding the knowledge
market, an Object-Role Modeling (ORM) model is presented in figure 3.3. Figure 3.3 is
in fact a visualization of the formalisms that have been introduced in chapters 2 and 3.
In order to visualize these formalisms we have followed the approach as elaborated in sec-
tion 1.5, [OBPR07d], and appendix B. The formalisms contained in the theoretical models
of the knowledge workers market and the knowledge quality market, that are introduced
in further chapters, will also be visualized in ORM models. Several possible advantages
underpin the application of this custom:
Textual explanation. Formalisms such as those discussed in this chapter each require
a textual explanation for the reader to be able to interpret them. When these for-
malisms are visualized, however, additional text is not required per se provided that
the reader understands ORM.
Interrelationships between functions. These are visible in an ORM model by means
of fact types and roles. Textual formalisms do not provide insight in these interrela-
tionships.
Most important concept. In an ORM model it is immediately obvious which instances
of an object type play the most roles in fact types compared to other object types.
This may be useful to identify the most important concept of the formal model as a
whole.
Deficiencies in formalisms. When creating an ORM model deficiencies in the for-
malisms may come to light. This is caused by activities such as the appliance of
constraints, the modeling of fact types and by studying the overall ORM model.
When a deficiency in a formalism is discovered, the formalism can be corrected lead-
ing to a modification of the ORM model.
Syntax and semantics. Hofstede and Proper [HP98] have formalized ORM in set the-
oretic, logical based, and category theoretic variants. This makes ORM a modeling
language with a well-defined syntax and semantics. It is natural to use ORM to
visualize textual formalisms of the aforementioned variants.
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      ‘transporter’,‘utilizer’}
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Jacc
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Need
Figure 3.3: Object-Role Modeling (ORM) model of the knowledge market.
Broad audience. ORM has a long running affiliation with domain modeling involving
varied, often non-technical domain experts. This implies that stakeholders able to
interpret ORM have different (and not only technical) backgrounds. This makes the
eventual visualizations of formalisms more comprehensible for a broader audience
than only technical or mathematical domain experts [BHPW06].
Rich modeling language. Finally, ORM is a richer modeling language, meaning that it
is suited to the visualization of more complex formalisms. This is in contrast with,
e.g., the Entity Relationship (ER) family of data modeling techniques [HP98].
There are, of course, situations in which it is a less obvious choice to visualize the textual
formalisms as part of a theoretical model. Such possible situations can be explained as
follows:
Low number of formalisms. When the number of sets and functions in a formal model
are low, the added value of ORM as a visualization tool is considered negligible.
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Instance creation. The depicted formalisms up till now show which sets are involved
in the specific functions. It is probably not obvious to use ORM when the actual
semantics of a function leads to difficult processes to actually populate a typical fact
type with instances. In other words, ORM can be perfectly used to visualize sets
together with their instances which play a role in certain fact types. The process to
create set instances is not always straightforward. Such processes leading up to the
creation of instances can not be easily shown with ORM, though.
A basic model of knowledge exchange and an advanced model of knowledge exchange
are explored in the following sections to understand how knowledge can be exchanged in
the knowledge market when all four roles are enacted by actors.
3.5 Basic knowledge exchange
A basic knowledge exchange situation consists of the utilizer, the broker, the supplier,
and the transporter that exchange knowledge with each other. Figure 3.4 illustrates how
knowledge can be exchanged between, for example, four actors w, x, y, z ∈ AC. Using
Supplier
Transporter
Utilizer
KA KA
Out(y)
In(z) Out(z)
In(x)
Broker
Out(x)
In(w)Out(w)
In(y)
KA KA
Figure 3.4: Elementary forms of knowledge exchange.
the notation introduced in section 2.4, it can be said that in case of the situation in the
figure these four actors enact roles in the knowledge market such that w Ã broker, x Ã
utilizer, y Ã supplier, and z Ã transporter. The basic knowledge exchange model
in the knowledge market consists of four knowledge exchange events. The first exchange
event involves the utilizer and the supplier. Suppose x ∈ ACutilizer and y ∈ ACbroker. The
first exchange event can then be depicted by the following equation:
∃t∈AS∃d∈KC[x!ˆ
k
y ∧ Intnd(y) ⊆ Out(x) ⊆ Qst(k) ∧ Anw(k) = ∅] (3.19)
What can be derived from the equation is that the utilizer poses a question and the broker
is able to answer it. This question contains knowledge assets on the meta level and is
contained in the input of the broker and the output of the utilizer. In the basic knowledge
exchange model, however, no direct answer is provided by the broker so the answer is
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empty in this case. Finally, the broker’s state changes to t n d after experiencing the
question. An example of knowledge exchange between the utilizer and the broker in the
basic model can be devised as follows. Suppose that the utilizer role is enacted by a senior
research fellow working at the information systems group of a computer science faculty at
a university. The utilizer may wish to know which colleagues working at the university
have knowledge about ‘human-computer interaction’. Therefore, he poses the following
question to the broker: ‘Which of my colleagues have knowledge about human-computer
interaction?’. The broker role can be enacted by the supervisor of the senior research
fellow who receives (listens to) the question. When the broker receives this question, it is
transferred directly to the supplier in the basic model. Suppose that the broker hits upon
the idea to pose this question on the Web page ‘LinkedIn’ (http://www.linkedin.com) in
order to find colleagues that may have affinity with the subject. In this case, the supplier
is the Web page LinkedIn. Suppose x ∈ ACbroker and y ∈ ACsupplier. With this in mind,
knowledge exchange between the broker and the supplier can be modeled as follows:
∃t∈AS∃d∈KC[x!ˆ
k
y ∧ Intnd(y) ⊆ Out(x) ⊆ Qst(k) ∧ Anw(k) = ∅] (3.20)
After the supplier has received this question from the broker, it may provide knowledge
assets on the instance level to the transporter. This knowledge is in fact the answer on
the question that was first posed by the utilizer and may be surfaced as follows: ‘Jane and
John Doe have knowledge about human-computer interaction’. The knowledge exchange
between the supplier and the transporter can be modeled as follows if x ∈ ACtransporter and
y ∈ ACsupplier:
∃t∈AS∃d∈KC[x!
k
y ∧ Intnd(x) ⊆ Out(y) ⊆ Anw(k) ∧ Qst(k) = ∅] (3.21)
The transporter role in this case is a computerized actor as well and can be enacted by the
HTTP protocol. The HTTP protocol transports this knowledge (i.e., a possible answer to
the question posed earlier) to the utilizer. Suppose x ∈ ACutilizer and y ∈ ACtransporter,
then this final knowledge exchange event can be depicted as follows:
∃t∈AS∃d∈KC[x!
k
y ∧ Intnd(x) ⊆ Out(y) ⊆ Anw(k) ∧ Qst = ∅] (3.22)
Figure 3.4 shows input and output of knowledge between the actors that enact the four
roles in the knowledge market. Using Jaccard’s similarity coefficient, it is straightforward
that knowledge similarity is maximum for, e.g., the knowledge output of the utilizer and
the knowledge input of the broker. In case x ∈ ACutilizer and y ∈ ACbroker, this can be
calculated as follows:
Jacc(Out(x), In(y)) =
|Out(x) ∩ In(y)|
|Out(x) ∪ In(y)| = 1
Jaccard’s coefficient will never result in 0 when using the coefficient for the above instan-
tiation of the basic model because all knowledge input and output are related to each
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other in some way. Jaccard’s coefficient results in a value greater than 0 but smaller than
1 when measuring the similarities between an actor’s input (or output) of instance level
knowledge and an actor’s input (or output) of meta level knowledge. This is the case if,
e.g., x ∈ ACbroker and y ∈ ACtransporter:
Jacc(In(x), In(y)) > 0 ∧ Jacc(In(x), In(y)) < 1
This is because the knowledge input or output is not exactly the same on the two levels,
but they are related with respect to content. Knowledge similarities can be calculated for
82−8 = 56 different input and output comparisons in the basic knowledge exchange model.
3.6 Advanced knowledge exchange
In the basic knowledge exchange model, questions were only posed on the meta level and
the set of answers in the knowledge exchange events were empty. Furthermore, answers
were only provided on the instance level exchange events and the set of questions in those
events were empty. Advanced knowledge exchange extends the basic knowledge exchange
model by completing the Q&A cycles on both knowledge levels. This intricate model of
knowledge exchange in the knowledge market is shown in figure 3.5. The first knowledge
Supplier
Transporter
Utilizer
KA KA
Out(y)
In(z) Out(z)
In(x)
Broker
In(x)Out(x)
In(w)
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Figure 3.5: Intricate forms of knowledge exchange.
exchange event in the advanced model concerns meta level knowledge exchange between
the utilizer and the broker, where x ∈ ACutilizer and y ∈ ACbroker:
∃t1,t2∈AS∃d1,d2∈KC [x!ˆ
k
y ∧ Int1nd1(y) ⊆ Out(x) ⊆ Qst(k)∧ Int2nd2(x) ⊆ Out(y) ⊆ Anw(k)] (3.23)
A possible situation that instantiates this first exchange event in the advanced model may
occur after the utilizer has characterized the need for those knowledge assets. Firstly, the
utilizer provides the broker with a characterization of this knowledge need. This can be
done by asking a question in case the broker is a human actor or by sending a query in case
the broker is a computerized actor. Before the broker can send an answer, it is determined
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whether or not the potential utilizer has asked the right question or has typed the right
query to fulfill the knowledge need. Computer-based brokers may, therefore, be equipped
with question answering (QA) techniques to determine whether or not the right question
is asked. In general, QA systems retrieve answers by searching so-called unstructured
data (free texts), semi-structured data (such as XML-annotated texts), or structured data
(databases) that are related with the topic of the question [FKX+07]. Any suggestions
that may improve the characterization are then returned to the potential utilizer. Suppose
x ∈ ACbroker and y ∈ ACsupplier. Knowledge exchange between the broker and the supplier
can now be modeled as follows in the advanced model:
∃t1,t2∈AS∃d1,d2∈KC [x!ˆ
k
y ∧ Int1nd1(y) ⊆ Out(x) ⊆ Qst(k)∧ Int2nd2(x) ⊆ Out(y) ⊆ Anw(k)] (3.24)
Assume that the broker has acquired a characterization of the knowledge need from the
utilizer. The broker can use this characterization to find relevant suppliers that are able
to supply the knowledge assets needed by the utilizer. The broker can acquire information
about relevant suppliers and candidate knowledge assets to be supplied by asking the sup-
plier to transmit this information. This may complete a knowledge exchange event between
the broker and the supplier. Suppose x ∈ ACsupplier and y ∈ ACtransporter. Knowledge ex-
change between the supplier and the transporter is depicted as follows in the advanced
model:
∃t1,t2∈AS∃d1,d2∈KC [x!
k
y ∧ Int1nd1(y) ⊆ Out(x) ⊆ Qst(k)∧ Int2nd2(x) ⊆ Out(y) ⊆ Anw(k)] (3.25)
Subsequently, the supplier can send the required knowledge assets to the utilizer via
the transporter. This involves the aforementioned third knowledge exchange equation
in the advanced model. The final knowledge exchange equation is necessary to express
the communication between the transporter and the utilizer, where x ∈ ACtransporter and
y ∈ ACutilizer:
∃t1,t2∈AS∃d1,d2∈KC [x!
k
y ∧ Int1nd1(y) ⊆ Out(x) ⊆ Qst(k)∧ Int2nd2(x) ⊆ Out(y) ⊆ Anw(k)] (3.26)
It would be too trivial if simply transporting knowledge assets from the supplier to the
broker was the only activity of the transporter in the advanced model. Hence, it is also
possible to exchange knowledge from the utilizer to the supplier via the transporter on the
instance level. This is typically the case if the knowledge that is supplied is paraphrased .
Suppose that the utilizer has acquired images from the transporter showing red tomatoes.
The transporter asks if the images indeed contain the red tomatoes that the utilizer had
in mind. Subsequently, the utilizer may answer with, e.g., ‘Yes, those images depict the
tomatoes I was looking for’, or, ‘No, I meant younger tomatoes that are more greenly
colored’.
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Full knowledge similarities can be identified in the knowledge exchange events between
actors that enact neighboring roles. If x ∈ ACutilizer and y ∈ ACbroker, an example of such a
calculation when using Jaccard’s coefficient can be given as follows: Jacc(Out(x), In(y)) = 1.
Knowledge similarities can be calculated for 162 − 16 = 240 different input and output
comparisons in the advanced knowledge exchange model. A ‘knowledge exchange cycle’
can now be introduced to discover the full potential of the knowledge market paradigm.
3.7 Knowledge exchange cycle in the knowledge mar-
ket
The ‘knowledge exchange cycle’ is a specific instantiation of the advanced knowledge ex-
change model consisting of sixteen steps. Performing this cycle may improve knowledge
exchange in knowledge markets in practice.
1. The potential utilizer characterizes the need for those knowledge assets
that he wishes to receive.
2. The potential utilizer provides the broker with a characterization of this
knowledge need. This can be done by:
(a) Asking a question in case any human actors are involved. Continue to
step 3 or to step 7.
(b) Sending a query if at least the broker is a computerized actor.
Continue to step 3 or to step 7.
3. Using this characterization, the broker then tries to find out if the
potential utilizer has asked the right question or has typed the right
query to fulfill the
knowledge need.
4. Any suggestions that may improve the characterization are returned to the
potential utilizer.
5. Based on these results, the potential utilizer may:
(a) Revise his question or query. Return to step 2a or to step 2b.
(b) Acknowledge the characterization.
6. The potential utilizer then sends the final characterization to the broker.
7. The broker uses the characterization to find relevant suppliers that are
able to supply the knowledge assets needed by the utilizer.
8. The broker acquires the following information from the supplier:
(a) Information about relevant suppliers.
(b) Insight in candidate knowledge assets that are suitable for supply.
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9. Information about the suppliers that have been identified, together with
information about the knowledge assets that can be supplied, are then
submitted to the potential
utilizer.
10. The potential utilizer determines the knowledge assets that he wishes to
receive from a certain supplier.
11. The potential utilizer provides the broker with a request to obtain
knowledge assets from a certain supplier. This can be done by:
(a) Asking a question in case any human actors are involved.
(b) Sending a query if at least the broker is a computerized actor.
12. The broker passes this request to the relevant supplier.
13. The transporter acquires the requested knowledge assets from the supplier.
14. The utilizer acquires the following from the transporter:
(a) The requested knowledge assets.
(b) A remark to find out if the transmitted assets were also intended by
the utilizer.
15. Based on these results, the utilizer may:
(a) Request to receive an alteration of the assets. Continue to step 16.
(b) Accept the received assets. This ends the cycle.
16. The transporter passes this request to the relevant supplier. Return to
step 13.
This knowledge exchange cycle can be visualized by means of a workflow diagram.
Recall from chapter 1 that workflow diagrams describe case-driven business processes by
joining several perspectives [AH00]. One of these perspectives is the control-flow perspec-
tive. In this perspective, workflow schemas are defined to specify which tasks need to be
executed and in what order (i.e., the routing or control flow). The control-flow perspective
can be used when modeling the cycle in a workflow diagram. The tasks in such a diagram
constitute of the sixteen steps of the cycle that have to be carried out. The order of per-
forming a step in the cycle can also be determined. The steps of the knowledge exchange
cycle can be aggregated to four composite steps. A composite step contains underlying
atomic steps that are part of the higher-level composite one. The main workflow diagram
containing the composite steps of the cycle are shown in figure 3.6.
The workflow modeling language YAWL (Yet Another Workflow Language) has been
used to create the different diagrams. YAWL has a formal foundation, based upon Petri-
nets. This foundation almost guarantees that workflow specifications do not become am-
biguous or unnecessarily complex. A condition is depicted by a circle. A composite step
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or task is depicted by a square with a double border. An atomic step or task is depicted
by a square with a single border. An arrow indicates the flow of the diagram. For more
details on YAWL, see [AH05]. The first composite step boils down to the atomic steps
Figure 3.6: Main workflow diagram of the knowledge exchange cycle.
that are part of the process to characterize the potential utilizer’s knowledge need. This
results in a second workflow diagram as is shown by figure 3.7. Note that there are several
OR-splits and OR-joins in the diagram. An OR-split and an OR-join are indicated by a
diamond. An OR-split means that one can choose which step needs to be performed next.
After performing the ‘provide characterization’ step, for instance, one can choose to ask a
question or send a query as a next step. Therefore, the ‘provide characterization’ step in
the workflow diagram contains an OR-split. After choosing a step to perform the regular
control flow is resumed again by an OR-join. Another peculiar OR-split is situated on the
‘ask question’ and ‘send query’ steps. To increase the chance that the supplied knowledge
assets are indeed what the potential utilizer needs one may choose to let the broker check
the potential utilizer’s characterization for correctness. However, if, e.g., time is scarce, or
if the broker is just not capable of checking such a characterization this step can be skipped.
Google, for instance, is not capable of interpreting whether or not the user’s search query is
correctly uttered to acquire the needed knowledge assets. If this check is skipped, the com-
posite step ‘identify suppliers’ will be executed. The second composite step includes the
atomic steps to identify and select relevant suppliers that can deliver the needed knowledge
assets for the potential utilizer. This results in a third workflow diagram as is shown by
figure 3.8. Note that the diagram contains an AND-split and an AND-join. An AND-split
signifies that all the tasks following the split need to be fulfilled. In the case of this diagram
the broker needs to acquire supplier information and the broker also needs to determine
candidate knowledge assets that are suitable to supply. Figure 3.9 contains the workflow
diagram showing the atomic steps that need to be performed to indicate which knowledge
assets have to be transported to the utilizer. The final workflow diagram that completes
the knowledge exchange cycle shows the atomic steps to physically transport the requested
knowledge assets to the utilizer and check whether or not the utilizer is satisfied. This
diagram is shown in figure 3.10.
3.8 Actor states during the knowledge exchange cycle
States can be used at this point to keep track of an enactment of the knowledge cycle in
the knowledge market. Further assume that an actor w plays the role of broker, actor x
plays the role of utilizer, actor y plays the role of supplier, and actor z plays the role of
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Figure 3.7: Workflow diagram concerning characterization of knowledge need.
Figure 3.8: Workflow diagram concerning identification of suppliers.
transporter. Considering the function Need : AS → (℘(KA)×KA → [0, 1]) from section 3.2,
the initial need for a knowledge asset at the start of a knowledge exchange cycle by an actor
playing the role of utilizer can be denoted as Need(S, k) > 0, where k ∈ KA is (part of)
the input that the utilizer wishes to receive from the transporter. Note that actor states
are omitted in the expression of the knowledge need function, because they are already
included in the knowledge input function during the enactment of the knowledge cycle.
The set S is the current knowledge profile of actor x. The retrieved knowledge assets after
a cycle has been completed should diminish the utilizer’s knowledge need compared to
the need that the utilizer had at the start of a knowledge exchange cycle. This can be
expressed by the following equation for a single knowledge asset k:
S ⊆ T ⇒ Need(S, k) ≥ Need(T, k) (3.27)
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Figure 3.9: Workflow diagram concerning the request of knowledge assets.
Figure 3.10: Workflow diagram concerning the transportation of knowledge assets.
Here, S is the knowledge profile of the utilizer x before receiving an asset from the trans-
porter z and T ⊆ KA is the knowledge profile of the utilizer after receiving an instance
level knowledge asset.
In a knowledge cycle, steps 1 up to and including 12 consist of the exchange of meta
(characterization) knowledge. Steps 13 up to and including 16 include the actual transport
of instance level knowledge assets. Thus, knowledge exchange in the knowledge market
largely consists of the exchange of meta knowledge. This stipulates the importance of
correctly characterizing a knowledge need and matching knowledge supply and knowledge
demand. Figure 3.11 shows the steps as part of a knowledge exchange cycle that involve the
broker and the utilizer. The first step of a knowledge cycle involves the characterization of
UtilizerBroker
Int1(x)
Int2(w)
Int3(w)
Int4(x)
Int5(x)
Int6(w)
Int9(x)
Int10(x)
Int11(x)
Figure 3.11: Knowledge exchange cycle involving the broker and the utilizer.
the need for knowledge assets by the potential utilizer. The experience of this characteriza-
tion is depicted as Int1(x). Every time knowledge is experienced by an actor participating
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in the knowledge exchange cycle the state tn is increased by n + 1. The potential utilizer
is the producer as well as the receiver of the meta knowledge as part of step 1, because the
utilizer acquires new meta knowledge by thinking about and phrasing the knowledge need.
By means of this introspection the potential utilizer produces additional (meta) knowledge
without exchanging any knowledge with other parties. This can be seen as a special case
of knowledge exchange. Figure 3.12 shows the exchange of meta knowledge between the
supplier and the broker. This involves steps 7, 8, and 12. Finally, the fulfillment of steps
BrokerSupplier
Int7(y)
Int8(w)
Int12(y)
Figure 3.12: Knowledge exchange cycle involving the supplier and the broker.
13, 14, 15, and 16 is shown in figure 3.13. This involves the supplier, the transporter, and
the utilizer.
TransporterSupplier UtilizerInt13(x) Int14(x)Int15(x)Int16(x)
Figure 3.13: Knowledge exchange cycle involving the supplier, transporter and utilizer.
If Need(S, k) > 0, then another knowledge exchange cycle might be desirable. If actor
x has no more need for knowledge, then required knowledge exchange cycles end.
3.9 Summary and outlook
The notion of knowledge exchange in the knowledge market has been unraveled in this
chapter. Two different levels of knowledge exchange were mentioned, before discussing the
formal foundations of knowledge exchange. As part of these foundations, we have reasoned
about a formal notation for knowledge exchange events, the inclusion of a question and
answer mechanism in a knowledge exchange event, knowledge input and output, knowledge
carriers, and knowledge similarities. The formalisms as part of the theoretical model
of the knowledge market have been graphically represented in an ORM model as well.
Subsequently, the differences between basic and advanced knowledge exchange have been
discussed. Furthermore, a knowledge exchange cycle has been introduced as a specific
instantiation of the advanced knowledge exchange model.
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A practical application of the knowledge market is discussed in the next chapter, which
also includes a provisional Web application that provides assistance in matching supply
and demand of knowledge in the knowledge market.
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Chapter 4
Application of the knowledge market
Story telling is powerful, but story
listening is even more so. And why?
Story listening begins to connect with
the wisdom of the implicit knowledge
of others. When he or she is given the
opportunity to tell their story,
especially to someone who is an active
listener, the quality of what can be
learned is remarkable.
Charles Savage
4.1 Introduction
The discussed theoretical model of the knowledge market, in which knowledge exchange
mechanisms are embedded, can be materialized by applying the knowledge exchange cycle
in a practical situation. The four roles in the knowledge market model can then be enacted
by human actors or computer-based actors, dependent of the available participants in the
knowledge market. In this chapter, it is explored how the knowledge market model can be
applied when a math teacher acts as the potential utilizer in the market by working on a
collection task. Recall from section 2.5 that an actor’s ability to capture knowledge should
improve by performing such a task. The math teacher would like to know how he can
improve to capture knowledge of specific subjects on the Web in the discussed scenario.
Therefore, he learns how to quickly gain an overview of a large amount of Web pages
that are related to a specific subject. This enables him to capture detailed knowledge by
browsing through the collected set of Web pages. In the upcoming scenario, the math
teacher wishes to capture knowledge related to Fourier analysis. Fourier analysis is the
theory behind frequency analysis of signals [Att03]. A periodic function can be represented
by a Fourier series. A non-periodic function can be represented by its Fourier transform.
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Before turning to an in-depth discussion of the knowledge market application itself
in section 4.3, it is illustrated how a computer-based actor can enact the broker and
transporter roles in a practical application of the knowledge market in section 4.2.
4.2 DEXAR: Discovery and eXchange of Revealed
knowledge
Before describing an instantiation of the knowledge exchange cycle of section 3.7, it is
required to sketch the DEXAR: Discovery and eXchange of Revealed knowledge Web appli-
cation. A potential goal of this application is to assist the utilizer on the meta level by
matching supply and demand of knowledge assets. On the instance level, Dexar can act
as a transporter by interacting with the supplier and the utilizer. The intention of Dexar
is to serve as a prototypical Web application that operationalizes our theoretical research
results. Furthermore, Dexar can illustrate how computer-based actors can enact one or
more roles in the knowledge market. It has not been our intention to develop a fully
working prototype, such as with the prototype of the cognitive matchmaker system that
will be discussed in chapter 6. Spending a lot of time on, e.g., implementing a text parser
and a question and answer mechanism in Dexar would have surpassed the aforementioned
illustrative goals.
A preliminary version of Dexar, including an initial user interface, has been introduced
in earlier work [OBPR07b] as an attempt to show how a Web application can possibly
provide automated support for knowledge exchange in the medical domain. This scenario
in the medical domain was related with an assistant radiologist who demanded knowledge
to identify a patient suffering from pneumonia. This preliminary version of Dexar consisted
of four parts. First, the demand screen depicted in figure 4.1 shows that computer-based
support of knowledge exchange on the meta level may consist of a conversation with Dexar
to find out if it can assist in the search for medical knowledge. The demand screen shows
that the assistant radiologist referred to as ‘John Doe’ poses a question to find out how
a patient that suffers from pneumonia can be identified. In this case, the radiologist acts
as the potential knowledge utilizer in the knowledge market and Dexar acts as the broker.
Dexar replies with a question to determine if the radiologist would like to use radiological
solutions to identify the disease. Next, Dexar determines if the radiologist wishes to identify
a patient who suffers from a specific form of pneumonia. The radiologist further specifies
that he is interested in the identification of patients with ‘Q fever pneumonia’. After this
conversation, knowledge exchange on the meta level is completed and the supply screen
as depicted in figure 4.2 is shown. After this conversation, the broker application finds an
image and a piece of text on the Web which might be relevant for radiologist John Doe.
The image shows an X-ray of human lungs. The X-ray clearly shows symptoms of Q fever
pneumonia in the lungs. Dexar acts as a transporter of the actual knowledge assets by first
showing the image to the radiologist. To determine if John is satisfied with the provided
knowledge, the feedback screen such as depicted in figure 4.3 is shown. The feedback
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Demand
Supply
Feedback
Profile
User: John Doe
Function: Assistant radiologist
John: “How can I identify a patient
            suffering from pneumonia?”
DEXAR: “Would you like to use
                                 radiology to identify the disease?”
John: “Yes.”
DEXAR: “Would you like to identify
           a patient suffering from
                       a specific form of pneumonia?”
John: “Yes, I am interested
                  in identification of Q fever
DEXAR: “Okay, please wait while I will
               try to find knowledge for you.”
pneumonia.”
Figure 4.1: Conversation with DEXAR.
screen shows that the radiologist is not yet satisfied with the provided knowledge up till
now. Therefore, he would also like to view the explanatory text about Q fever pneumonia
that has been retrieved from the Web by Dexar. After this step, the knowledge that has
been gained by the radiologist can be shown in a knowledge profile depicted in figure 4.4.
This screen shot shows a generated history containing John Doe’s requests for knowledge
and the results provided by Dexar. Underlined words such as the word ‘image’ represent
hyperlinks to the underlying Web pages. By clicking on the word ‘image’ that image is
retrieved from the Web. Furthermore, a lattice is shown containing the terms which were
included in the conversations between Dexar and the radiologist. The idea is that the
radiologist may browse through the lattice to learn about previously recorded knowledge
and to gain insight in his own profile as a whole. In figure 4.4, John Doe’s knowledge
profile is only partially displayed as a lattice. The lattice is constructed by using index
expressions as can be found in, e.g., [Bru90]. Index expressions have the following syntax:
IdxExpr → Term{Connector IdxExpr}∗
Term → String
Connector → String
The lattice shown in figure 4.4 resembles a partially displayed power index expression.
A power index expression is the set of all index expressions, including the empty index
expression and the most meaningful index expression. An example of an index expression is
(identification of a patient) with (Q fever pneumonia). Simply put, (power)index expressions
can be used by Dexar as a representation of a knowledge profile.
Searching through a user’s own knowledge profile can be implemented by using Query
by Navigation as is described in, e.g., [Gro00]. At first, the user may provide the application
with an index expression (in its shortest form this is a single Term). Once the user is done
specifying such a query the application ‘knows’ which knowledge discovery history (which
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Supply
Demand
Feedback
Profile
User: John Doe
Function: Assistant radiologist
DEXAR: “I have found an image along with
some explanatory text.”
John: “Okay, can I take a look at that image?”
DEXAR: “Of course, take a look at it below.”
Figure 4.2: Retrieving knowledge assets with DEXAR.
is coupled to the index expression) can be shown together with hyperlinks to relevant
resources on the Web.
Up till now, the initial purposes and the initial screen shots of Dexar have been in-
troduced. A next evolution of this prototype is introduced in the following section so
that it can be demonstrated how a computer-based actor can provide support during the
instantiation of the knowledge exchange cycle of section 3.7.
4.3 Instantiation of the knowledge exchange cycle
An application of the knowledge market can be materialized by instantiating the knowledge
exchange cycle of section 3.7. Suppose that a mathematics teacher named ‘Jane Doe’ wishes
to acquire specific knowledge on how to improve his knowledge collection capabilities on
the Web about a specific topic, say, the Fourier series. Therefore, he characterizes his
knowledge need as follows: ‘I would like to acquire an overview of the network of Web pages
that contain knowledge about the Fourier series’. The diminishment of his knowledge need
fulfills the collection task at hand. The math teacher decides to use Dexar as a broker.
Recall from sections 3.5 and 3.6 that w Ã broker, xÃ utilizer, y Ã supplier, and
z Ã transporter. For this specific instantiation of the knowledge exchange cycle it can be
determined that w, z Ã DEXAR and xÃ Jane Doe. It remains to be seen which actor will
enact the supplier role; this will be clarified during the execution of the knowledge exchange
cycle. To actually initiate the knowledge exchange cycle, the following query is submitted
to the broker: ‘Network of Web pages about Fourier series’. Figure 4.5 shows how Dexar
makes an inventory of the teacher’s knowledge need by determining his intention. These
first steps initiate equation 3.23 of section 3.6. In this case, the knowledge question is
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Feedback
Demand
Supply
Profile
User: John Doe
Function: Assistant radiologist
DEXAR: “Are you satisfied with the
         knowledge provided?”
John: “Not exactly, I would like to view the
DEXAR: “Q Fever is a zoonosis caused by
               the strictly intracellular, gram
               negative bacterium Coxiella burnetii”
explanatory text too.”
John: “Thanks, that is enough for know.”
Figure 4.3: Feedback process in DEXAR.
http://DEXAR
Profile
Demand
Feedback
Supply
User: John Doe
Function: Assistant radiologist
17/06/2006 – Requested knowledge about
Q fever pneumonia.
17/06/2006 – Retrieved image and text from
Wikipedia.
History of knowledge discovery
John Doe’s (partial) knowledge profile
Q fever pneumonia
zoonosisidentification
of a patient pneumonia
identification of a patient
with Q fever pneumonia
identification of a patient
 zoonosis
Q fever pneumonia zoonosis
with Q fever pneumonia
Q fever
Figure 4.4: Showing a (partial) knowledge profile.
postulated by the utilizer by means of the Fourier series query and the knowledge answer
is provided by the gathered inventory. Obviously, the teacher wishes to acquire a graph of
interconnected Web pages that are related with the Fourier series.
Dexar has acquired enough meta knowledge at this point from the teacher. Therefore,
relevant suppliers can now be sought that are able to provide a graph of interconnected
Web pages about the Fourier series. Possible suppliers that are found by Dexar are shown
in figure 4.6. The meta knowledge that has been exchanged between the broker and the
supplier so far is typically an initiation of equation 3.24 of section 3.6. The question pro-
vided by the broker is concerned with which suppliers are able to offer the intended graph.
The answer includes possible suppliers and possible knowledge assets they can supply. The
teacher can find out which supplier is suitable to provide knowledge about the Fourier series
by clicking on the links shown in figure 4.6. The suppliers are materialized by means of the
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Meta demand
Meta supply
Instance level
User: John Doe
Function: Mathematics teacher
John: “Network of Web pages
         about Fourier series.”
DEXAR: “Would you like to see a graph
                      of Web pages that contain content
         about the Fourier series?”
John: “Yes.”
DEXAR: “Okay, please wait while I will
                        try to find meta knowledge for you.”
DEXAR: “Okay, please enter your search query.”
John: “Graph of Web pages about Fourier series.”
Figure 4.5: Making an inventory of the knowledge need by DEXAR.
Web applications TouchGraph, KartOO, and SearchCrystal. After viewing the Web appli-
cations, the teacher decides that TouchGraph may be able to provide the most suitable
results. This implies y Ã TouchGraph. The TouchGraph browser reveals the network of
connectivity between related Web pages. The teacher also instructs Dexar that the query
‘Fourier series’ should be used to retrieve knowledge assets from TouchGraph. These steps
force a call to equation 3.23 again, because exchange of meta knowledge is necessary be-
tween the broker and the utilizer. Broker Dexar transmits this query to TouchGraph,
therefore initiating equation 3.24 again, and the teacher can view the results by clicking
on the link shown in figure 4.7. The teacher can only view these results if equation 3.23 is
called for the occasion.
At this point, Dexar enacts the transporter role to transmit the knowledge assets pro-
vided by TouchGraph to the teacher. The transporter also sends a remark to the teacher if
these were the results that he was looking for. This involves the initiation of equation 3.25.
After equation 3.26 has been called, the teacher can now utilize the provided knowledge
assets and he can find out if he is pleased with the results. As can be seen in figure 4.7
he is obviously not quite pleased and wishes to retrieve knowledge about Fourier analy-
sis from the supplier TouchGraph via the transporter Dexar. This involves equation 3.25
and 3.26 again. These final results are shown in figure 4.8. The knowledge exchange proce-
dure discussed so far materializes the knowledge exchange cycle of section 3.7. A detailed
description of this materialization can be given as follows:
(1) The math teacher would like to acquire an overview of the network of Web
pages that contain knowledge about the Fourier series.
(2) The math teacher sends the query ‘Network of Web pages about Fourier
series’ to broker Dexar.
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Meta supply
Meta demand
Instance level
User: John Doe
Function: Mathematics teacher
DEXAR: “I have found the following
   possible suppliers”:
John: “Okay, I would like to retrieve knowledge
  assets from TouchGraph Google.”
TouchGraph Google
KartOO visual meta search engine
SearchCrystal
DEXAR: “Click on the links above to see the results
     that can be offered by the suppliers”
John: “Fourier series.”
DEXAR: “Okay, please enter your search query.”
Figure 4.6: Identification of knowledge suppliers.
(3) Dexar wonders if the teacher would like to see a graph of Web pages or
perhaps something else.
(4) Dexar asks the teacher if he would like to see a graph of Web pages that
contain content about the Fourier series.
(5) The teacher answers affirmatively.
(6) The query ‘Graph of Web pages about Fourier series’ is then submitted to
Dexar.
(7) Dexar searches its knowledge resources to find suppliers that can visualize
a graph of Web pages about the Fourier series.
(8) Dexar determines that TouchGraph Google, KartOO, and SearchCrystal are Web
applications that may provide a graph of Web pages that include content
about the Fourier series.
(9) Dexar shows these suppliers to the teacher with hyperlinks to the Web
applications.
(10) The teacher determines that he would like to retrieve knowledge assets from
TouchGraph Google.
(11) The query ‘Fourier series’ is then submitted to Dexar.
(12) Dexar enters the query ‘Fourier series’ in TouchGraph Google.
(13) TouchGraph Google sends the graph of Web pages about the Fourier series to
Dexar.
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Instance level
Meta demand
Meta supply
User: John Doe
Function: Mathematics teacher
DEXAR: “Click on the link below to retrieve
                the requested knowledge assets:”
DEXAR: “Are these the results you
              were looking for?”
John: “I would like to view the results
       of ‘Fourier analyis’ instead.”
‘Fourier series’ on TouchGraph Google
DEXAR: “Click on the link below to retrieve
                the requested knowledge assets:”
‘Fourier analysis’ on TouchGraph Google
Figure 4.7: Eventual supply of instance level knowledge assets.
(14) The teacher can view these results by clicking on the hyperlink provided by
Dexar. Dexar also provides a remark to find out if the teacher is pleased
with the results.
(15) The teacher requests an alteration by providing the ‘Fourier analysis’
query.
(16) Dexar enters the query ‘Fourier analysis’ in TouchGraph Google. The
subsequent steps are repeated and the cycle ends when step 15b is reached.
4.4 Summary and outlook
The knowledge exchange cycle discussed in section 3.7 clarified how the advanced knowl-
edge exchange model mentioned in section 3.6 can be materialized in practice. The ad-
vanced knowledge exchange model formed a detailed description of how knowledge can
be exchanged in the context of a knowledge market. Thus, if it is necessary to exchange
knowledge for successful fulfillment of a qualifying task in practice, the steps of the knowl-
edge exchange cycle can be applied for a specific situation. This results in a practical
application of our theoretical knowledge market model.
In this chapter, it is illustrated how a human actor as well as computer-based actors play
the four different roles in the knowledge market and subsequently exchange knowledge by
proceeding through the knowledge exchange cycle. One of the introduced computer-based
actors, that has been dubbed as DEXAR: Discovery and eXchange of Revealed knowledge,
deserved additional explanation. The intention of Dexar was to serve as a prototypical
Web application that operationalized our theoretical research results. Dexar illustrated
how computer-based assistance can be provided on the meta level in the process of match-
ing supply and demand of knowledge assets. On the instance level, Dexar can act as a
transporter by interacting with the supplier and the utilizer. Note that it has not been our
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Figure 4.8: Network of Web pages about Fourier analysis provided by TouchGraph.
intention to develop a fully working prototype, such as with the prototype of the cognitive
matchmaker system that will be discussed in chapter 6.
The knowledge workers market can be introduced in the following chapters, now that
a model of the knowledge market has been theoretically described as well as practically
applied. A theoretical model of the knowledge workers market is discussed in chapter 5,
followed by chapter 6 about cognitive matchmaking. Finally, the knowledge workers market
is practically applied in chapter 7.
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Chapter 5
The knowledge workers market
Pursue great challenges and
never stop learning.
Chirfi Guindo
5.1 Introduction
Recall from section 1.1 that the complexity of knowledge intensive tasks in contemporary
knowledge intensive organizations increases. This is a result of, for example, organiza-
tional growth, increased globalization, growing product complexity, an increasing customer
power, outsourcing, shorter product life cycles and return flows, and inter-organizational
alliances [SSSS01, Moh07]. In general, acquisition, application, or testing of knowledge is
necessary in order to successfully fulfill knowledge intensive (execution) tasks [OBP08b].
The actors that are responsible to fulfill knowledge intensive tasks in organizations may
experience an increased cognitive load if task complexity increases [WNB+07]. Cogni-
tive load, increased by growing task complexity, can influence the frequency of errors by
affecting the strength of procedural and sensory cues [BBC07, RBCB08].
Cognitive characteristics are specific cognitive parts of the cognitive system that
are possessed by an actor which enable an actor to think, learn, and make deci-
sions [And93, Smi98]. When the pressure to acquire, apply, and test more knowledge
increases, actors struggle to manage basic cognitive characteristics such as the willpower
to fulfill a task or maintaining awareness of the requirements to fulfill a task. These
characteristics are also referred to as volition and sentience respectively in cognitive lit-
erature [Kak06, WNB+07]. Difficulties to control basic cognitive characteristics influences
practice and potentially threatens the success of task fulfillment [Mei00]. Research in
cognitive psychology has demonstrated that individual knowledge processing is negatively
influenced when experiencing an overload of knowledge that needs to be processed. For
example, a burden of knowledge processing events may cause actors to underestimate the
rate of events [HBWE06] and to be overconfident [Koe91].
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The knowledge workers market is specifically concerned with the matching of cognitive
characteristics required to fulfill a task with the cognitive characteristics actually possessed
by an actor. The main concepts illustrated in figure 5.1 provide a first overview of the
aspects that are taken into consideration in the knowledge workers market. Figure 5.1
Actor
Type
fulfills
Actor
supplies
Task
Type
instantiated
by
match?
Task
Instance
Characteristics
instantiated
by demands
Cognitive
Figure 5.1: Main concepts of the knowledge workers market.
shows that an actor type and a task type can be instantiated by an actor respectively a
task instance. This means that an actor can be classified as a certain type and a task
instance can also be classified as a certain type. While fulfilling a task instance, an actor
supplies cognitive characteristics. Figure 5.1 shows that the task instance that is fulfilled
by the actor demands cognitive characteristics for successful fulfillment. The match of
supply and demand can then be studied. This chapter primarily focuses on several types
of actors (section 5.2) and knowledge intensive tasks (section 5.2.1). These are introduced
before immersing in cognitive matchmaking in chapter 6.
5.2 Cognitive actor settings
A formal characterization of possible actor types by means of cognitive characteristics
is dealt with at first. The cognitive characteristics that are mentioned in this chapter
are formalized to realize an exact theoretical construction. This implies that the various
characteristics can be verbalized in a very clear and concise way, which fuels an in-depth
understanding of these characteristics. This strengthens the argumentation of the cognitive
characterization of possible actor types discussed in this chapter.
5.2.1 Actor types
Actor types may draw from a pool of basic cognitive characteristics an actor might possess,
such as: sentience, volition, and causability. An actor type does not need to have all
of these characteristics, and some have more than others. It is assumed that each of
these characteristics can be isolated from the others, and so should be treated as distinct.
Cruse [Cru73] and Dowty [Dow91] utilized syntactic tests to isolate characteristics from
each other. Therefore, a characteristic has been correlated with a syntactic environment
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which admits one characteristic but not the other. Actor types can be characterized by
cognitive characteristics they can supply in general. An actor may need to supply even more
characteristics when fulfilling a task of a certain type, i.e., if there are more characteristics
demanded by the task. For this reason, the cognitive characterization of task types is
introduced in section 5.3.1. A cognitive match can only be determined based on the total
amount of characteristics supplied and demanded in a combination of an actor and a task.
This implies that all the cognitive characteristics involved in the characterization of the
actor type as well as the task type need to be taken into account when determining a
cognitive match.
First, it is necessary to distinguish the general characteristics that characterize the
different actor types regardless of the task that is executed. These characteristics are
further explored in section 5.2.2.
• The volition characteristic is concerned with an actor’s willpower to fulfill some
knowledge intensive task instance. For instance, a skilled software developer may
have more willpower to develop an intelligent search algorithm than writing source
code to access a database. Note that a certain actor may have more willpower than
another actor to perform a specific task, but the willpower of a specific actor may
also vary when that actor performs different tasks.
• Sentience expresses that an actor has awareness of required knowledge to fulfill some
task instance. When a project manager creates a project plan he may have all the
necessary skills and knowledge to create such a plan. This may be due to earlier
planning experiences of the project manager or by education.
• The causability characteristic expresses that an actor has the ability to exert an in-
fluence on state changes of knowledge involved during fulfillment of a task instance.
Suppose that a business consultant facilitates a brainstorm session in which he writes
models on a whiteboard. In this case, the consultant causes knowledge that is im-
plicitly present in his head to be made explicit on the white board [NT95]. When
this is related to the knowledge types introduced in section 2.2, this means that the
consultant causes knowledge to change from one type to another.
• During fulfillment of certain knowledge intensive task instances an actor should be
able to improve its own cognitive abilities. This is indicated by the improvability
characteristic. For instance, a manager may have recently completed a course about
cybernetics. During his work he successfully applied several principles that the man-
ager has learned in the course. Participating in the course may thus have improved
his cognitive abilities.
• The independency characteristic is necessary to be able to determine if an actor is
able to fulfill a task instance on his own or not. An example is a journalist who may
successfully write a news article without having to collaborate with others.
Having determined possible cognitive characteristics an actor may supply, independent of
the task that is fulfilled, it is now appropriate to distinguish several actor types.
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The experiencer. An actor of the experiencer type can always supply the sentience char-
acteristic, independent of the fulfilled task. An experiencer is thus always aware of
knowledge requirements to fulfill some task instance. Consider for example the fol-
lowing sentence: John thoroughly reads an article about balanced scorecards before
joining a meeting about balanced scorecards. This indicates that John, as an expe-
riencer, probably understands that reading an article about balanced scorecards is
enough to successfully prepare himself for a meeting about that topic.
The collaborator. An actor of this type always possesses the volition, causability, and
improvability characteristics. A collaborator has the ability to exert an influence
on state changes of knowledge involved during fulfillment of a task instance. A
collaborator is also able to improve its own cognitive abilities during task fulfillment.
However, a collaborator does not have complete awareness of all required knowledge
to fulfill a task instance and requires others to fulfill a task instance. Consider the
following example: John works at a hospital and requires knowledge about a patient’s
history. Therefore, he acquires the most recent patient log from a colleague. This
indicates that John, as a collaborator, understands that in order to acquire knowledge
about a patient’s history he must collaborate with another actor. After that, John
is able to update the patient’s log with recent changes.
The expert. An expert possesses all characteristics depicted in table 5.1. Suppose that
John is an assistant professor working at a university and he would like to solve
a difficult mathematical problem when developing a theory. He then uses his own
knowledge about mathematics to solve the problem. John is also able to combine
and modify his own knowledge while solving the problem and he can also learn from
that.
The integrator. An integrator is able to fulfill a knowledge intensive task instance by
working together and is able to initiate state changes of knowledge involved during
task instance fulfillment. Therefore, the volition and causability characteristics are
possessed by the integrator. An integrator primarily wishes to acquire and apply
knowledge of the highest possible quality. An engineer contributing to the construc-
tion of a flood barrier is an example of an integrator.
The transactor. Volition, sentience, and independency are the characteristics belonging
to the transactor actor type. A transactor can fulfill a task instance without col-
laborating with others and is not required to cause modifications in the knowledge
acquired and applied during task fulfillment. A customer support employee working
at a software company is an example of a transactor.
The five distinguished actor types are based on a classification of knowledge worker
types [Dav05] and on cognitive literature [Kak06, Dow91]. The knowledge worker classifi-
cation is more practically oriented than the ideas found in the cognitive literature. Practical
as well as theoretical ideas now intermingle when developing a framework of cognitive ac-
tor settings. The combination of an actor type with the general cognitive characteristics
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belonging to a type forms a cognitive actor setting . This characterization is shown in
table 5.1. Note that the set AT contains actor types and the set CC contains cognitive
characteristics. Now the set of actor types that are part of the cognitive actor settings can
Table 5.1: Cognitive actor settings characterized.
CC
AT Volition Sentience Causability Improvability Independency
Experiencer – × – – –
Collaborator × – × × –
Expert × × × × ×
Integrator × – × – –
Transactor × × – – ×
be represented as:
{experiencer, collaborator, expert, integrator, transactor} ⊆ AT (5.1)
An important remark to make here is that the possible actor types as well as the possible
cognitive characteristics are not limited to five actor types and five cognitive characteristics.
It is imaginable that less or more actor types and cognitive characteristics are used to form
cognitive actor settings. In practice, organizations may adopt other models that specify
such cognitive actor settings. However, in this thesis we restrict ourselves to the cognitive
actor settings above. In the next chapter, it is shown that the limitative framework of
actor types and task types can be used for cognitive matchmaking purposes so that it at
least suits our goals. A specific instantiation of an actor type is expressed by:
AType : AC → AT (5.2)
The set AC contains actor instances that can be classified by a specific type. The example
AType(a) = experiencer for instance expresses that an actor a ∈ AC can be classified
as an experiencer. We can view task instances that are fulfilled by a specific actor as a
function:
Fulfillment : AC → ℘(TI) (5.3)
The set TI is a set of task instances which are fulfilled by an actor. An actor a ∈ AC
that fulfills a task instance i ∈ TI can be expressed as: Fulfillment(a) = {i}. A specific
instantiation of a knowledge intensive task type is expressed by:
TType : TI → TT (5.4)
The set TT is a set of task types that can be instantiated by a specific task instance.
The expression TType(i) = acquisition can be used to assert that a task instance i is
characterized as an acquisition task.
Now that a characterization of different actor types has been introduced (resulting
in several cognitive actor settings), the different cognitive characteristics mentioned in
table 5.1 are formally explored.
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5.2.2 Definitions of cognitive actor characteristics
The five cognitive characteristics that characterize the actor types independent of the ful-
filled tasks are further explained below. Specific additional characteristics that an actor
needs to supply dependent of the performed task are elaborated in section 5.3 about cog-
nitive task settings.
Volition
An actor has the volition characteristic, if an actor has a certain willpower to fulfill some
knowledge intensive task instance. It can be said that an actor has a motivation to fulfill a
task instance. It is important to note that for each of the cognitive characteristics an actor
might have, an actor may possess it at a certain level. The level on which an actor has
willpower to fulfill a task is incorporated in the volition characteristic. The introduction
of a motivation function is necessary to determine an actor’s motivation while fulfilling a
task instance:
Motivation : AS → (AC × TI →MO) (5.5)
An actor state is necessary because an actor’s motivation might change over time. For
example, an actor might be strongly motivated in one state, while an actor might be
weakly motivated in another state.
Assume {weak, moderate, neutral, strong} ⊆ MO. The set MO includes possible
motivation types of an actor. An actor a in a state t ∈ AS with a volition characteristic
may be weakly, moderately, neutrally, or strongly motivated. If an actor a in state t is
strongly motivated to fulfill task instance i it can be denoted as: Motivationt(a, i) = strong.
Note that the motivation function can not be expressed as Motivation(t, a, i), because of
the placed parentheses in the signature of the function. This has been done to indicate
that an actor’s motivation is coupled with its state and that the state parameter can be
optionally left out if desired. The latter is possible if the actor’s state is not important in
a specific case. For instance, there may be cases in which an actor’s motivation remains
the same in every state.
Because of the parentheses as part of the signature of the function, it can be noticed that
the domain of the motivation function consists of the set of actor states. The range of the
motivation function consists of a nested total function including the set of actor instances,
the set of task instances, and the set of motivation types. The volition characteristic can
now be modeled as follows. An actor a ∈ AC has the volition characteristic, denoted
as Volition(a), if that actor has a state t ∈ AS in which that actor has one of the four
motivation types for some task instance to be fulfilled:
∃t∈AS∃i∈Fulfillment(a)[Motivationt(a, i) ∈ {weak, moderate, neutral, strong}] (5.6)
An expression of the fulfillment function is also included in the formalization of the volition
characteristic to show that the characteristic is supplied by an actor during task fulfillment.
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Sentience
An actor has the sentience characteristic, if that actor has significant awareness of required
knowledge to fulfill some task instance. The following function can be introduced to un-
derstand to what extent a knowledge asset (as part of the set KA) is applicable for a task,
i.e., has a useful effect on completing the task:
Applicable : TI × KA → [0, 1] (5.7)
Recall from chapter 2 that these assets are tradeable forms of knowledge, i.e., knowledge
that is exchangeable between actors. This may include knowledge obtained by viewing a
Web page or a document or by conversing with a colleague. When an instructor explains
a learner how to drive a car for instance, the explanation may contain valuable knowledge
assets for the learner.
So, Applicable(i, k) > 0 expresses that knowledge asset k is somehow applicable for a
task instance i. Recall from section 3.2 that the knowledge need function denotes the need
for knowledge of an actor. At this point the sentience characteristic can be modeled:
∃i∈Fulfillment(a)∃k∈KA∃S⊆KA[Applicable(i, k) > 0 ∧ Need(S, k) > 0] (5.8)
In other words, an actor a ∈ AC has the sentience characteristic, denoted as Sentience(a),
if that actor fulfills some task instance and if there exists a knowledge asset k ∈ KA that
is applicable in a task instance and already possessed by actor a (i.e., part of that actor’s
knowledge profile S ⊆ KA) or otherwise required by actor a. The actor’s state has been
omitted in the expression of the knowledge need function because it is not of particular
relevance in the sentience characteristic.
Causability
An actor has the causability characteristic, if an actor has the ability to exert an influence
on changes of the knowledge type involved during fulfillment of a task instance. The level
of this influence is dependent of to what extent an actor masters this characteristic. Recall
that four knowledge types have been distinguished in section 2.2: Implicit & concealed
knowledge, explicit & concealed knowledge, implicit & revealed knowledge, and explicit &
revealed knowledge. Relating these knowledge types to causability, it can be said that an
actor having the causability characteristic can change knowledge from one type to another
type. This can be modeled as a function:
³∗: AC → (KA×KT → KT ) (5.9)
The set KT comprises the possible knowledge types. The four discussed knowledge types
can formally be depicted as:
{implicit−concealed, implicit−revealed,
explicit−concealed, explicit−revealed} ⊆ KT (5.10)
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The knowledge type of a specific knowledge item k can easily be found by using the function
KType : KA → KT . For example, KType(k) = s expresses that knowledge k ∈ KA is of
the type s ∈ KT . When knowledge asset k of type s is changed to another type by actor
a ∈ AC, this type change is denoted as: ³∗a (k, s). When applying the infix notation this
would result in: ³∗a (k, s) ≡ k ³∗a s. At this point the causability characteristic can be
modeled:
∃i∈Fulfillment(a)∃k∈KA∃s∈KT [Applicable(i, k) > 0 ∧ k ³∗a s] (5.11)
In other words, an actor a ∈ AC has the causability characteristic, denoted as Causability(a),
if that actor fulfills some task instance and if there exists a knowledge asset k ∈ KA of
some type s ∈ KT that is changed to some other type k ³∗a s ∈ KT by actor a.
Improvability
An actor has the improvability characteristic, if that actor is able to improve its own
cognitive capabilities while experiencing knowledge on a knowledge carrier. An actor may
have a certain level to improve its own capabilities, ranging from, e.g., a low level to a
high level. When an actor experiences a knowledge carrier, then this actor will end up
in a new state. This can be expressed by means of the experience function. Recall from
section 3.4.3 that the state change function can be modeled as follows:
n : AS ×KC → AS (5.12)
Thus, an actor state t changes to state tn d after experiencing knowledge carrier d. How-
ever, to construct the improvability characteristic the actual improvement of cognitive
characteristics should also be tackled. The following actor characteristics function can be
utilized to solve this issue:
AChar : AS → (AC → ℘(CC)) (5.13)
This function specifies which cognitive characteristics as part of the set CC belong to a
certain actor instance (that is classified by an actor type). An actor state is necessary
here because the characterization of an actor might change over time. An actor a ∈ AC
possessing cognitive characteristics included in a set of cognitive characteristics C while
in state t ∈ AS can be denoted as: AChart(a) = C. For example, a professor in business
information systems has many years of experience on the topic and can be characterized
as an expert. The actor then possesses all five characteristics mentioned earlier. The years
of experience reflect the state of this actor. Subsequently, the improvability characteristic
can be modeled:
∃i∈Fulfillment(a)∃t∈AS∃d∈KC[AChart(a) ⊆ AChartnd(a)] (5.14)
An actor a ∈ AC has the improvability characteristic, denoted as Improvability(a), if the
set of cognitive characteristics AChart(a) = C can be complemented with additional char-
acteristics after experiencing some knowledge carrier d while being in some state t ∈ AS.
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Independency
An actor has the independency characteristic, if that actor is able to fulfill some task
instance on its own. If an actor is fully able to fulfill a task instance on its own, then it
can be said that an actor has the characteristic at a (very) high level and vice versa. A
fulfiller function is necessary to reason specifically about actors that are fulfilling some task
instance:
Fulfiller : TI → ℘(AC) (5.15)
If it is necessary to determine fulfillers of a task instance i, the fulfiller function returns
actors responsible for the fulfillment of some task. The independency characteristic can be
modeled as follows:
∃i∈TI [Fulfiller(i) = {a}] (5.16)
An actor a has the independency characteristic, denoted as Independency(a), if for task
instance i the only fulfiller is actor a.
5.3 Cognitive task settings
Now that the cognitive actor settings have been discussed, it is necessary to devise several
cognitive task settings. These task settings clarify which cognitive characteristics are in
any case demanded by the various task types independent of the actor that fulfills the task.
5.3.1 Task types
The following cognitive characteristics characterize the knowledge intensive task types
regardless of which actor of a certain type performs the task:
• The satisfaction characteristic is related with a need for knowledge during a task’s
fulfillment and the eventual disappearance of that need. Suppose that a salesman
requires insight in future developments of a certain market. Therefore, the salesman
asks a colleague to provide a forecast of these developments. After interpreting
the forecast, the salesman’s need for this knowledge may have substantially been
decreased.
• Relevance is concerned with whether or not knowledge acquired is deemed appro-
priate during the fulfillment of a task. This is the case if, e.g., the salesman is not
able to acquire the necessary knowledge by interpreting the aforementioned market
forecast. In this case, the salesman is able to judge the relevance of the forecast for
successful fulfillment of his task.
• The applicability characteristic expresses to what extent knowledge is applicable in
a task. For instance, a requirements engineer interviews a customer to acquire cer-
tain requirements for an information system to be built. After the interview has
been conducted the engineer has acquired a lot of knowledge about the customer’s
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organization but not about requirements for the future system. In this example, the
acquired knowledge is not very applicable for the task at hand.
• When knowledge is applied it should meet its requirements. This is indicated by
the correctness characteristic. For instance, when a software developer writes code it
should meet the requirements to be able to compile the code and to achieve a system
that is working correctly.
• The faultiness characteristic is necessary to be able to determine whether or not
applied knowledge contains flaws. For example, a software tester should be able to
find bugs in software.
• To correct already applied knowledge containing flaws, the rectification characteristic
can be determined. This may be the case when a software developer fixes a bug found
by a software tester.
The following knowledge intensive task types are distinguished: the acquisition task
type, the synthesis task type, and the testing task type. Possible knowledge intensive
tasks that can be fulfilled can be abstracted to a pattern of three types [OBPR07a]:
Acquisition. The acquisition type is related with the acquisition of knowledge. This can
be illustrated by a student reading a book in order to prepare himself for an exam.
Synthesis. The synthesis type is related with the actual utilization of the acquired knowl-
edge. An example is a student who utilizes knowledge (acquired by reading a book)
while performing an exam.
Testing. This type is related with the identification and application of knowledge in prac-
tice inducing an improvement of the specific knowledge applied. E.g., a student who
failed an exam studies a teacher’s feedback on his exam. Then, a re-examination
attempt follows to improve his previously acquired and utilized knowledge.
Table 5.2 shows how these task types are characterized independent of the type of actor
that is going to fulfill tasks of these types. An acquisition task, for instance, will always
demand the satisfaction and relevance characteristics. Thus, an actor should be satisfied
after fulfilling an acquisition task and the acquired knowledge should also be relevant
enough to fulfill the task. Now the set of task types can be represented as:
Table 5.2: Cognitive task settings characterized.
CC
TT Satisfaction Relevance Applicability Correctness Faultiness Rectification
Acquisition × × – – – –
Synthesis – – × × – –
Testing × – × – × ×
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{acquisition, synthesis, testing} ⊆ TT (5.17)
The complete set of cognitive characteristics can be represented as:
{volition, sentience, causability, improvability,
independency, satisfaction, relevance, applicability
correctness, faultiness, rectification} ⊆ CC (5.18)
The following function specifies which characteristics characterize a certain task type
by default:
TChar : TT → ℘(CC) (5.19)
Note that in this thesis we restrict ourselves to the three defined task types together with
the characteristics.
5.3.2 Definitions of cognitive task characteristics
Next, the six cognitive characteristics that characterize the task types independent of the
executing actors can be formally explained.
Satisfaction
A task demands a satisfaction characteristic, if a need for certain knowledge is present
during task fulfillment and that need is indulged if the required knowledge is acquired.
Recall from section 5.2.2 that an actor a in state t will end up in a new state denoted as
tn d when experiencing a knowledge carrier d. No more knowledge is required by an actor
if his need for knowledge deteriorates after experiencing the required knowledge.
An actor’s input and output of knowledge are also considered as important concepts as
part of the satisfaction characteristic. Recall from section 3.4.2 that the input and output
of knowledge assets can be represented as:
In : AS → (AC → ℘(KA)) (5.20)
Out : AC → ℘(KA) (5.21)
An actor can only experience knowledge when receiving knowledge (via a carrier), so states
are not included in the output function. Now that an indicator of the need for knowledge
and the notation for input and output of knowledge have been repeated, the satisfaction
characteristic can be assembled:
∃i∈Fulfillment(a)∃t∈AS∃S⊆KA∃k∈KA∃d∈KC[Needt(S, k) > 0 ∧
k ∈ Int(a) ∧ (k, d) ∈ Carry ∧ Needtnd(S, k) = 0] (5.22)
In other words, a task instance demands the satisfaction characteristic, denoted as
Satisfaction(i), if a need for knowledge needs to be indulged to successfully fulfill the task.
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To be able to supply the satisfaction characteristic, an actor with a need for knowledge
asset k requires to receive knowledge asset k while in state t. Recall from section 3.4.3 that
the carry equation can be used to relate knowledge assets with carriers. When the actor
is in a succeeding state t n d the need for that specific knowledge asset k deteriorates if
(k, d) ∈ Carry. This indicates that the actor’s specific needs have been satisfied. So, if an
actor still requires, say, knowledge assets k1 and k2 to complete a task, that actor should
continue to gather knowledge until Need(S, k1) = 0 and Need(S, k2) = 0. An acquisition
task as well as a testing task always demand this characteristic. Acquiring of knowledge
input is necessary to fulfill such tasks, meaning that an actor is satisfied if the required
knowledge has been obtained.
Relevance
A task demands a relevance characteristic Relevance(i) if, during its fulfillment, the knowl-
edge acquired is indeed needed by an actor. To acquire relevant knowledge, an actor should
experience a need for the knowledge to be acquired and an actor’s knowledge profile should
not already contain the knowledge to be acquired:
∃i∈Fulfillment(a)∃k∈KA∃S⊆KA[k ∈ In(a) ∧ Need(S, k) > 0 ∧ k 6∈ S] (5.23)
To make sure that an actor solely acquires relevant knowledge, the relevance characteristic
should be adequately supplied when executing an acquisition task.
Applicability
A task demands an applicability characteristic, denoted as Applicability(i), if knowledge is
applied during task fulfillment and that applied knowledge has a useful effect on successfully
completing the task. To understand to what extent knowledge is applicable for a task,
i.e., has a useful effect for completing the task, the ‘applicable’ function introduced in
section 5.2.2 is necessary. If a knowledge asset k is not applicable at all for a task instance
i the function equals 0: Applicable(i, k) = 0. If a knowledge asset k is most applicable for
a task, the function equals 1. An actor adheres to the applicability characteristic only if a
certain knowledge asset k is applicable during a task instance:
∃i∈Fulfillment(a)∃k∈KA∃S⊆KA[k ∈ Out(a) ∧ Applicable(i, k) > 0 ∧ k ∈ S] (5.24)
The applicability characteristic is not relevant for an acquisition task, because knowledge
is not applied in such a task.
Correctness
A task demands a correctness characteristic, denoted as Correctness(i), when the knowl-
edge that is applied is useful for the specific task and the applied knowledge meets its
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requirements. Thus, to be able to determine whether or not applied knowledge is correct
it should meet its requirements . The following function is, therefore, introduced:
Requirement ⊆ KA× ℘(RQ) (5.25)
Suppose that a knowledge asset k should meet two requirements r1 and r2 which are part
of a set of requirements R. If knowledge k is applied and indeed meets its requirements
this is indicated by (k, {r1, r2}) ∈ Requirement. The correctness characteristic can now be
conceived as follows:
∃i∈Fulfillment(a)∃k∈KA∃R⊆RQ[Applicable(i, k) > 0 ∧ k ∈ Out(a) ∧ (k,R) ∈ Requirement] (5.26)
The correctness characteristic is relevant for the synthesis task, because knowledge that is
applied in such a task should be applicable and should meet the proclaimed requirements.
Faultiness
A faultiness characteristic is demanded by a task, denoted as Faultiness(i), if it is necessary
to indicate if certain knowledge that has been obtained by an actor is not meeting its
requirements:
∃i∈Fulfillment(a)∃k,K⊆KA∃R⊆RQ[In(a) = K ∧ k ∈ K ∧ (k,R) 6∈ Requirement ∧ Out(a) = {k}] (5.27)
Suppose that an actor a obtains a knowledge setK. If an actor a observes that a knowledge
asset k ∈ K does not meets its requirements this specific asset is returned as output to
indicate that it is faulty. The faultiness characteristic is important for the testing task,
because faulty knowledge needs to be identified before it can be rectified.
Rectification
A task demands a rectification characteristic, denoted as Rectification(i), if it is part of the
task to locate erroneously applied knowledge and then to rectify and return that knowledge
so that it does meet its requirements. If an actor receives a knowledge asset k1 and that
knowledge does not meet its requirements R, i.e., the knowledge is wrongly applied, then
the actor broadcasts knowledge asset k2 which does meet the requirements instead. This
improvement process by an actor is denoted as rectification:
∃i∈Fulfillment(a)∃k1,k2∈KA∃R⊆RQ[In(a) = {k1} ∧
(k1, R) 6∈ Requirement ∧ Out(a) = {k2} ∧ (k2, R) ∈ Requirement ∧ k1 ¹ k2](5.28)
The notation k1 ¹ k2 is verbalized as the knowledge in k1 is contained within k2 and is
modeled by the function:
¹: KA → KA (5.29)
In terms of an actor’s need for knowledge, the knowledge containment relation is defined
as:
k1 ¹ k2 ≡ k1 ¹Need k2 ≡ Need({k2}, k1) = 0 (5.30)
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Here, k1 ¹Need k2 represents the knowledge containment relation in the context of the
knowledge need represented by ‘Need’. In the notation of the rectification characteristic
we have omitted Need and denoted knowledge containment as ¹. It is also possible that
a certain knowledge asset is contained within more than one knowledge asset. Therefore
the + operator concatenates knowledge assets:
+ : KA×KA → KA (5.31)
The concatenation of, e.g., knowledge assets k2 and k3 is, therefore, shown as k2+ k3. The
function k1 ¹ (k2 + k3) expresses that the knowledge in k1 is contained within k2 and
k3. The rectification characteristic is important for testing tasks, because errors in applied
knowledge are rectified in such tasks.
In order to have a graphical representation of the discussed definitions in this chapter,
an ORM model of all discussed cognitive characteristics is presented in figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.2: Object-Role Modeling (ORM) model of cognitive characteristics.
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5.4 Summary and outlook
When actors perform knowledge intensive tasks, they supply cognitive characteristics that
are demanded by the task leading to, hopefully, successful task fulfillment. Supply and
demand of such cognitive characteristics can be matched in the knowledge workers market.
Concrete instances of actors and tasks can be abstracted to types of actors and tasks. A
framework of actor types and task types has been conceived in this chapter. The actor
types in the framework are characterized by the cognitive characteristics that are supplied
by actors that instantiate those types during fulfillment of any knowledge intensive task.
Additional cognitive characteristics are demanded if an actor of a specific type executes a
task of a specific type. Actor-specific characteristics are then supplied together with the
characteristics demanded by the task that is performed. The task types in the framework
are characterized by the cognitive characteristics that are typically demanded by tasks that
instantiate those types.
A theoretical model to match supply and demand of cognitive characteristics is crys-
tallized in chapter 6. This model is dubbed as cognitive matchmaking. The framework of
actor and task types together with the framework for cognitive matchmaking are practically
applied in chapter 7.
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Chapter 6
Cognitive matchmaking in the
knowledge workers market
Real, constructive mental power lies
in the creative thought that shapes
your destiny, and your hour-by-hour
mental conduct produces power for
change in your life. Develop a train of
thought on which to ride. The nobility
of your life as well as your happiness
depends upon the direction in which
that train of thought is going.
Laurence J. Peter
6.1 Introduction
In this chapter a framework for cognitive matchmaking is introduced by which it is able to
compute a match between cognitive characteristics required for the task execution of a spe-
cific type and cognitive characteristics that are provided by an actor of a specific type. This
situation has been visualized in figure 5.1. As a running example throughout this chapter,
we will use the framework for cognitive matchmaking to match the cognitive characteris-
tics offered by the transactor actor type with the required cognitive characteristics of a
synthesis task.
Recall from section 5.2.1 that a transactor can fulfill a task instance without collabo-
rating with others and is not required to cause modifications in the knowledge acquired
and applied during task fulfillment. A customer support employee working at a software
company is an example of a transactor. The synthesis task type is related with the actual
utilization of the acquired knowledge. An example is a student who utilizes knowledge
(acquired by reading a book) while performing an exam.
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First, the framework for cognitive matchmaking is crystallized in section 6.2. The
variables that are used in the framework for cognitive matchmaking are non-fuzzy. Fuzzy
logic has been introduced as a research instrument in section 1.6. This means that the
variables that are used to compute cognitive matches comprise numerical (hard) values.
As an extension to the framework, fuzzy match assessments are introduced in section 6.3
to reason about linguistic (soft) match values. Introducing fuzziness enables to verbalize
the cognitive matches instead of only expressing them in hard values, which may render
the results more interpretable.
6.2 Framework for cognitive matchmaking
Figure 6.1 shows the architecture of the system on a conceptual level, which is translated
into the formalisms throughout this section. In section 5.2.2, a function ACharj(a) = C
Supply
Demand
  
  
CharMatch
  
Match
  
Weigh
AT∈a
TT∈t
CC
CRN
CC
CRN
CC
MRN
CC
SRN
SRN
Normalize
Proximity
Metric
CharWeigh ⊕⊗
Figure 6.1: Framework for cognitive matchmaking.
indicated the cognitive characteristics that characterized an actor instance of a certain
type, where j is a task type belonging to the set of task types TT , a is an actor instance
belonging to the set of actor instances AC and C is a set of cognitive characteristics that
is a subset of or equal to CC. Recall from section 5.2.1 that the corresponding actor type
can be found by using the actor type function: AType(a) = j.
With this in mind, a supply function can be modeled that returns a value expressing
to what extent an actor type offers a certain cognitive characteristic:
Supply : AT → (CC → CRN ) (6.1)
The expression Supplytransactor(s) = 10 shows that an actor characterized by the transactor
type offers the sentience characteristic and is at least capable to perform this characteristic
at level 10. Note that the word ‘sentience’ has been abbreviated to the letter ‘s’. For
readability reasons we will continue to use this abbreviation for the remaining example
expressions. The resulting value ‘10’ is part of a characteristic rank domain CRN which
contains integer values within the range [0, 10]. The hard values as part of a domain of
values can be found by using the following function:
Numerical : ℘(RN )→ R (6.2)
Here, the set RN contains rank values and CRN ⊆ RN . Formally, the characteristic rank
domain includes the following hard values:
Numerical(CRN ) = [0, 10]
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A value of 0 means that an actor is not able to offer a certain characteristic, a value of 5
means that an actor is able to offer a characteristic at an average level and a value of 10
means that an actor is able to offer a characteristic at the highest level. So, in the case of
the example, the transactor is able to offer the sentience characteristic at the highest level.
A characteristic rank set containing linguistic (soft) values can be introduced instead
of a characteristic rank set that contains numerical (hard) values. A linguistic value differs
from a numerical value in that its values are not numbers but words or sentences in some
language. The resulting values of the examples reported, however, are mapped on a domain
containing hard values only. In the case of the match example above, this would mean
that we are able to reason that the transactor is able to offer the sentience characteristic
at, e.g., a very high level. An exploration of how such fuzzy assessments can be used to
indicate a certain capability level can be found in section 6.3.
Besides modeling a supply function, a demand function is needed that returns a value
expressing to what extent a cognitive characteristic is required for a certain task type:
Demand : TT → (CC → CRN ) (6.3)
The expression Demandsynthesis(s) = 10 indicates that a sentience characteristic is required
at the highest level in order to fulfill a task of the synthesis type. The supply and demand
functions can now be used together to compute the characteristic match.
6.2.1 Characteristic match
In this section, a characteristic match function is defined to compare the resulting values
from the supply and demand functions. This comparison can provide insight in the way
supply and demand of cognitive characteristics are matched. In order to model a charac-
teristic match function, an actor type as well as a task type are required as input, together
with a cognitive characteristic from the set CC of cognitive characteristics:
CharMatch : AT × TT → (CC →MRN ) (6.4)
As can be seen in figure 6.1, the characteristic match function returns a value from the
match rank domain, where MRN ⊆ RN . The match rank domain includes the following
values: Numerical(MRN ) = [0, 10].
To compute the actual characteristic match value, a proximity function is necessary to
be able to define the characteristic match function. This proximity function can compute
the proximity of the level an actor offers a certain cognitive characteristic related to the
level that is required in order to fulfill a task of a certain type. The values that can be
used as input for the proximity function are part of the characteristic rank domain. The
resulting proximity value is then a value that is part of the match rank domain:
Proximity : CRN × CRN →MRN (6.5)
A normalization function can be introduced that calculates the numerical proximity of
supply and demand when a cognitive characteristic is concerned:
Normalize : R→ [0, 1] (6.6)
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The normalization function is defined by using the supply and demand functions and two
additional constants min and max:
Normalize(Supplyi(c)− Demandj(c)) ,
Supplyi(c)− Demandj(c) + max− min
2 · (max− min) (6.7)
Here, i is an actor type of the set AT , j is a task type of the set TT and c is a cognitive
characteristic of the set CC. The values of the constants min and max can be determined
by interpreting the minimum and the maximum value of the characteristic rank domain.
So, in the case of the running example min = 0 and max = 10. The minimum value that
can be returned by the normalization function is 0. This occurs if there is absolutely no
supply (i.e., if an incapable actor is concerned) but there is a maximum demand of a certain
cognitive characteristic in order to fulfill a task of a certain type. This situation is depicted
below:
Normalize(0− 10) = 0− 10 + max− min
2 · (max− min) = 0
The normalization function returns 1 in case of an overqualified actor that is capable
to perform a cognitive characteristic at the highest level whilst the characteristic is not
demanded at all:
Normalize(10− 0) = 10− 0 + max− min
2 · (max− min) = 1
This means that the normalization function normalizes the proximity of supply and demand
between 0 and 1. Using the normalization function, the proximity function can now be
defined as follows:
Proximity(Supplyi(c),Demandj(c)) , Normalize(Supplyi(c)− Demandj(c)) (6.8)
Regarding the running example the proximity function as defined above results in:
Proximity(10, 10) = Normalize(10− 10) = 0.5
With the introduction of a proximity function the characteristic match can now be defined
by computing the proximity of supply and demand in the context of a given characteristic:
CharMatch(i, j) , λc∈CC · Proximity(Supplyi(c),Demandj(c)) (6.9)
Recall from section 6.2 that an actor of the transactor type is able to perform the sentience
characteristic at level 10, which equals the level to what extent a sentience characteristic
should be mastered for a synthesis task type. In the case of our example the characteristic
match results in:
CharMatch(transactor, synthesis) =
Proximity(Supplytransactor(s),Demandsynthesis(s)) =
Proximity(10, 10) = 0.5
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This example shows that the eventual proximity value is 0.5 if an actor that is characterized
as a transactor masters a sentience characteristic at level 10 and if it is also needed to master
the sentience characteristic at level 10 to fulfill a task of the synthesis type.
However, this proximity value is only related to the supply and demand of one specific
cognitive characteristic. To compute a total match of the required cognitive characteristics
in a task type and the characteristics offered, a weighed suitability match is introduced in
the following section.
6.2.2 Weighed suitability
The cognitive matchmaking framework is completed by introducing a weighed suitability
match, as is shown in the rightmost part of figure 6.1. The underlying match function has
the following signature:
Match : AT × TT → SRN (6.10)
This function returns a value from the suitability rank domain, where SRN ⊆ RN . The
suitability rank domain includes the following values:
Numerical(SRN ) = [0, 10]
This means that an actor of a certain type can have suitability levels ranging from 0 to 10.
To determine the suitability of the transactor fulfilling the synthesis task, the calculated
proximity of supply and demand of a cognitive characteristic c ∈ CC can be weighed:
Weigh : (CC →MRN )→ (CC → SRN ) (6.11)
To define the weigh function several other functions are necessary, though. As can be seen
in figure 6.1, the weigh function uses the input from the characteristic match function and
returns a value from the suitability rank domain as output. Because the result of the weigh
function is reflected as a suitability rank value, a function is needed that has a match rank
metric (i.e., the proximity value) as its input and a suitability rank metric as its output:
Metric :MRN → SRN (6.12)
For instance, Metric(0.5) = 0.5 shows that the value 0.5, which is the proximity value,
equals the value 0.5 which is a suitability rank metric. A characteristic weigh function is
needed to actually weigh the importance of a certain cognitive characteristic to fulfill a
task of a certain type:
CharWeigh : CC → SRN (6.13)
So, CharWeigh(s) = 1.5 means that a weigh factor of 1.5 is given to indicate the importance
of mastering the sentience cognitive characteristic (for a certain task). Finally, the ⊗
operator is needed to define a definite weigh function:
⊗ : SRN × SRN → SRN (6.14)
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The ⊗ operator is necessary to multiply the metric value with the characteristic weigh
value. If the values mentioned above are multiplied this results in 0.5 ⊗ 1.5 = 0.75. In
case the underlying ranking domain contains real members, the ⊗ operator is the normal
multiplier. Otherwise, a separate ⊗ operator is used. The weigh function is now defined
as:
Weigh(c,CharMatch(i, j)) , λc∈CC ·Metric(CharMatch(i, j))⊗ CharWeigh(c) (6.15)
Here, c ∈ CC, i ∈ AT , and j ∈ TT . Continuing the running example, we would like to
calculate the suitability of the transactor that is fulfilling a task instance of the synthesis
type. Considering the sentience characteristic only, this can be computed as follows:
Weigh(s,CharMatch(transactor, synthesis)) =
Metric(0.5)⊗ CharWeigh(s) = 0.5⊗ 1.5 = 0.75
In order to calculate the suitability match of the transactor actor type related to the syn-
thesis task type of our example, it is mandatory to determine the cognitive characteristics
supplied by the actor and demanded by the task. The transactor actor type supplies the
volition, sentience, and independency characteristics as is shown in table 5.1. The synthe-
sis task type can be characterized by the applicability and correctness characteristics as is
shown in table 5.2.
In the case of the running example (i.e., only when the transactor actor type and the
synthesis task type are concerned) the set CC contains the following characteristics:
{volition, sentience, independency, applicability, correctness} ⊆ CC
For all these properties a weigh value needs to be determined using the functions mentioned
throughout section 6.2. This is necessary to compute a final suitability match resulting in
one suitability rank value. The calculations leading to weighed characteristic matches are
elaborated in the tables 6.1 and 6.2. The actual characteristic weigh values (for every
Table 6.1: Example calculations for characteristic matches.
Item Characteristic Characteristic Match
a. volition CharMatch(transactor, synthesis) = Proximity(10, 10) = 0.5
b. sentience CharMatch(transactor, synthesis) = Proximity(10, 10) = 0.5
c. independency CharMatch(transactor, synthesis) = Proximity(10, 6) = 0.7
d. applicability CharMatch(transactor, synthesis) = Proximity(7, 8) = 0.45
e. correctness CharMatch(transactor, synthesis) = Proximity(6, 8) = 0.4
cognitive characteristic as part of the set CC) denoted in table 6.2 are: 2, 1.5, 0.5, 3, and
3. Note that these characteristic weigh values always summate to one and the same total
value. In the case of our example the characteristic weigh values summate to 10. Thus, no
matter how the weigh values are divided across the cognitive characteristics, they should
always summate to a total of 10.
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Table 6.2: Example calculations for weighed characteristic matches.
Item Weighed Characteristic Match
a. Weigh(volition, 0.5) = Metric(0.5) ⊗ CharWeigh(volition) = 0.5 ⊗ 2 = 1
b. Weigh(sentience, 0.5) = Metric(0.5) ⊗ CharWeigh(sentience) = 0.5 ⊗ 1.5 = 0.75
c. Weigh(indepedency, 0.7) = Metric(0.7) ⊗ CharWeigh(independency) = 0.7 ⊗ 0.5 = 0.35
d. Weigh(applicability, 0.45) = Metric(0.45) ⊗ CharWeigh(applicability) = 0.45 ⊗ 3 = 1.35
e. Weigh(correctness, 0.4) = Metric(0.4) ⊗ CharWeigh(correctness) = 0.4 ⊗ 3 = 1.2
6.2.3 Suitability match
The results of the weighed characteristic matches, which are denoted in the rightmost
column of table 6.2, have to be summated to generate a single suitability match value. To
summate these values a ⊕ operator is required:
⊕ : SRN × SRN → SRN (6.16)
Now the final match function can be defined using the aforementioned functions:
Match(i, j) ,
⊕
c∈CC
Weigh(c,CharMatch(i, j)) (6.17)
In the match function i ∈ AT , c ∈ CC, and j ∈ TT . For the running example this means
that the suitability match value of the transactor fulfilling a task instance of the synthesis
type is computed as follows:
Match(transactor, synthesis) = 1⊕ 0.75⊕ 0.35⊕ 1.35⊕ 1.2 = 4.65
As a result of the suitability match it can be concluded that the suitability of an actor
characterized by the transactor type fulfilling a task instance of the synthesis type is 4.65.
Remember that the lowest suitability value is 0 and the highest suitability value that can
be reached is 10. The lowest value is reached if the supply of every characteristic is 0
and the demand of every characteristic is 10. The highest value is reached in the case of
complete overqualification, i.e., if the supply of every characteristic is 10 and the demand
of every characteristic is 0. At this point a decision can be made whether or not the actor
is suitable enough to fulfill this specific task or if another actor is present that is more
suitable, i.e., has a better suitability match value. The suitability of an actor to fulfill
a certain task is best if the resulting suitability value is 5. Underqualification as well as
overqualification are both considered undesirable.
A certainty function can now be introduced to make sure how certain it is that an actor
is suitable to fulfill a task:
µ : R→ [0, 1] (6.18)
A linear certainty function can be defined as follows:
µ(u) ,
{
2
min+max
· u min ≤ u ≤ max+max
2
−2
min+max
· u+ 2 min+max
2
≤ u ≤ max (6.19)
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For the running example, where min = 0 and max = 10, the following expression shows
that the certainty that the transactor is suitable to fulfill the synthesis task is 0.93:
µ(4.65) =
2
0 + 10
· 4.65 = 0.93
This can be interpreted as being 93% sure that the transactor is suitable enough to fulfill
the synthesis task. It might be a good choice to let the transactor fulfill the synthesis task,
unless an available actor characterized by another type provides a better match.
Throughout section 6.2 definitions have been discussed along with their corresponding
examples. Table 6.3 provides an overview of the definitions and the examples. Brief
explanations of these definitions can be found in appendix A. In order to also have a
Table 6.3: Definitions of the framework for cognitive matchmaking with examples.
Function Example
Supply : AT → (CC → CRN ) Supplytransactor(s) = 10
Numerical : ℘(RN )→ R Numerical(CRN) = [0, 10]
Demand : TT → (CC → CRN ) Demandsynthesis(s) = 10
CharMatch : AT × TT → (CC →MRN ) CharMatch(transactor, synthesis) =
Proximity(Supplytransactor(s),Demandsynthesis(s)) =
Proximity(10, 10) = 0.5
Proximity : CRN × CRN →MRN Proximity(10, 10) = Normalize(10− 10) = 0.5
Normalize : R→ [0, 1] Normalize(10− 10) = 10−10+max−min2·(max−min) = 0.5
Match : AT × TT → SRN Match(transactor, synthesis) =
1⊕ 0.75⊕ 0.35⊕ 1.35⊕ 1.2 = 4.65
Weigh : (CC →MRN )→ (CC → SRN ) Weigh(s,CharMatch(transactor, synthesis)) =
Metric(0.5)⊗ CharWeigh(s) = 0.5⊗ 1.5 = 0.75
Metric :MRN → SRN Metric(0.5) = 0.5
CharWeigh : CC → SRN CharWeigh(s) = 1.5
⊗ : SRN × SRN → SRN 0.5⊗ 1.5 = 0.75
⊕ : SRN × SRN → SRN 1⊕ 0.75⊕ 0.35⊕ 1.35⊕ 1.2 = 4.65
µ : R→ [0, 1] µ(4.65) = 0.93
graphical representation of the discussed definitions throughout section 6.2, another ORM
model is presented in figure 6.2. All formalisms as part of the knowledge workers market
mentioned up till now are visualized by means of the ORM models of figures 5.2 and 6.2.
6.3 Fuzzy match assessments
The variables used while calculating with the functions of the framework for cognitive
matchmaking were non-fuzzy. This means that the variables that were used to compute
the eventual suitability match comprised numerical (hard) values. Zadeh’s fuzzy logic
research (see, e.g., [Zad75a, Zad75b, Zad75c, Zad02, Zad05]) can be utilized to reason
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Figure 6.2: Object-Role Modeling (ORM) model of the framework for cognitive match-
making.
about fuzzy match assessments. A linguistic variable differs from a numerical variable in
that its values are not numbers but words or sentences in some language. For example, the
linguistic variable length might take very small, small, average, tall, or very tall as its values.
Throughout the running example of section 6.2, the ‘numerical’ function returned the hard
values as part of a domain of values. In case of the characteristic rank domain the numerical
function returned the values as part of that domain: Numerical(CRN ) = [0, 10]. These
values could then be used to determine to what extent a characteristic was supplied by an
actor respectively demanded by a task. However, it can be more meaningful to express the
level of the supply or demand of a characteristic by using a linguistic value. For example,
the transactor offers the sentience characteristic at level 10. From a linguistic point of
view, this numerical value can be expressed by the value very high. Furthermore, such
linguistic variables can be used to compute match rank values and eventually suitability
rank values. In this section we will elaborate on this concept and it is shown how fuzzy
assessments can be used in the framework for cognitive matchmaking.
First, the linguistic values of a ranking domain RN can be determined by the following
function:
Linguistic : ℘(RN )→ ℘(LV) (6.20)
Here, the set LV contains linguistic values. Recall that the framework for cognitive match-
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making incorporates three different ranking domains: the characteristic rank domain, the
match rank domain and the suitability rank domain. The following expression shows that
the characteristic rank variable takes very low, low, medium, high, and very high as its
values:
Linguistic(CRN ) ⊇ {very− low, low, medium, high, very− high}
To understand the use of fuzzy assessments in cognitive matchmaking, a membership
function needs to be introduced.
The main distinction between fuzzy variables and non-fuzzy variables lies in this mem-
bership function. In case of fuzzy variables, the assignment of a value to a variable has
a membership degree which expresses to what extent a variable has a certain value. The
membership functions related to the linguistic characteristic rank values are illustrated in
figure 6.3. Note that min = 0 and max = 10. The membership function can be used to un-
Figure 6.3: Membership functions for the values of the linguistic variable ‘characteristic
rank’.
derstand how certain it is that the level on which a characteristic is supplied or demanded
will be assessed by one of the available linguistic values. However, a probability function
needs to be defined based on the membership function to actually calculate certainties.
First, the membership function can be modeled as follows:
M : LV → (R→ [0, 1]) (6.21)
The expression Maverage(5) = 1 can be interpreted as being 100% sure that supply or
demand of a cognitive characteristic at level 5 is interpreted as the supply or demand at
an ‘average’ level.
In other words, the membership degree for the linguistic value ‘average’ is 1 or 100%.
If we would like to know how certain it is that a cognitive characteristic is supplied or
demanded on a certain level, a probability function is required. Assume that such a
probability function has the same signature as function 6.21 above:
P : LV → (R→ [0, 1]) (6.22)
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The probability function can then be defined as follows:
Pv(u) ,
∫ u
0
Mv(u)du (6.23)
Before we can compute P(5 = average) we must define the membership function for the
linguistic value ‘average’:
Maverage(u) ,

2
5
· u− 1 21
2
≤ u ≤ 5
−2
5
· u+ 3 5 ≤ u ≤ 71
2
0 otherwise
(6.24)
The expression Paverage(5) = 1 indicates that we are approximately 100% certain that
the supply or demand of a cognitive characteristic will be assessed as ‘average’ when it is
supplied or demanded at level 5. For example, assume that an actor characterized by the
expert type supplies the independency characteristic at level 5. It is now approximately
100% certain that the expert is able to offer this characteristic at an average level. The
definitions of the remaining membership functions are presumed to be:
Mvery−low(u) ,
{
−2
5
· u+ 1 0 ≤ u ≤ 21
2
0 otherwise
(6.25)
Mlow(u) ,

2
5
· u 0 ≤ u ≤ 21
2
−2
5
· u+ 2 21
2
≤ u ≤ 5
0 otherwise
(6.26)
Mhigh(u) ,

2
5
· u− 2 5 ≤ u ≤ 71
2
−2
5
· u+ 4 71
2
≤ u ≤ 10
0 otherwise
(6.27)
Mvery−high(u) ,
{
2
5
· u− 3 71
2
≤ u ≤ 10
0 otherwise
(6.28)
At this point, we will depart from the running example by introducing an example that
includes the expert actor type. Assume that the expert supplies the causability character-
istic at level 7 and that the synthesis task demands this characteristic to be supplied at
level 4. When analyzing supply and demand of the causability characteristic in this case,
it is now trivial to verify that:
• The certainty that the expert’s supply of the causability characteristic is indeed
interpreted as ‘high’: Phigh(7) = 0.80.
• The certainty that the expert’s supply of the causability characteristic is indeed
interpreted as ‘average’: Paverage(7) = 0.20.
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• The certainty that the demand of the synthesis task with respect to the causability
characteristic is indeed interpreted as ‘average’:
Paverage(4) = 0.60.
• The certainty that the demand of the synthesis task with respect to the causability
characteristic is indeed interpreted as ‘low’: Plow(4) = 0.40.
Now that fuzzy assessments can be made concerning the supply and demand of cognitive
characteristics, it is logical to explore the possibility of fuzzy assessments for match results.
Table 6.1 for instance shows the characteristic match results for the transactor related with
a synthesis task. Clarification of the linguistic values related to the match rank variable
is necessary to assess the characteristic matches in a fuzzy way. The following expression
shows that the match rank variable takes poor, fair, good, very good, and excellent as its
values:
Linguistic(MRN ) ⊇ {poor, fair, good, very− good, excellent}
The corresponding membership functions are shown in figure 6.4. Note that min = 0 and
Figure 6.4: Membership functions for the values of the linguistic variable ‘match rank’.
max = 1 in figure 6.4, because the characteristic match results are never greater than 1.
When a match result of 0.5 is achieved, the certainty is 100% that one assesses that match
as ‘excellent’. The more a match result diverges from this value towards 0 or 1, the worse a
match result is assessed. If the match result lies between 0 and 0.5 an actor is underqualified
for the task. If the match result lies between 0.5 and 1 an actor is overqualified for the
task. This causes the membership functions to be symmetrical. The membership functions
for the values of the match rank variable are presumed to be:
Mpoor(u) ,

−8 · u+ 1 0 ≤ u ≤ 1
8
0 1
8
≤ u ≤ 7
8
8 · u− 7 7
8
≤ u ≤ 1
(6.29)
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Mfair(u) ,

0 0 ≤ u ≤ 1
20
131
3
· u− 2
3
1
20
≤ u ≤ 1
8
−131
3
· u+ 22
3
1
8
≤ u ≤ 1
5
0 1
5
≤ u ≤ 4
5
131
3
· u− 102
3
4
5
≤ u ≤ 7
8
−131
3
· u+ 122
3
7
8
≤ u ≤ 19
20
0 19
20
≤ u ≤ 1
(6.30)
Mgood(u) ,

0 0 ≤ u ≤ 1
8
8 · u− 1 1
8
≤ u ≤ 1
4
−8 · u+ 3 1
4
≤ u ≤ 3
8
0 3
8
≤ u ≤ 5
8
8 · u− 5 5
8
≤ u ≤ 3
4
−8 · u+ 7 3
4
≤ u ≤ 7
8
0 7
8
≤ u ≤ 1
(6.31)
Mvery−good(u) ,

0 0 ≤ u ≤ 3
10
10 · u− 3 3
10
≤ u ≤ 2
5
−10 · u+ 5 2
5
≤ u ≤ 1
2
10 · u− 5 1
2
≤ u ≤ 3
5
−10 · u+ 7 3
5
≤ u ≤ 7
10
0 7
10
≤ u ≤ 1
(6.32)
Mexcellent(u) ,

0 0 ≤ u ≤ 9
20
20 · u− 9 9
20
≤ u ≤ 1
2
−20 · u+ 11 1
2
≤ u ≤ 11
20
0 11
20
≤ u ≤ 1
(6.33)
An example of a fuzzy assessment for a characteristic match result can be given as follows.
Table 6.1 shows that the applicability characteristic match is 0.45 for the transactor /
synthesis task combination. The certainty that this applicability characteristic match
is indeed interpreted as ‘good’ is Pgood(0.45) = 0. The certainty that this applicability
characteristic match is indeed interpreted as ‘very good’ is Pvery−good(0.45) = 0.5. In
other words, the certainty that someone interprets this match result as ‘very good’ is
50%. Eventually, fuzzy assessments for suitability match results can also be provided
after weighing the characteristic match results and the summation of the weighed match
results. The same membership functions as pictured in figure 6.4 can be used. Unlike a
characteristic match result, a suitability match result can vary over the values from 0 up
to and including 10. This causes min = 0 and max = 10. The following expression shows
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that the suitability rank variable also takes poor, fair, good, very good, and excellent as its
values:
Linguistic(SRN ) ⊇ {poor, fair, good, very− good, excellent}
The definitions of the membership functions for the values of the linguistic variable ‘suit-
ability rank’ are considered trivial. Recall that the suitability match of the transactor /
synthesis task combination shown in section 6.2.3 equalled 4.65. The probability function
can be used to determine the certainty that this suitability match is interpreted as a ‘good’
match. This is specified by the following expression: Pgood(4.65) = 0. The certainty is 0%
that one assesses the suitability of the transactor fulfilling the synthesis task as good. This
implies that it is certain that fulfillment of the synthesis task by the transactor is labeled
at least as very good or excellent. The certainty that this suitability match is assessed as
‘very good’ can be calculated as follows: Pvery−good(4.65) = 0.35. Thus, the certainty is 35%
that one assesses the suitability of the transactor fulfilling the synthesis task as very good.
Finally, the certainty is 30% that the result is assessed as excellent: Pexcellent(4.65) = 0.3.
The functions discussed in this section can be graphically supported by the ORM model
of figure 6.5.
SuitabilityRankRank
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Figure 6.5: Object-Role Modeling (ORM) model of the fuzzy match functions.
Now that the framework and the fuzzy match extension of cognitive matchmaking have
been discussed it is possible to determine if a system can be built by means of a prototype
implementation.
6.4 Summary and outlook
A framework for cognitive matchmaking has been introduced in this chapter, which is based
on the categorizations of actor types and knowledge intensive task types from the previous
chapter. In practice, an actor of a specific actor type can perform a task of a specific
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task type. The framework for cognitive matchmaking can calculate how well an actor
and a task match based on cognitive characteristics. An actor supplies certain cognitive
characteristics dependent of its type and a task demands certain cognitive characteristics
also dependent of its type. First, the framework for cognitive matchmaking matches each
cognitive characteristic that is supplied and demanded in a combination of an actor and a
task. Second, it weighs each characteristic dependent of the importance of a characteristic
in a combination of an actor and a task. Third, one suitability match value is calculated
that represents how well an actor of a specific type is able to perform a task of a specific
type.
The variables used to calculate with the functions of the framework for cognitive match-
making are non-fuzzy. This means that the variables that are used to compute eventual
suitability matches comprise numerical (hard) values. Therefore, literature on fuzzy logic
has been consulted to reason about fuzzy match assessments. This has resulted in an ex-
tension of the framework that shows how it is possible to express match values in linguistic
(soft) values.
The results of the application of the framework for cognitive matchmaking in practice
are described in the next chapter. This includes a Web-based prototype of the cognitive
matchmaker system and a case study including two cases in the area of information systems
engineering. The prototype system is in fact a software implementation of the framework
for cognitive matchmaking. The case study is used to evaluate the framework for cognitive
matchmaking and the prototype system.
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Chapter 7
Application of the knowledge workers
market
Oh, what a tangled web we weave
when first we practice to believe.
Laurence J. Peter,
misquoting Sir Walter Scott
7.1 Introduction
The theoretical model of the knowledge workers market has been discussed in chapters 5
and 6. The model comprises categorizations of actor types and task types based on cogni-
tive characteristics and a framework for cognitive matchmaking. The model of the knowl-
edge workers market will be evaluated and validated in this chapter by means of a case
study in information systems engineering . Recall from chapter 1 that information sys-
tems engineering (ISE) is related with the conceptualization, design, development, and
implementation of information systems to support business functions [JSS07]. An imple-
mentation of the framework for cognitive matchmaking in the cognitive matchmaker system
is also part of this chapter. The cognitive matchmaker system is a prototypical Web-based
software application to provide computer-based support for cognitive matchmaking.
The case study that has been conducted consists of two cases that are related with
two ISE projects at two different organizations. The first case is related with a recently
completed ISE project at ‘e-office’. This is a company specialized in providing computer-
aided support for human actors to support them in their office work. The ISE project
has been concerned with the development of an ‘Action Reporting Tool’ (ART for short)
for an international provider of banking and insurance services to personal, business, and
institutional customers. The action reporting tool is a Web-based application that can
generate risk reports for the user. This tool should assist risk management to better
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monitor and control insurance risks. This includes monitoring and controlling the risks
themselves and also the actions of the actors involved in providing insurance services.
The second case as part of the case study is related with an ISE project at ‘Everest’.
This is a company specialized in the modeling and automation of business processes. The
customers of Everest can be found for a large part in the mortgage and insurance domain.
The studied ISE project is concerned with the renewal of an ‘international Automated
Mortgage System’ (iAMS for short) for an international provider of mortgage services.
The upgrade of iAMS should enable a fully electronic workflow process that services the
monetary transactions and the required securitization when enacting mortgage business
processes.
The following procedure has been applied to collect data for the case study:
1. Perform explorative interviews.
2. Analyze documentation, Web pages, interviews, and e-mail correspondence.
3. Let key informants review the draft case study report.
This procedure has been successfully applied earlier in a case study in the area of method
engineering described in [WWB07], which is based on the case study research methodology
as described in [Yin03]. The explorative interviews were conducted with a total of twelve
employees. Six people were employed at Everest, namely: Four business engineers, a
technical engineer, and a project manager. Six employees of e-office have been interviewed
as well, namely: Two developers, a lead developer, an infrastructure architect, a solution
architect, and a project manager. These employees were made available to participate in
the case study. Each employee answered the following project-related questions:
• Can you explain the meaning of your role in the project?
• Which ISE method have you been using?
• Which project phases have been distinguished?
• Which project-specific actor types and task types have been defined?
– Have cognitive profiles been used to categorize actors in project-specific actor
types?
– If no, based on what are roles assigned to project members?
• Which project-specific task types are related to which project-specific actor type?
Next, each employee also answered the following employee-related questions:
• How have the tasks been divided among the project members?
• Did you think the tasks that were assigned to you matched the role you have enacted
in the project?
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• Have you been able to fulfill the tasks assigned to you in the project?
Complementary project documentation was provided by the two companies via e-mail and
by access to the Internet. After conducting the case study, the results were sent to the
twelve informants for review.
The case study has been conducted by applying a separate iteration of the inductive-
hypothetical research strategy for each case. This separate iteration is part of phase 4
of the overall research strategy mentioned in section 1.4 of chapter 1 and can be further
described as follows:
4.2.1. Case study of the knowledge workers market in information systems engineering.
4.2.1.1. Description of the project phases in which the ISE project has been divided
(sections 7.4.1 and 7.5.1). The description includes project-specific actor types
and task types and relations between them.
4.2.1.2. Abstraction of the results of phase 1 of the case study strategy to the general
model of actor types and task types mentioned in chapter 5 (sections 7.4.2
and 7.5.2).
4.2.1.3. Formulation of how the cognitive matchmaker system can be utilized in every
project phase related to the actor types and task types involved in the project
(sections 7.4.3 and 7.5.3).
4.2.1.4. Analysis to identify the benefits if the cognitive matchmaker system had been
applied in the studied ISE project (sections 7.4.4 and 7.5.4).
4.2.1.5. Evaluation by comparing phase 1 with phase 4 (sections 7.4.5 and 7.5.5).
The structure of this chapter can be outlined as follows. First, validity issues and
the case study design are discussed in section 7.2. Second, a prototype of the cognitive
matchmaker system is explicated in section 7.3. Finally, both cases are crystallized in
sections 7.4 and 7.5.
7.2 Validity issues
To make sure that the gathered data for the e-office case and the Everest case is valid,
the case study tactics defined by Yin [Yin03] have been applied. Four quality aspects of
the research design have been judged by conducting four research design tests that can be
distinguished, viz.: Construct validity, internal validity, external validity, and reliability.
The case study can be classified as a multiple-case study design [Yin03], because two
cases can be distinguished that have been based on the same design, namely the e-office
case and the Everest case. In addition, the case study design is a multiple-case embedded
design as multiple units of analysis, in this case individual employees and ISE projects, are
included. Various sources of evidence were used to collect the data for the research. Data
was gathered from documentation, Web pages, interviews, and e-mail correspondence. This
multiple-case embedded design is depicted in figure 7.1.
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Employee Employee
Information systems engineering context
Figure 7.1: Multiple-case embedded case study design.
The character of this case study is exploratory, because we have tried to evaluate
the framework of cognitive matchmaking and the prototype of the cognitive matchmaker
system in the context of real ISE projects. Therefore, the internal validity of the design
is irrelevant [Yin03]. The mentioned case study tests were conducted to judge construct
validity, external validity, and reliability of the case study. This implies that multiple
sources of evidence were used and a chain of evidence was established during data collection.
The validity of the construction of the data has been increased because key informants have
reviewed the draft case study reports. Next, external validity can be tested by including
replication logic in case of a multiple-case design. External validity is concerned with
whether or not the study’s findings are generalizable beyond the immediate case study. By
following the inductive-hypothetical design strategy mentioned in section 7.1 we presume
the findings of the case study are generalizable for other ISE projects. Other cases can
be performed identically when utilizing the inductive-hypothetical approach we have used.
Finally, the reliability of the case study is obtained by using a formal case study protocol
and developing a case study database.
Before crystallizing the case study, the prototype of the cognitive matchmaker system
will be studied. The software architecture of the system, some screen shots, and source
code snippets are introduced.
7.3 Prototype of the cognitive matchmaker system
The prototype of the cognitive matchmaker system has been designed as a Web-based
application according to the three tier software architecture depicted in figure 7.2. The
graphical user interface is based on the Microsoft .NET Framework 2.0 Web UI namespace
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Figure 7.2: Cognitive matchmaker system architecture.
(see, e.g., [NWR06]) that provides classes and interfaces to create user interface elements.
The business layer includes the main components of the application. The most important
one is the kernel, which is an implementation of the formal functions shown in figure 6.1
and in table 6.3. Furthermore, the ‘matching factory’ instantiates all the objects involved
when a suitability match should be calculated and enables the application to follow the
flow of the matchmaking process as depicted in figure 6.1 and is based on the factory pat-
tern [FBB+99]. The business layer also includes an implementation of the possible ranking
domains that can include characteristic ranks, match ranks, and suitability ranks. The data
layer includes code to interact with connected databases. The architecture suggests that
it is possible to include a project-specific database as well as a database including abstract
types and characteristics. This signifies that the prototype of the cognitive matchmaker
system can compute matches between project-specific actor types and task types as well
as between the abstract actor types and task types we have defined in our framework.
Project-specific actor types and task types are types that can be defined to categorize
all the actors and tasks that are part of a specific project. For instance, a person called
‘John Doe’ working on a software project can be categorized as a project-specific actor
type ‘developer’ for instance, meaning that he acts as a software developer in a specific
software project. An information systems engineering method is often used during the
enactment of a project. Examples of such methods are the Microsoft Solutions Framework
(MSF) (see, e.g., [Tur06]), the Dynamic Software Development Method (DSDM) (see,
e.g., [Sta97]), eXtreme Programming (XP) (see, e.g., [Bec00]), and the Spiral Model for
software development (see, e.g., [Boe88]). Such methods often include pre-defined actor
types and / or task types that can be instantiated when applying the method. Once these
types are added to a project-specific database they can be used to determine matches.
Sections 7.4.1 and 7.5.1 include the project-specific actor types and task types as part of
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the elaborated case study. Dependent of the choice the user of the cognitive matchmaker
system makes, the system communicates with one of the available databases to calculate
matches. The data layer is based on the Microsoft Enterprise Library 3.0 that already
contains pre-defined chunks of source code for, e.g., data access and exception handling.
The user of the cognitive matchmaker system has to walk through six steps to let the
system calculate a suitability match. In the first step, the user can select an actor type
and a task type for which a suitability match should be calculated. Suppose that the user
selects the transactor actor type and the synthesis task type. This causes the application
to generate a list of all the cognitive characteristics that have been used to characterize the
transactor actor type and the synthesis task type in chapter 5. In the following step, the
application displays on which level the transactor supplies the involved characteristics and
on which level the synthesis task demands the characteristics for successful fulfillment of the
task. The next part shows the characteristic match results for all cognitive characteristics.
This is shown in figure 7.3. The user can provide the weigh values for the cognitive
Figure 7.3: Characteristic match screen.
characteristics by entering them for each characteristic involved in the next screen that
is shown in figure 7.4. Figure 7.5 shows the eventual suitability match result with the
corresponding graph after calculating and summating the weighed characteristic matches.
The resulting graph shows that in this case the suitability match of the transactor fulfilling
the synthesis task is 4.65. Based on the definition of the certainty function mentioned
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Figure 7.4: Weigh distribution values screen.
in section 6.2.3, the certainty that the transactor is able to fulfill the synthesis task is
93%. The source code of the prototype is based on the formal framework conceptually
shown in figure 6.1. This is necessary to show that the framework can be implemented in
a prototype application. For example, the code implementation of the suitability match
function depicted in section 6.2.3 is shown in figure 7.6. Recall that the match function
has been defined as follows:
Match(i, j) ,
⊕
c∈CC
Weigh(c,CharMatch(i, j)) (7.1)
The code implementation obviously shows that the match function takes an actor type
and a task type as input parameters and a suitability rank value as output parameter
just like the formal match function. Then, for each cognitive characteristic involved in the
process of computing the suitability match the results of the weighed characteristic match
function are summated. This also corresponds with the definition of the suitability match
function. Note that the weighed characteristic match function as well as the characteristic
match functions are nested in the definition of the suitability match function. This can
also be discovered in figure 7.6. The source code of the characteristic match function is
depicted in figure 7.7. The source code of the weighed characteristic match function is
depicted in figure 7.8.
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Figure 7.5: Suitability match screen.
The theoretical model of the knowledge workers market and the prototype of a cognitive
matchmaker system will now be evaluated and validated in the following sections. Relating
the case study to the cognitive matchmaker system, it can be observed that the case
study clarifies the benefits of the system when utilized in information systems engineering
projects.
7.4 e-office case
7.4.1 Initiation
The ART project is based on the Microsoft Solutions Framework (MSF) information sys-
tems engineering method. The resulting tool is a Web-based application running on the
Microsoft Office SharePoint Server 2007 platform (MOSS 2007 for short). Applications
based on this server platform are aimed to facilitate organizational collaboration, content
management, business process management, and access to information related with orga-
nizational goals and processes. The following project phases are determined as part of the
ART project: The definition phase, the development phase, the acceptance phase, and the
implementation phase. During the definition phase requirements have been engineered by
means of interviews with the future users of the tool. Interactive workshops have also been
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public static SuitabilityRank Match(TaskType taskTypeObject, ActorType actorTypeObject) {
SuitabilityRank SuitabilityRankObject = new SuitabilityRank();
foreach (Characteristic CharacteristicObj in _matching.RetrieveCharacteristics()) {
SuitabilityRankObject.RankValue += Weigh(CharacteristicObj,
CharMatch(actorTypeObject, taskTypeObject,
CharacteristicObj)).RankValue;
}
return SuitabilityRankObject;
}
Figure 7.6: Source code of the suitability match function.
public static MatchRank CharMatch(ActorType actorTypeObject, TaskType taskTypeObject,
Characteristic characteristicObject) {
if (characteristicObject.RankActor == null)
{
characteristicObject.RankActor = Supply(actorTypeObject, characteristicObject);
}
if (characteristicObject.RankTask == null)
{
characteristicObject.RankTask = Demand(taskTypeObject, characteristicObject);
}
return Proximity(characteristicObject.RankActor, characteristicObject.RankTask);
}
Figure 7.7: Source code of the characteristic match function.
conducted involving multiple users. Proceeding from this requirements engineering process
several use cases have been created to determine the interactions between the users and
the tool. Possible screen mockups have then been created based on the use cases. The
tool is developed in an iterative way during the development phase. The results after every
iteration are tested before proceeding to the next iteration. The tool is tested integrally
during the acceptance phase in conformity with a test plan. The acceptance test has been
carried out by the banking and insurance service provider. Eventually, the final version of
the tool is implemented at the banking and insurance provider during the implementation
public static SuitabilityRank Weigh(Characteristic characteristicObject, MatchRank matchRankObject) {
SuitabilityRank SuitabilityRankObj = new SuitabilityRank();
SuitabilityRankObj.RankValue = (Metric(matchRankObject).RankValue *
CharWeigh(characteristicObject));
return SuitabilityRankObj;
}
Figure 7.8: Source code of the weighed characteristic match function.
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phase.
The actors participating in the project have been categorized into several project-
specific actor types based on the MSF method. Despite the fact that MSF incorporates
many more project-specific actor types, the following types were identified in the ART
project. First, an integrated program management (IPM) officer can be identified. The
IPM officer is the executive responsible for the overall organizational scheduling, planning,
and resource allocation. The project manager type is charged with planning and scheduling
duties including developing project and iteration plans, monitoring and reporting status,
identifying and managing issues to closure, and identifying and mitigating risk. The product
manager insures that the project stays within budget and that the business case is realized.
Besides these management-oriented actor types, several actor types can be identified that
are more directly involved in the development of the tool. The infrastructure architect type,
for instance, focuses on the deployment of both the physical and virtual servers, and services
which run on them. Furthermore, the solution architect is responsible for defining both the
organizational structure of the application and the physical structure of its deployment.
Finally, the lead developer and the developer actor types can be identified. The lead
developer lends experience and skill and shows leadership by coaching fellow developers.
Lead developers carry responsibility for source code reviews, design, and testing. The
developer is responsible for the bulk of the work building the product. The developer
should suffer a minimum of communication overhead allowing for a maximum effort on
construction of source code.
The project manager of the ART project has created plans for every phase that include
breakdowns of the tasks to be fulfilled in every phase. Using this documentation a project-
specific task type categorization can be described together with the fulfilled tasks. Analysis
of the project documentation also reveals which project-specific actor type is related to a
project-specific task type. In other words, it can be made explicit which project-specific
actor is responsible to fulfill a project-specific task. It is also possible that more than one
actor is related to a task. The results of this analysis are shown in table 7.1.
7.4.2 Abstraction
When performing the second phase of the case study strategy, the project-specific actor
types and task types can be abstracted. First, it is shown how the project-specific task
types can be abstracted to the abstract task types mentioned in section 5.3.1. Second, this
section discusses how the project-specific actor types can be abstracted to the actor types
mentioned in section 5.2.1.
The distinguished abstract task types are the acquisition task type, synthesis task
type, and the testing task type. The project-specific task types depicted in table 7.1
can be abstracted to these task types as follows. The mentioned elicitation tasks are
typical knowledge acquisition tasks. The actors executing an elicitation task acquire and
memorize knowledge by means of interviews or workshops. Design tasks can be abstracted
to synthesis tasks. In a design task, the actor applies already acquired knowledge when
designing a use case, mockup, or risk report. Documentation tasks can also be classified
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Table 7.1: Project-specific actor types and task types.
Task instance Project phase Project-specific task type Project-specific actor type
Conduct interview with stakeholder Definition Elicitation task Project manager
Development Product manager
Solution architect
Conduct workshop with stakeholders Definition Elicitation task Project manager
Development Product manager
Solution architect
Design use case Definition Design task Solution architect
Development Developer
Design mockup Definition Design task Developer
Design risk report Definition Design task Lead developer
Developer
Write technical tool description Definition Documentation task Developer
Development
Write project initiation document Definition Documentation task Project manager
Product manager
Determine hardware requirements Definition Documentation task Infrastructure architect
Write security plan Definition Documentation task Infrastructure architect
Development
Write project plan Definition Documentation task Project manager
Development
Attend project meeting All phases Meeting task All actor types
Attend steering committee meeting All phases Meeting task IPM officer
Set up MOSS 2007 environment Development Code development task Infrastructure architect
Build custom Web part Development Code development task Developer
Configure Web part Development Code development task Developer
Create risk report Development Code development task Lead developer
Developer
Implement security for tool Development Code development task Infrastructure architect
Commit partial system test Acceptance System test task Lead developer
Developer
Commit integral system test Acceptance System test task Lead developer
Developer
Deploy completed tool Implementation Deployment task Lead developer
Developer
as synthesis tasks. The documentation tasks mentioned in table 7.1 are related with
the application of knowledge when writing a technical tool description, project initiation
document, hardware requirements report, security plan, and project plan. Next, meeting
tasks are abstracted to acquisition tasks. During project meetings and steering committee
meetings it is intended to acquire knowledge about, e.g., project planning, project status,
and the remaining budget. Code development tasks can be viewed as synthesis tasks. These
tasks are necessary to build the action reporting tool itself. The build process consisted of
setting up the programming environment, and the creation of Web parts and risk reports.
Web parts are the visual components that are part of a Microsoft SharePoint application
which include functionality, such as: Listed announcements, a calendar, a discussion part,
etc. Testing tasks are related with the project-specific system test tasks. In a testing
task, earlier applied knowledge is thoroughly examined inducing an improvement of the
specific knowledge applied. The partial and integral system tests are needed to identify and
correct flaws in the action reporting tool. Finally, the deployment task can be abstracted
to a synthesis task. Here, all relevant knowledge that is applied is related with a successful
deployment of the system at the customer’s location.
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Recall that the distinguished abstract actor types are the collaborator, experiencer,
expert, integrator, and the transactor. Table 7.2 shows the project-specific actor types,
the abstract task types that a project-specific actor type can fulfill, and the abstract actor
types. For instance, a project manager may be classified as a collaborator when fulfilling
an acquisition task. However, if a project manager executes a synthesis task he may act
differently and may be classified as a transactor instead. Note that some project-specific
actors are not related with every abstract task type. For instance, a solution architect does
not fulfill a testing task.
Table 7.2: Actor type and task type abstraction.
Project-specific actor type Abstract task type Abstract actor type
IPM officer Acquisition Collaborator
Project manager Acquisition Collaborator
Synthesis Transactor
Product manager Acquisition Collaborator
Synthesis Transactor
Infrastructure architect Acquisition Experiencer
Synthesis Expert
Solution architect Acquisition Collaborator or Experiencer
Synthesis Expert
Lead developer Acquisition Experiencer
Synthesis Expert or Integrator
Testing Collaborator
Developer Acquisition Experiencer
Synthesis Collaborator or Expert or Integrator
Testing Collaborator
7.4.3 Theory formulation
The results of applying the third phase of the case study strategy are discussed throughout
this section. We will show how the cognitive matchmaker system can be utilized in all four
phases of the ART project.
Definition phase
Based on the results of sections 7.4.1 and 7.4.2 it is now possible to calculate the certainty
that the actors involved in the definition phase of the ART project can successfully fulfill the
tasks allocated to them. The results after calculating the cognitive matches are depicted in
table 7.3. Table 7.1 provides the project-specific task types and the project-specific actor
types that are involved in the definition phase. The cognitive matchmaker system can be
utilized to calculate the matches between the actor types and task types involved in the
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Table 7.3: Cognitive matchmaking in the definition phase.
Project-specific Task type Actor type Weigh Suitability Certainty
actor types values match (%)
IPM officer Acquisition Collaborator 2, 1.5, 0.5, 3, 3 4.3 86
Project manager Acquisition Collaborator 2, 1, 1, 3, 3 4.4 88
Synthesis Transactor 1, 1.5, 1.5, 3, 3 4.85 97
Product manager Acquisition Collaborator 2, 1, 1, 3, 3 4.4 88
Synthesis Transactor 1, 1.5, 1.5, 3, 3 4.85 97
Infrastructure architect Acquisition Experiencer 4, 3, 3 3.5 70
Synthesis Expert 1.5, 1, 1, 1, 1.5, 2, 2 4.575 91.5
Solution architect Acquisition Collaborator 1.5, 2, 1.5, 3, 2 4.4 88
Synthesis Expert 1, 1.5, 1, 0.5, 1, 2, 3 4.8 96
Lead developer Acquisition Experiencer 4, 3, 3 3.5 70
Synthesis Expert 1, 2, 1, 1.5, 1, 1.5, 2 4.6 92
Developer Acquisition Experiencer 3, 4, 3 3.3 66
Synthesis Collaborator 2, 1.5, 2.5, 2, 2 4.4 88
definition phase. For this purpose the abstraction of the project-specific task types and
actor types shown in table 7.2 must be used.
The results of table 7.3 can be explained as follows. The solution architect, for instance,
acts as a collaborator when working on an acquisition task and acts as an expert when
working on a synthesis task respectively. In the definition phase, the solution architect
conducts interviews and workshops, and attends project meetings. These tasks can be
regarded as knowledge acquisition tasks. Five weigh values have to be provided by the
user of the cognitive matchmaker system when calculating the suitability match of the
collaborator fulfilling an acquisition task. The weigh values express the importance of the
involved cognitive characteristics when the solution architect needs to fulfill an acquisition
task in the definition phase. Because we were the users of the cognitive matchmaker system,
we have provided the following weigh values for the volition, causability, improvability,
satisfaction, and relevance characteristics respectively: 1.5, 2, 1.5, 3, and 2. At the moment,
the weigh values have to be provided manually by the user. However, the next version of
the prototype can include an algorithm that determines these weigh values dependent of
how important a cognitive characteristic is in a certain combination of an actor type and
a task type. This will be discussed in the future research part of this thesis, which is part
of chapter 10.
The highest weigh value has been applied to the satisfaction characteristic. That the
solution architect should supply the satisfaction characteristic is obviously very important
when fulfilling an acquisition task. This is to make sure that the solution architect is pleased
with the knowledge acquired and that no additional need for knowledge remains. The
cognitive matchmaker system then sums up the resulting weighed characteristic matches
resulting in a suitability match of 4.4. The certainty that the solution architect acting as
a collaborator can successfully fulfill an acquisition task is: µ(4.4) = 2
0+10
· 4.4 = 0.88 or
0.88 · 100% = 88%. The solution architect acts as an expert when working on a synthesis
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task during the definition phase. These synthesis tasks are related with the design of use
cases. The solution architect should be able to use his own knowledge about use cases to
correctly design them. The architect should also be able to combine and modify his own
knowledge while designing use cases and he should also be able to learn from that process.
The expert actor type matches very well with the synthesis task in this case, because the
result of the suitability match calculation is 4.8 and the result of the certainty function is
96%.
Development phase
Notice that the development phase includes a variety of project-specific task types when
analyzing table 7.1. Concretely, the development phase includes elicitation tasks, design
tasks, documentation tasks, meeting tasks, and code development tasks. The code de-
velopment tasks cover the majority of the development phase of the ART project. The
project-specific task types in the development phase can be abstracted to acquisition tasks
and synthesis tasks. A project-specific actor type can also be classified as a certain abstract
actor type dependent of the task at hand. Table 7.4 shows how the cognitive matchmaker
system can be utilized in the development phase.
Table 7.4: Cognitive matchmaking in the development phase.
Project-specific Task type Actor type Weigh Suitability Certainty
actor type values match (%)
IPM officer Acquisition Collaborator 1.5, 1, 0.5, 3, 4 4.3 86
Project manager Acquisition Collaborator 2, 1, 1, 3, 3 4.4 88
Synthesis Transactor 2, 1, 1, 3, 3 4.75 95
Product manager Acquisition Collaborator 1, 1, 1, 3, 4 4.35 87
Infrastructure architect Acquisition Experiencer 2, 4, 4 3 60
Synthesis Expert 2, 1, 0.5, 1, 0.5, 2, 3 4.75 95
Solution architect Acquisition Collaborator 1, 1.5, 0.5, 3, 4 4.25 85
Synthesis Expert 1, 1, 0.5, 0.5, 1, 2, 4 4.725 94.5
Lead developer Acquisition Experiencer 2, 3, 5 2.9 58
Synthesis Expert 1, 0.5, 0.5, 0.5, 0.5, 3, 4 4.85 97
Developer Acquisition Experiencer 3, 4, 3 3.3 66
Synthesis Expert 2, 1, 0.5, 2, 0.5, 1, 3 4.55 91
We will consider the contributions of the developer in the development phase to ex-
plain the meaning of the contents of table 7.4. Table 7.1 shows that building a custom
Web part is a specific code development task for a developer. Recall that Web parts are
the visual components that are part of a Microsoft SharePoint application which include
functionality. Building a Web part is a typical synthesis task: Technical knowledge about
creating Web parts in the context of the ART project is put into practice by a developer.
When working on such a synthesis task, the developer acts as an expert. Mostly, individual
knowledge about creating Web parts is used to fulfill the task and the developer is able to
combine and modify this knowledge while working on the code development task. Lessons
learned after fulfilling the task can be taken into account for future code development
tasks. Seven cognitive characteristics are involved when matching the suitability of the
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expert type with the synthesis task: Volition, sentience, causability, improvability, inde-
pendency, applicability, and correctness. In this case, the correctness characteristic weighs
most according to the weigh values shown in table 7.4. This means that when the developer
applies knowledge it is important that this knowledge is useful for the specific task and
the applied knowledge meets its requirements. The suitability match of 4.55 implies that
the certainty of the developer acting as an expert can successfully fulfill a synthesis task is
91%.
Acceptance phase
The acceptance phase is less comprehensive than the definition and development phases.
Table 7.1 reveals that the lead developer and the developer play the most important roles
in this phase, whilst the other project-specific actor types take part in the regular project
meetings that are also part of the acceptance phase. The results of utilizing the matchmaker
system in this phase are shown in table 7.5. Testing the action reporting tool in its totality
Table 7.5: Cognitive matchmaking in the acceptance phase.
Project-specific Task type Actor type Weigh Suitability Certainty
actor type values match (%)
IPM officer Acquisition Collaborator 2, 0.5, 0.5, 4, 3 4.25 85
Project manager Acquisition Collaborator 1, 0.5, 1.5, 4, 3 4.35 87
Product manager Acquisition Collaborator 1.5, 0.5, 1, 4, 3 4.3 86
Infrastructure architect Acquisition Experiencer 1.5, 5, 3.5 2.95 59
Solution architect Acquisition Experiencer 1, 6, 3 2.9 58
Lead developer Acquisition Experiencer 3.5, 3.5, 3 3.4 68
Testing Collaborator 1, 0.5, 0.5, 1.5, 1.5, 2, 3 3.975 79.5
Developer Acquisition Experiencer 2.5, 4, 3.5 3.15 63
Testing Collaborator 1, 0.5, 1.5, 1, 1.5, 3, 1.5 3.925 78.5
is one the testing tasks that are part of the acceptance phase. The lead developer and
developer types are responsible for fulfillment of this task. Both the lead developer and
the developer types act as collaborators in this testing task. Collaboration with other
project members is necessary to fulfill the testing task, because neither the lead developer
nor the developer possess all knowledge about the action reporting tool as a whole to
complete the task.
Implementation phase
In the implementation phase the completed action reporting tool is deployed at the cus-
tomer organization. The lead developer and developer types are involved in this deploy-
ment, whereas the other actors commit to participate in project meetings during this phase.
Table 7.6 shows the results of the cognitive matches in the implementation phase. The
lead developer and the developer synthesize relevant knowledge to successfully deploy the
tool. Therefore, they primarily wish to apply knowledge of very high quality by working
together and they act as integrators in the implementation phase.
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Table 7.6: Cognitive matchmaking in the implementation phase.
Project-specific Task type Actor type Weigh Suitability Certainty
actor type values match (%)
IPM officer Acquisition Collaborator 2, 0.5, 0.5, 6, 1 4.05 81
Project manager Acquisition Collaborator 1.5, 0.5, 1, 5, 2 4.2 84
Product manager Acquisition Collaborator 2, 0.5, 0.5, 5, 2 4.15 83
Infrastructure architect Acquisition Experiencer 0.5, 6, 3.5 2.75 55
Solution architect Acquisition Experiencer 2, 4, 4 3 60
Lead developer Acquisition Experiencer 4, 3, 3 3.5 70
Synthesis Integrator 1, 0.5, 2.5, 6 5.55 89
Developer Acquisition Experiencer 3, 4, 3 3.3 66
Synthesis Integrator 1, 0.5, 3.5, 5 5.5 90
7.4.4 Implementation
The results from the theory formulation phase are now utilized to describe how an ISE
project can benefit from the cognitive matchmaker system. Three viewpoints are distin-
guished for an ISE project, namely: Design time, runtime, and post-mortem viewpoints.
From each of these viewpoints the applications of the system are described:
Design time. This viewpoint embraces the situation before the project is initiated (before
the definition phase starts). First, the project-specific actor types and the project-
specific task types need to be conceived. If this is done, there are two options to choose
from: Use the project-specific actor and task profile as a starting point or the abstract
profile including the abstract actor types and task types from our framework. The
latter has been done in the case study as is elaborated in section 7.4.2. When using
a project-specific profile as input for the cognitive matchmaker system, a project-
specific profile of actors and tasks should be generated. This has also been done in
section 7.4.1. If not already entered in the project-specific database as is shown in
figure 7.2, the actor and task data should be provided as a next step. The person that
needs to allocate tasks to actors, the project manager for instance, can now calculate
the suitability matches. Based on these results he can allocate tasks to actors before
starting the project.
Runtime. During the enactment of an ISE project, suitability matches can be recalculated
if changes to task allocations are necessary. This may be the case if a different actor
needs to work on a task than the one specified in the project plan. The cognitive
matchmaker system can then be used again to recalculate the suitability match. New
tasks may also be introduced during the project that need to be allocated to actors.
This may entail the need to calculate additional suitability matches during project
enactment. The cognitive matchmaker system can also be utilized to evaluate task
allocations after every project phase. The suitability matches may be compared with
the actual fulfillment of the tasks in a phase. An in-depth analysis may be necessary
if there are striking differences between the suitability match and the results of task
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fulfillment by an actor.
Post-mortem. From a ‘post-mortem’ point of view, task allocations in the project as a
whole can be analyzed. The suitability matches for every actor / task combination
in the ISE project may be compared to the actual results brought forward by the
actors. Lessons learned should then be recorded for future projects. This may help
to better decide which actor types are suitable to work with which types of tasks.
7.4.5 Case evaluation
In this section, the results of the initiation phase are compared with the results of the imple-
mentation phase. The evaluation of the initiation phase is related to the three viewpoints
of the implementation phase:
Design time. First, the choices leading to the project-specific actor types as shown in
table 7.1 have not been argued in the ART project documentation. Recall that the
project-specific actor types originate from the Microsoft Solutions Framework ISE
method. Entering the actor types that MSF distinguishes in the project-specific
database of the cognitive matchmaker system enables a better argued decision of
which actor types to use in a project. For instance, the system test tasks shown in
table 7.1 are performed by the (lead) developer actors. However, the MSF method
also distinguishes the tester and test manager actor types. Including these actor
types in the ART project may have improved the suitability matches related with
the system test tasks. A difficulty is that the MSF method does not provide a
clear description of the cognitive characteristics that characterize an actor type. The
MSF method, however, provides a natural language description of each actor type
included in the method. Proceeding from these descriptions the administrator of
the cognitive matchmaker system should be able to characterize the project-specific
actor types by adding cognitive characteristics to the project-specific database or by
reusing characteristics.
Runtime. The results of the theory formulation phase included suitability matches for
every actor / task combination differentiated to a specific project phase. At ‘runtime’,
these suitability matches may be reviewed after every project phase. The lowest
certainty percentages shown in tables 7.3, 7.4, 7.5, and 7.6 deserve special attention
to discover the reasons of the lowest match results. For instance, table 7.3 shows
that the developer acting as an experiencer has a certainty of 66% to successfully
fulfill an acquisition task. When viewing table 7.1 it can be interpreted that the
acquisition task performed by the developer in the definition phase is related with
the attendance of project meetings. This may be caused in case a meeting is not
very relevant for a developer. For instance, when a large part of a certain meeting is
about project management issues a developer may not have a satisfied feeling after
the meeting. Letting developers attend the most relevant meetings may increase the
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suitability matches for these acquisition tasks. In the same way, the other calculated
matches can be analyzed for every project phase.
Post-mortem. For instance, the testing tasks shown in table 7.1 deserve attention when
comparing the actual project results with the suitability matches. According to
table 7.1 the partial and integral system tests are conducted by the developer and
lead developer types. Table 7.5 shows that the certainty is 78.5% that the developer
can successfully fulfill these testing tasks. The MSF method includes the tester actor
type that may be more suitable to fulfill testing tasks in general. According to the
MSF, a key goal for the tester is to find and report the significant bugs in the product
by testing the product. Once a bug is found, it is also the tester’s job to accurately
communicate its impact and describe any solutions that could lessen its impact. The
purpose of testing is to prove that known functions work correctly and to discover new
product issues. Obviously, more bugs could have been found and solved after testing
each iteration and the overall product by the tester actor type. In the current project
situation, the developer has the responsibility for code development and testing as
well. Usability issues also arose during the system test tasks. What can be seen in
table 7.1 is that the developer is also responsible for designing the mockups. The
responsibility of the developer to design, develop as well as test the system may have
contributed to the existence of some usability problems. The MSF advocates the
addition of a user experience architect to the project to increase the usability of the
tool. According to the MSF, the user experience architect is responsible for the form
and function of the user interface, its aesthetics, and the overall product usability.
Recall that designing mockups is a synthesis task. The certainty that the developer
can successfully fulfill a synthesis task in the definition phase is 88%. This is not
low, but may further increase when the main focus of a developer is on developing
code. So, for future projects it may be a good idea to introduce a tester and a user
experience architect as well.
7.5 Everest case
7.5.1 Initiation
The iAMS project is not based on a single information systems engineering method. In-
stead, the development team has made use of a variety of agile information systems en-
gineering methods, such as: eXtreme Programming (XP), Microsoft Solutions Framework
(MSF) for Agile Software Development, Scrum, and Feature Driven Development (FDD).
See, e.g., [QHS08] for an overview of popular agile methods such as the ones mentioned.
By ‘tailoring’ existing agile methods, the development team strived to exhibit flexibility to
accommodate expected or unexpected project changes rapidly. Other goals were to follow
the shortest time span, to use economical, simple and quality instruments in a dynamic
project environment, and the application of updated prior knowledge and experience to
learn from the internal and external project environment [QHS08]. The resulting system
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is a Web-based application based on several technologies. Main technologies worthy to
mention are ASP.NET, Microsoft BizTalk Server 2006, Microsoft SQL Server 2005, and
Microsoft Windows Server 2003.
The following project phases are determined as part of the iAMS project: The analysis
phase, the design phase, the development phase, and the acceptance phase. During the
analysis phase requirements are engineered by eliciting knowledge from future users of the
tool. The definitions of the requirements are tested between times by means of meetings
with the future users. After the requirements engineering process, the mortgage provider
is provided with possible solution approaches leading to fulfillment of the system require-
ments. The knowledge gathered in the analysis phase about the system to be built is used
as input to determine the ISE project approach. The design phase includes the global
and detailed system functionalities that are designed proceeding from the requirements
engineering process. These functional system models are implemented in a Web-based
application called Everest Studio.
The goal of using Everest Studio in an ISE project is to diminish time that is spent
on code development. Various designed models can be added to Everest Studio, such as:
Process models, product models, assessment models, domain models, and interaction mod-
els of the system under development. These models can be compiled by Everest Studio
to provide the user with a prototype version of the eventual system under development
(iAMS in this case). These functional designs should be compliant to the functional archi-
tecture, which is also designed during the design phase. Next, the functional specifications
and architecture are used as input to conceive the technical architecture. The technical
system design should be compliant to this technical architecture. Finally, partial as well as
integral system tests are created during the design phase. The development phase involves
the implementation of the system. The functional specifications modeled in Everest Studio
are used as input for this phase, as well as the prototype application. This should reduce
the amount of time spent on code development. However, additional coding is needed
to let the mortgage system communicate with external information systems. Additional
coding of project-specific exceptional system behavior which is not desirable to integrate
in Everest Studio is also required in the development phase. Finally, system tests are
conducted during the development phase to test (partially) finished parts of the system.
The application is tested and deployed in the acceptance phase. This involves acceptance
tests by future users of iAMS and the implementation of the final version of iAMS at the
mortgage service provider. Note that the mortgage system is developed by approaching
the project phases in an iterative way. E.g., it may be possible to perform a task in the
design phase after performing a task in the acceptance phase.
The actors participating in the project have been categorized into several project-
specific actor types based on the aforementioned agile methods. Despite the fact that
many more project-specific actor types can be incorporated when tailoring available agile
methods, the following types were identified in the iAMS project. First, a business engineer
can be identified. At Everest, the business engineer is tightly involved in every phase of an
ISE project. The business engineer is responsible for requirements engineering and is in-
volved in designing system functionalities and implementing them in Everest Studio. Thus,
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the main functionality that does not require additional coding is realized by the business
engineer. Designing and fulfilling system tests are also part of the business engineer’s job.
In case of the iAMS project, the business engineer additionally coordinates the project
members and assigns tasks to them. I.e., the business engineer takes care of the internal
project coordination. The functional architect conceives the functional architecture and
coordinates the functional designs of the mortgage system. The functional architect also
verifies if the designed functional architecture is correctly fulfilled. The technical architect
conceives the technical architecture and coordinates the technical realization of the mort-
gage system. This also involves the selection of development tools and technical standards.
Both the functional architect and the technical architect are involved in the requirements
engineering process to assist in collecting, designing, and testing requirements. The tech-
nical engineer realizes the communication between iAMS and external systems with which
iAMS needs to interact. These project-specific system interactions are not included in
Everest Studio to make sure it can be reused for every ISE project conducted by Everest.
Additional coding of project-specific exceptional system behavior which is not desirable
to integrate in Everest Studio is also realized by the technical engineer. The technical
engineer also conducts system tests and the system’s deployment. Next, the project man-
ager is responsible to maintain a healthy balance between serving the interests of Everest
and the interests of the mortgage service provider during the iAMS project. The project
manager primarily coordinates the interrelationships between external project teams that
are in some way involved in the iAMS project. Internal project coordination is not part
of the project manager’s tasks, because the business engineer is already responsible for
coordinating the project internally. Finally, the project manager writes project plans and
advices about the project approach.
The project manager of the iAMS project has created plans for every phase that include
breakdowns of the tasks to be fulfilled in every phase. Using this documentation a project-
specific task type categorization can be described together with the fulfilled tasks. Analysis
of the project documentation also reveals which project-specific actor type is related to a
project-specific task type. In other words, it can be made explicit which project-specific
actor is responsible to fulfill a project-specific task. It is also possible that more than one
actor is related to a task. The results of this analysis are shown in table 7.7.
7.5.2 Abstraction
When performing the second phase of the inductive-hypothetical case study strategy, it is
possible to abstract the project-specific actor types and task types. First, it is shown how
the project-specific task types can be abstracted to the abstract task types mentioned in
section 5.3.1. Second, this section discusses how the project-specific actor types can be
abstracted to the actor types mentioned in section 5.2.1.
Recall that the distinguished abstract task types are the acquisition task type, synthesis
task type, and the testing task type. The project-specific task types depicted in table 7.7
can be abstracted to these task types as follows. The mentioned meeting tasks are ab-
stracted to acquisition tasks. During project meetings and steering committee meetings
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Table 7.7: Project-specific actor types and task types.
Task instance Project phase Project-specific task type Project-specific actor type
Attend project meeting All phases Meeting task All actor types
Attend steering committee meeting All phases Meeting task Project manager
Coordinate project internally All phases Coordination task Business engineer
Coordinate project externally All phases Coordination task Project manager
Write issue report All phases Documentation task Project manager
Write financial status document All phases Documentation task Project manager
Write project progress document All phases Documentation task Project manager
Write project initiation document Analysis Documentation task Project manager
Write project plan Analysis Documentation task Project manager
Write risk report Analysis Documentation task Project manager
Collect requirements Analysis Elicitation task Business engineer
Functional architect
Technical architect
Design requirements Analysis Design task Business engineer
Functional architect
Technical architect
Test requirements Analysis Requirements test task Business engineer
Functional architect
Technical architect
Recommend possible solutions Analysis Consultancy task Business engineer
Design
Recommend project approach Analysis Consultancy task Project manager
Design functional architecture Design Design task Functional architect
Recommend functional specifications Design Consultancy task Functional architect
Determine functional standards Design Elicitation task Functional architect
Verify fulfillment of
functional architecture Design Elicitation task Functional architect
Development
Create global functional system design Design Design task Business engineer
Create detailed functional system design Design Design task Business engineer
Implement system design in
Everest Studio Design Design task Business engineer
Design test specifications Design Design task Business engineer
Design technical architecture Design Design task Technical architect
Recommend technical specifications Design Consultancy task Technical architect
Determine technical standards Design Elicitation task Technical architect
Select development tools Design Elicitation task Technical architect
Verify fulfillment of
technical architecture Design Elicitation task Technical architect
Development
Create technical system design Design Design task Technical engineer
Write technical system description Development Documentation task Technical engineer
Recommend technical solutions Development Consultancy task Technical engineer
Create connections with external
information systems Development Code development task Technical engineer
Create specific iAMS functionality Development Code development task Technical engineer
Commit partial system test Development System test task Business engineer
Technical engineer
Acceptance Business engineer
Technical engineer
Commit integral system test Development System test task Business engineer
Technical engineer
Acceptance Business engineer
Technical engineer
Deploy completed system Acceptance Deployment task Technical engineer
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it is intended to acquire knowledge about, e.g., project planning, project status, and the
remaining budget. Coordination tasks can be abstracted to synthesis tasks. Knowledge
about project management is applied during internal and external project coordination.
Documentation tasks can also be classified as synthesis tasks. The documentation tasks
mentioned in table 7.7 are related with the application of knowledge when writing an is-
sue report, a financial status document, a project progress document, a project initiation
document, a project plan, and a risk report. Next, elicitation tasks are typical knowl-
edge acquisition tasks. The actors performing an elicitation task acquire and memorize
knowledge by means of knowledge elicitation techniques, such as interviews and workshops.
Design tasks can be viewed as synthesis tasks. In a design task, an actor applies already ac-
quired knowledge when designing requirements, the functional and technical architecture,
test specifications, and technical system descriptions. The creation of functional system
designs and the consecutive implementation of these models in Everest Studio can also
be considered as design tasks. Code development tasks can be viewed as synthesis tasks.
These tasks are necessary to realize the mortgage system itself. Consultancy tasks can
be categorized as synthesis tasks. These tasks are performed by actors providing advice
about possible solution approaches to build iAMS, project approaches, and functional and
technical specifications. Testing tasks are related with the project-specific requirements
and system test tasks. In a testing task, earlier applied knowledge is thoroughly examined
inducing an improvement of the specific knowledge applied. Finally, the deployment task
can be abstracted to a synthesis task. Here, all knowledge that is applied is related with
a successful deployment of the system at the customer’s location.
Recall that the distinguished abstract actor types are the collaborator, experiencer,
expert, integrator, and the transactor. Table 7.8 shows the project-specific actor types,
the abstract task types that a project-specific actor type can fulfill, and the abstract actor
types. For instance, a project manager may be classified as a collaborator when fulfilling
an acquisition task. However, if a project manager executes a synthesis task he may act
differently and may be classified as an expert or a transactor dependent of the project-
specific task that is performed. Note that some project-specific actors are not related with
every abstract task type. E.g., a project manager does not fulfill a testing task.
7.5.3 Theory formulation
The results of applying the third phase of the inductive-hypothetical case study strategy
are discussed throughout this section. We will show how the cognitive matchmaker system
can be utilized in all four phases of the iAMS project.
Analysis phase
Based on the results of sections 7.5.1 and 7.5.2 it is now possible to calculate the certainty
that actors involved in the analysis phase of the iAMS project can successfully fulfill the
tasks allocated to them. The results after calculating the cognitive matches are depicted in
table 7.9. Table 7.7 provides the project-specific task types and the project-specific actor
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Table 7.8: Actor type and task type abstraction.
Project-specific actor type Abstract task type Abstract actor type
Business engineer Acquisition Collaborator or Integrator
Synthesis Collaborator or Expert
Testing Collaborator
Functional architect Acquisition Collaborator or Experiencer or Expert
Synthesis Collaborator or Expert
Testing Collaborator
Project manager Acquisition Collaborator
Synthesis Expert or Transactor
Technical architect Acquisition Collaborator or Experiencer or Expert
Synthesis Collaborator or Expert
Testing Collaborator
Technical engineer Acquisition Experiencer
Synthesis Expert or Integrator
Testing Collaborator
types that are involved in the analysis phase. The cognitive matchmaker system can be
utilized to calculate the matches between the actor types and task types involved in the
analysis phase. For this purpose the abstraction of the project-specific task types and actor
types in table 7.8 must be used. The results of table 7.9 can be explained as follows. The
project manager, for instance, acts as a collaborator when working on an acquisition task.
The project manager may act as an expert or a transactor when working on a synthesis
task. The project manager attends project meetings and steering committee meetings in
the analysis phase. These tasks can be regarded as knowledge acquisition tasks. Five weigh
values have to be provided by the user of the cognitive matchmaker system when calculating
the suitability match of the collaborator fulfilling an acquisition task. The weigh values
express the importance of the involved cognitive characteristics when the project manager
needs to fulfill an acquisition task in the analysis phase. Because we were the users of
the cognitive matchmaker system, we have provided the following weigh values for the
volition, causability, improvability, satisfaction, and relevance characteristics: 1.5, 3, 1, 2,
respectively 2.5.
The highest weigh value has been applied to the causability characteristic. That the
project manager should supply the causability characteristic is obviously very important
when fulfilling an acquisition task. This is to make sure that the project manager has
a great ability to exert an influence on state changes of knowledge involved during task
performance. During the meetings, for instance, the project manager must be able to
transform his implicit knowledge to explicit knowledge that is exchangeable with the par-
ticipants of the meetings. Next, the cognitive matchmaker system sums up the resulting
weighed characteristic matches resulting in a suitability match of 4.375. The certainty that
the project manager acting as a collaborator can successfully fulfill an acquisition task is:
µ(4.375) = 2
0+10
· 4.375 = 0.875 or 0.875 · 100% = 87.5%. The project manager acts as an
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Table 7.9: Cognitive matchmaking in the analysis phase.
Project-specific Task type Actor type Weigh Suitability Certainty
actor type values match (%)
Business engineer Acquisition Collaborator 1, 2, 2, 2, 3 4.55 91
Integrator 2, 3, 2, 3 5.55 89
Synthesis Collaborator 1.5, 1.5, 1.5, 2.5, 3 4.45 89
Testing Collaborator 1, 1, 1, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5 4.225 84.5
Functional architect Acquisition Collaborator 1.5, 2.5, 1, 2, 3 4.4 88
Synthesis Collaborator 1, 1.5, 1.5, 3, 3 4.4 88
Testing Collaborator 1, 1, 1, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5 4.225 84.5
Project manager Acquisition Collaborator 1.5, 3, 1, 2, 2.5 4.375 87.5
Synthesis Expert 1.5, 2, 0.5, 0.5, 1, 2, 2.5 4.725 94.5
Transactor 1, 2.5, 2.5, 2, 2 5.2 96
Technical architect Acquisition Collaborator 1.5, 2.5, 1, 2, 3 4.4 88
Synthesis Collaborator 1, 1.5, 1.5, 3, 3 4.4 88
Testing Collaborator 1, 1, 1, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5 4.225 84.5
Technical engineer Acquisition Experiencer 2, 4, 4 3 60
expert or a transactor when working on a synthesis task during the analysis phase. These
synthesis tasks are related with the consultancy, coordination, and documentation tasks.
When the project manager performs consultancy and coordination tasks, he acts as an
expert. He uses his own knowledge about project management to determine the project
approach and to coordinate the iAMS project. He is also able to combine and modify his
own knowledge during these tasks and he can learn from that experience. The expert actor
type matches very well with the synthesis task in this case, because the result of the suit-
ability match calculation is 4.725 and the result of the certainty function is 94.5%. When
the project manager performs documentation tasks, he acts as a transactor. He should
be able to work independently for a large part during the documentation task and is not
required to cause a lot of modifications in the knowledge applied during task fulfillment.
The transactor actor type also matches very well with the synthesis task, because the result
of the suitability match calculation is 5.2 and the result of the certainty function is 96%.
Design phase
Notice that the design phase includes a variety of project-specific task types when ana-
lyzing table 7.7. Concretely, the design phase includes meeting tasks, coordination tasks,
documentation tasks, consultancy tasks, design tasks, elicitation tasks, and code develop-
ment tasks. The design tasks cover the majority of the design phase of the iAMS project.
The project-specific task types in the design phase can be abstracted to acquisition tasks
and synthesis tasks. A project-specific actor type can also be classified as a certain abstract
actor type dependent of the task at hand. Table 7.10 shows how the cognitive matchmaker
system can be utilized in the design phase.
We will consider the contributions of the business engineer in the design phase to ex-
plain the meaning of the contents of table 7.10. Table 7.7 shows, for example, that creating
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Table 7.10: Cognitive matchmaking in the design phase.
Project-specific Task type Actor type Weigh Suitability Certainty
actor type values match (%)
Business engineer Acquisition Collaborator 1, 2, 1.5, 2.5, 3 4.425 88.5
Synthesis Collaborator 2, 2, 1.5, 2, 2.5 4.65 93
Expert 1, 2, 1, 1.5, 2, 1, 1.5 4.35 87
Functional architect Acquisition Collaborator 1, 2, 1.5, 2.5, 3 4.425 88.5
Expert 1, 2, 1, 1, 2, 1.5, 1.5 4.95 99
Synthesis Collaborator 2, 2, 1, 2, 3 4.7 94
Expert 1, 1.5, 1, 1.5, 1.5, 1.5, 2 4.475 89.5
Project manager Acquisition Collaborator 1.5, 3, 1, 2, 2.5 4.375 87.5
Synthesis Expert 1.5, 2, 0.5, 0.5, 1, 2, 2.5 4.725 94.5
Transactor 1, 2.5, 2.5, 2, 2 5.2 96
Technical architect Acquisition Collaborator 1, 2, 1.5, 2.5, 3 4.425 88.5
Expert 1, 2, 1, 1, 2, 1.5, 1.5 4.95 99
Synthesis Collaborator 2, 2, 1, 2, 3 4.7 94
Expert 1, 1.5, 1, 1.5, 1.5, 1.5, 2 4.475 89.5
Technical engineer Acquisition Experiencer 2, 4, 4 3 60
Synthesis Expert 1, 2, 1, 1, 2, 1.5, 1.5 4.45 89
functional system designs are specific design tasks for the business engineer. The function-
alities of the system to be built are modeled proceeding from the elicited requirements.
Creating functional system designs are typical synthesis tasks. Knowledge to create func-
tional system designs in the context of the iAMS project is put into practice by the business
engineer. When working on such a synthesis task, the business engineer acts as an expert.
Mostly individual knowledge about creating functional system designs is used to fulfill the
task and the business engineer is able to combine and modify this knowledge while work-
ing on the design task. Lessons learned after fulfilling the task can be taken into account
for future design tasks. Seven cognitive characteristics are involved when matching the
suitability of the expert type with the synthesis task: Volition, sentience, causability, im-
provability, independency, applicability, and correctness. In this case, the sentience and the
independency characteristics weigh most according to the weigh values shown in table 7.10.
This means that when the business engineer applies knowledge it is important that this
knowledge is useful for the specific task and the applied knowledge meets its requirements.
The suitability match of 4.35 implies that the certainty of the business engineer acting as
an expert can fulfill a synthesis task is 87%.
Development phase
The development phase is less comprehensive than the design phase. Table 7.7 reveals that
the technical engineer plays a very important role in this phase. The results of utilizing
the matchmaker system in this phase are shown in table 7.11. Connections between iAMS
and external information systems are realized in the development phase as well as the
development of specific functionality that can not be included in Everest Studio. The
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Table 7.11: Cognitive matchmaking in the development phase.
Project-specific Task type Actor type Weigh Suitability Certainty
actor type values match (%)
Business engineer Acquisition Collaborator 1.5, 2, 1.5, 2, 3 4.5 90
Synthesis Collaborator 2, 2, 2, 2, 2 4.6 92
Testing Collaborator 1, 1, 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 3 4.25 85
Functional architect Acquisition Collaborator 1, 2, 1.5, 2.5, 3 4.425 88.5
Project manager Acquisition Collaborator 1.5, 3, 1, 2, 2.5 4.375 87.5
Synthesis Expert 1.5, 2, 0.5, 0.5, 1, 2, 2.5 4.725 94.5
Transactor 1, 2.5, 2.5, 2, 2 5.2 96
Technical architect Acquisition Collaborator 1, 2, 1.5, 2.5, 3 4.425 88.5
Technical engineer Acquisition Experiencer 6, 2, 2 4 80
Synthesis Expert 1, 2, 0.5, 1, 2, 1.5, 2 4.375 87.5
Testing Collaborator 1, 1, 1, 1.5, 1.5, 2, 2 4.225 84.5
technical engineer is responsible for the fulfillment of these tasks. The technical engineer
acts as an expert in these synthesis tasks, because code development is an expertise of
the technical engineer. However, the technical engineer also plays a very important role
in testing the system. The technical engineer acts as a collaborator in this testing task by
working together with the business engineer.
Acceptance phase
In the acceptance phase the completed mortgage system is deployed at the customer or-
ganization and acceptance tests are conducted. The business engineer and the technical
engineer play the most important roles in the acceptance phase. Table 7.12 shows the re-
sults of the cognitive matches in the acceptance phase. The technical engineer synthesizes
Table 7.12: Cognitive matchmaking in the acceptance phase.
Project-specific Task type Actor type Weigh Suitability Certainty
actor type values match (%)
Business engineer Acquisition Collaborator 1.5, 2, 1.5, 2, 3 4.5 90
Synthesis Collaborator 2, 2, 2, 2, 2 4.6 92
Testing Collaborator 1, 1, 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 3 4.25 85
Functional architect Acquisition Experiencer 2, 4, 4 3 60
Project manager Acquisition Collaborator 1.5, 3, 1, 2, 2.5 4.375 87.5
Synthesis Expert 1.5, 2, 0.5, 0.5, 1, 2, 2.5 4.725 94.5
Transactor 1, 2.5, 2.5, 2, 2 5.2 96
Technical architect Acquisition Experiencer 2, 4, 4 3 60
Technical engineer Acquisition Experiencer 6, 2, 2 4 80
Synthesis Integrator 2, 1, 3, 4 5.7 86
Testing Collaborator 1, 1, 1, 1.5, 1.5, 2, 2 4.225 84.5
relevant knowledge to successfully deploy the system. Therefore, he primarily wishes to
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apply knowledge of very high quality and works together with the business engineer in the
acceptance phase to fulfill the remaining tasks of the project.
7.5.4 Implementation
In the implementation phase, the results from the theory formulation phase are utilized
to describe how an ISE project can benefit from the cognitive matchmaker system. The
results for the implementation phase of the Everest case can be equated to the results
of this phase for the e-office case. Therefore, the results of section 7.4.4 are completely
applicable for the Everest case as well and are not repeated here.
7.5.5 Case evaluation
In this section, the results of the initiation phase are compared with the results of the imple-
mentation phase. The evaluation of the initiation phase is related to the three viewpoints
of the implementation phase:
Design time. First, the choices leading to the assignment of the tasks to the actors par-
ticipating in the project as shown in table 7.7 have not been underpinned by Everest.
Constructing relations between the tasks and the actors beforehand could have in-
creased the suitability matches of the actors fulfilling the tasks assigned to them.
Second, the project-specific actor types mentioned in table 7.7 have not been in-
ferred from one or more of the agile ISE methods used. The Microsoft Solutions
Framework for Agile Software Development, for instance, distinguishes eight different
project-specific actor types: The business analyst, the project manager, the archi-
tect, the developer, the tester, the release manager, the database administrator, and
the database developer. The tester, the release manager, and the database-related
actor types are complementary to the types introduced by Everest. Entering the
actor types that MSF distinguishes in the project-specific database of the cognitive
matchmaker system enables a better argued decision of which actor types to use in
a project. For instance, the system test tasks shown in table 7.7 are performed by
the business engineer and the technical engineer. However, the MSF method also
distinguishes the tester actor type. Including this actor type in the iAMS project
may have improved the suitability matches related with the system test tasks. A dif-
ficulty is that the MSF method does not provide a clear description of the cognitive
characteristics that characterize an actor type. The MSF method, however, provides
a natural language description of each actor type included in the method. Proceed-
ing from these descriptions the administrator of the cognitive matchmaker system
should be able to characterize the project-specific actor types by adding cognitive
characteristics to the project-specific database or by reusing characteristics.
Runtime. The results of the theory formulation phase included suitability matches for ev-
ery actor / task combination differentiated to a specific project phase. At ‘runtime’,
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these suitability matches may be reviewed after every project phase. The lowest cer-
tainty percentages shown in tables 7.9, 7.10, 7.11, and 7.12 deserve special attention
to discover the reasons of the lowest match results. For instance, table 7.12 shows
that the functional architect acting as an experiencer has a certainty of 60% to suc-
cessfully fulfill an acquisition task. When viewing table 7.7 it can be interpreted that
the acquisition task performed by the functional architect in the acceptance phase
is related with the attendance of project meetings. This may be caused because a
meeting is not very relevant for a functional architect. For instance, when a large
part of a certain meeting is about issues related to the deployment of the system a
functional architect may not have a satisfied feeling after the meeting. Letting the
functional architect attend the most relevant meetings may increase the suitability
matches for these acquisition tasks. In the same way, the other calculated matches
can be analyzed for every project phase.
Post-mortem. For instance, the testing tasks shown in table 7.7 deserve attention when
comparing the actual project results with the suitability matches. According to ta-
ble 7.7 the requirements tests are conducted by the business engineer and the architect
types. The system tests are conducted by the business engineer and the technical
engineer. This is because testing tasks are divided across the current actor types
of the iAMS project. Table 7.9 shows that the certainty is 84.5% that the business
engineer, the functional architect, and the technical architect can successfully fulfill
these testing tasks. For instance, the agile MSF method includes the tester actor
type that may be more suitable to fulfill testing tasks in general. According to the
MSF, a key goal for the tester is to find and report the most significant bugs in
the product by testing the product. Once a bug is found, it is also the tester’s job
to accurately communicate its impact and describe any solutions that could lessen
its impact. The purpose of testing is to prove that known functions work correctly
and to discover new product issues. Probably, more bugs could have been found and
solved after testing each iteration and the overall mortgage system by the tester actor
type. In the current project situation, the business engineer has the responsibility
for requirements testing and system testing as well. The business engineer is not
only involved in these testing tasks, but is also responsible for internal project coor-
dination, and the performing of consultancy tasks and design tasks. This occupation
implies that the business engineer is tightly involved throughout the whole project
and in every phase. The risk exists that the business engineer tends to become a
Jack-of-all-trades. To prevent this from happening, several recommendations can be
verbalized. First, design tasks, such as the creation of functional system models, can
be assigned to the functional architect. The functional architect is responsible for
the creation of the functional architecture and, therefore, possesses a vast amount of
knowledge related to all the functionalities of the system. Second, testing tasks can
be performed by a separate tester. An advantage of a designated tester actor type
is that the tester may be able to fully concentrate on (and may have more time for),
e.g., determining test methods and techniques for the test tasks at hand. Internal
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project coordination and consultancy tasks can also be partly done by an actor en-
acting the project manager type. The aforementioned suggestions may decrease the
dependencies of the business engineer and may increase the suitability matches.
7.6 Summary and outlook
In this chapter, a case study has been reported that evaluates and validates the theoretical
model of the knowledge workers market discussed in the previous two chapters. Besides
the case study, a prototype of the cognitive matchmaker system has been discussed. This
prototype is a software implementation of the framework for cognitive matchmaking men-
tioned in chapter 6. We have presented a software architecture of the cognitive matchmaker
system, screen shots, and source code snippets. Evaluation and validation of the prototype
has been included in the case study as well.
The case study that has been conducted consisted of two cases that were related with
two information systems engineering projects at two different organizations. One case has
been conducted at e-office and the other case has been conducted at Everest. The studied
ISE project at e-office concerned the development of an ‘Action Reporting Tool’. The action
reporting tool is a Web-based application that can generate risk reports for the user. The
studied ISE project at Everest has been concerned with the renewal of an ‘international
Automated Mortgage System’. A separate iteration of the inductive-hypothetical research
strategy has been applied for each case. This separate iteration is part of phase 4 of the
overall research strategy mentioned in section 1.4 of chapter 1.
The case study has been classified as a multiple-case study design, because two cases
have been distinguished that were based on the same design. In addition, the case study
design is a multiple-case embedded design as multiple units of analysis, in this case indi-
vidual employees and ISE projects, are included. Various sources of evidence were used
to collect the data for the research. Data was gathered from documentation, Web pages,
interviews, and e-mail correspondence. The case study provides insights in how task allo-
cation can be improved in practice based on cognitive matchmaking and how the prototype
of the cognitive matchmaker system can provide assistance in such processes.
The knowledge quality market can be introduced in the following chapters, now that the
models of the knowledge market and knowledge workers market have been theoretically
described as well as practically applied. A theoretical model of the knowledge quality
market is discussed in chapter 8. Finally, the knowledge quality market is practically
applied in chapter 9.
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Chapter 8
The knowledge quality market
We can neither predict nor control
what we cannot measure.
Software metrics: A rigorous and
practical approach
Norman Fenton &
Shari Lawrence Pfleeger
8.1 Introduction
In the knowledge workers market, it has been studied how cognitive characteristics that
are supplied by actors during the fulfillment of knowledge intensive tasks and cognitive
characteristics that are demanded by such tasks can be matched. The level on which cog-
nitive characteristics are supplied by actors may influence the quality of fulfilled knowledge
intensive tasks [Mei00, WNB+07]. If an actor fulfills a task, it is possible to conceive the
quality of the process that has led to the fulfillment as well as the quality of the task
result [Kon07]. Quality of the task result refers to product factors and the extent to which
they meet stakeholder demands. A stakeholder may be highly concerned about, or have
interests in, the quality factors of a fulfilled knowledge intensive task. Typical examples
of stakeholder types found in the literature are, amongst many others, the supplier, the
employee, the customer, and the shareholder [Rei03]. It is assumed that a stakeholder has
a goal related to the fulfillment of a knowledge intensive task that leads to quality expec-
tations. When viewing process quality from a cognitive standpoint, the quality factors of
the application of cognitive characteristics during task execution can be considered. This
can be dubbed as cognitive process quality . Simply put, an actor applies several cognitive
characteristics during task execution. This application may vary in quality dependent of
how well an actor is able to supply them.
It can now be observed that quality factors are ‘supplied’ by means of the task result and
the cognitive process. These factors are demanded by stakeholders of fulfilled knowledge
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intensive tasks. Supply and demand of quality factors can be matched to improve task
performance, decrease cognitive load, and increase product and process quality [HBWE06,
Koe91, Mei00]. It is desired to reach three main goals by developing a theoretical model
of the knowledge quality market, which are also pictured in the reasoning framework of
section 8.2. First, section 8.3 shows how the framework for cognitive matchmaking from
chapter 6 can also be used as a framework for qualitative matchmaking.
Second, it is intended to understand the relations between the main concepts that are
involved in influencing the quality of knowledge intensive task fulfillment and the roles
that these concepts play in knowledge intensive work. This has been done by conceiving
a conceptual model on quality factors introduced in section 8.6 and relating it with the
conceptual model on cognitive characteristics of chapter 5. The five main concepts in the
knowledge quality market that may influence the quality of task fulfillment are the actor
type, the cognitive characteristic, the task type, the quality factor, and the stakeholder.
Note that the actor type, the cognitive characteristic, and the task type are also part of
the knowledge workers market. Therefore, the relations between the knowledge workers
market and the knowledge quality market are visualized in figure 8.1. In order to develop
a detailed conceptual model of quality factors for knowledge intensive work, several quality
factors are elaborated in section 8.5. The descriptions of cognitive characteristics and the
ORM model of cognitive characteristics as described in chapter 5 are used as input to
relate the knowledge quality market with the knowledge workers market.
Third, it is intended to understand the effects of changes to cognitive characteristics
and quality factors during knowledge intensive work and the dependencies between the five
main concepts. This has be done by introducing the system dynamics models of sections 8.4
and 8.7. In the upcoming section, the relations between the knowledge workers market and
the knowledge quality market are described in a reasoning framework for bridging supply
and demand based on cognition and quality.
8.2 Reasoning framework for bridging supply and de-
mand
Figure 8.1 shows the reasoning framework for bridging supply and demand for knowledge
intensive tasks based on cognition and quality. The reasoning framework is split in two
layers, namely the application layer and the domain layer. The concepts shown in the
left part of the framework are included in the knowledge workers market and the concepts
in the right part are included in the knowledge quality market. The task type concept
functions as the pivot in the relation between these two markets. This is caused by the
demand of a task type for cognitive characteristics and the supply of quality factors by a
fulfilled instance of a task type.
The concepts that are part of the application layer can be positioned in a specific
case that involves knowledge intensive work. Examples of such cases are: A request for a
mortgage loan, an insurance claim, or a tax declaration [AH00]. A domain, also referred
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Figure 8.1: Reasoning framework for bridging supply and demand.
to as a Universe of Discourse, can be viewed as an umbrella under which applications of a
specific type are situated [HPW93]. Typically, tax declarations are part of a tax domain
and insurance claims are processed in the insurance domain.
8.2.1 Quality factors
Besides that cognitive characteristics can be supplied and demanded, which is extensively
discussed in chapter 6, it is also possible to match supply and demand of quality factors
as is shown in figure 8.1. The set QF contains quality factors. Recall from section 8.1
that it is possible to conceive the quality of the process that has led to task fulfillment
as well as the quality of the task result. This implies that the levels on which a fulfilled
task supplies certain quality factors is dependent of the process that led to task fulfillment
as well as the resulting product. Those that actually demand on which level the quality
factors are supplied by a task of a certain type are the stakeholders. The set of stakeholders
is denoted as SH. In this case, a stakeholder s ∈ SH may be highly concerned about, or
have interests in, the process quality factors and the product quality factors of a fulfilled
knowledge intensive task. Recall from section 8.1 that typical examples of stakeholder
types found in the literature are, amongst many others, the supplier, the employee, the
customer, and the shareholder [Rei03]. It is assumed that a stakeholder has a goal related
to the fulfillment of a knowledge intensive task that leads to quality expectations. These
quality expectations can be translated to levels on which quality factors supplied by tasks
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are demanded by a stakeholder. To achieve the desired quality, the required cognitive
characteristics should also be supplied at levels that contribute to the achievement of the
intended process quality and product quality.
8.2.2 Coupling between cognition and quality
The actor type, cognitive characteristic, task type, quality factor, and stakeholder concepts
can also be discovered in the Object-Role Modeling (ORM) model as part of the domain
layer. By means of ORM, the object types that comprise the five mentioned concepts and
the relations between those object types can be visualized. In figure 8.1, it can be seen how
the concepts are related with each other. For example, the task type concept is related
with the cognitive characteristic concept and the quality factor concept. A detailed ORM
model related with cognitive characteristics has already been elaborated in section 5.3.2 of
chapter 5. An ORM model of quality factors is introduced in section 8.6. These models
show how actor types, task types, and stakeholders can be related with the concepts of
cognitive characteristics and quality factors. This provides insight in the way how object
types that conceptualize cognitive characteristics and quality factors are related with each
other. These relations provide an understanding of which cognitive characteristics influence
which quality factors. To understand how the supply of a certain characteristic influences
the supply of a certain quality factor, it is necessary to introduce a more dynamic modeling
approach.
Particularly, the effects of changes to the supply and demand levels and the depen-
dencies between cognitive characteristics and quality factors can be modeled by means of
system dynamics. System dynamics is a method that is capable of dealing with assump-
tions about system structures in a stringent fashion [CTS08]. A system dynamics model
is constructed by the building blocks (variables) categorized as stocks, flows, connectors,
and converters. Stock variables (symbolized by rectangles) are the state variables and they
represent the major accumulations in the system. Flow variables (symbolized by valves)
are the rate of change in stock variables and they represent those activities that fill in
or drain the stocks. Converters (represented by circles) are intermediate variables used
for miscellaneous calculations. Finally, the connectors (represented by simple arrows) are
information links representing the cause and effects within the model structure.
The most lower part of figure 8.1 visualizes these building blocks of system dynamics.
The two valves indicate that there are variables in the domain that may influence the
levels on which cognitive characteristics or quality factors are supplied and demanded.
Two simple arrows are also pictured. One arrow indicates that the variables that influence
the levels on which cognitive characteristics are supplied also influence the levels on which
quality factors are supplied. The other arrow expresses such a dependency between the
demand levels. Figures 8.3 and 8.5 show detailed system dynamics models of cognitive
characteristics and quality factors. These models provide a complete picture of the variables
that influence the supply and demand of cognitive characteristics and quality factors.
Recall that a framework for cognitive matchmaking and a prototype of the cognitive
matchmaker system have been elaborated in chapters 6 and 7. The framework has been
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constructed in such a way that it is also possible to use it for qualitative matchmaking , i.e.,
to match supply and demand of quality factors. Therefore, the framework for cognitive
matchmaking can also be adopted to match quality factors without modifying the structure
and the formal foundations of the current framework. This extension is briefly discussed
in the following section to form a picture of how this can be done.
8.3 Framework for qualitative matchmaking
At first, the framework for qualitative matchmaking is illustrated in figure 8.2. This frame-
work is almost identical to the framework for cognitive matchmaking, but in this case it can
match quality factors instead of cognitive characteristics. The different concepts shown in
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Figure 8.2: Framework for qualitative matchmaking.
figure 8.2 are functions that are necessary to calculate the eventual total quality match of
a fulfilled task. Even though the formal signature of these functions are not exhaustively
repeated in this section, we will show some examples for clarification. First, the supply
function shows the level on which a task type supplies a quality factor. The levels on which
a task type supplies a quality factor may vary over the natural numbers from 0 up to and
including 10. These levels are part of the factor rank domain indicated by the set FRN .
This ranking domain includes the rank values that can be used to indicate the level on
which a factor can be supplied by a task type or demanded by a stakeholder. The demand
function depicted in figure 8.2 shows the level on which a stakeholder requires a certain
quality factor of a fulfilled task instance.
The factor match or FacMatch function shown in figure 8.2 matches supply and demand
of a specific factor. There is an optimal factor match if a task offers a quality factor at the
same level as a certain stakeholder requires the factor. A factor match is calculated for
every quality factor that is supplied by a task type and demanded by a stakeholder. The
result is part of the match rank domain, which may vary over the real values from 0 up to
and including 1. An optimal factor match is indicated by the match rank value 0.5. On
the one hand, this is because 0 indicates a task is not able to supply a certain factor at
all. On the other hand, a value of 1 indicates that the supply of a factor is not necessary
at all for a stakeholder whilst a task supplies that certain factor at the highest level.
The weighed factor match function or Weigh function weighs the result of the factor
match function. The result is part of the total quality rank domain, which may vary over
the real values from 0 up to and including 10. The results of the weigh function are then
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summated by the Match function which shows the total quality match. This total quality
match is also expressed by a value from the total quality rank domain. Compared to
how the functions of the framework for cognitive matchmaking have been formalized, the
functions of this framework can be formalized in the same fashion. The formal signature
of, e.g., the match function can be modeled as follows:
Match : TT × SH → TRN (8.1)
Note that the set TT contains task types, the set SH contains stakeholders and the set TRN
contains total quality rank values. This function can be defined using the aforementioned
functions:
Match(synthesis, customer) ,
⊕
q∈QF
Weigh(q, FacMatch(synthesis, customer))
For this example the total quality match of the synthesis task type and the customer
stakeholder type has been calculated. Remember that a synthesis task is related with the
actual utilization of acquired knowledge. An example is a student who utilizes knowledge
(acquired by reading a book) while performing an exam. The definition of the match
function shows that for every factor the weighed characteristic match function is executed
and the results are then summated. The latter is shown by the ⊕ operator. This operator is
used instead of the large Sigma because soft (linguistic) suitability rank values can also be
used instead of hard (numerical) values. The match function can be expressed as follows:
Match(synthesis, customer) = 4.25, which shows that the numerical total quality match
of the synthesis task and the quality demanded by the customer is 4.25. This is a fairly
good result, knowing that 5 is the best total quality match that can be achieved.
Finally, a function has been introduced to determine the degree of certainty that the
total quality expected by the stakeholder is reached:
µ : R→ [0, 1] (8.2)
A linear certainty degree function can be defined as follows:
µ(u) ,
{
2
min+max
· u min ≤ u ≤ min+max
2
−2
min+max
· u+ 2 min+max
2
≤ u ≤ max
Recall that the result of the total quality may vary over the natural numbers from min = 0
up to and including max = 10. The degree of certainty that the total quality expected by
the customer stakeholder is reached is: µ(4.25) = 2
0+10
· 4.25 = 0.85 or 85%.
The system dynamics model of cognitive characteristics can be introduced now that the
concepts of the application layer have been explained in detail, together with a framework
for qualitative matchmaking. The ORM model of cognitive characteristics from chapter 5
will be used as a basis for the system dynamics model of cognitive characteristics.
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8.4 System dynamics model of cognitive characteris-
tics
The static ORM model of cognitive characteristics displayed in chapter 5 forms the basis
for a system dynamics model of cognitive characteristics. The ORM model contains the
object types and relations between those object types that describe the cognitive charac-
teristics that can be supplied and demanded in the knowledge workers market. So far, we
have not been concerned with what aspects influence the levels on which these cognitive
characteristics (and quality factors) are supplied and demanded. This can be brightened
up by a system dynamics model for cognitive characteristics. Further on in this chapter a
system dynamics model for quality factors will be discussed. The system dynamics model
of cognitive characteristics shown in figure 8.3 can be created using the building blocks
mentioned in section 8.2 and shown in figure 8.1. The model has been created with the
high-level simulation program Stellar. An identical approach to create a system dynamics
model for hospital waste management has been elaborated in [CTS08].
The meaning of the system dynamics model can be explained by the system dynam-
ics of, for example, the volition characteristic as follows. Recall from section 5.2.1 that
the volition characteristic is concerned with an actor’s willpower to fulfill some knowl-
edge intensive task. For instance, a skilled software developer may have more willpower
to implement an intelligent search algorithm than implementing source code to access a
database. The motivation level (flow) and the demotivation level (flow) both depend on
the motivation type (converter) and the level on which the volition characteristic is applied
(stock). The success of the fulfillment of a task also depends on the actor’s supplied volition
level. This is indicated by the connector between the volition stock and the ‘Fulfillments’
converter. First, it is possible to model dependencies between the cognitive characteristics
by means of the model. Second, the causal links that influence the level on which a cogni-
tive characteristic is applied are modeled. Third, the effects of changes in the model and
the relationships between the characteristics can be determined as well.
Now that the cognitive part of the reasoning framework shown in figure 8.1 has been
explained, the notion of quality and its role in the framework will be elaborated.
8.5 Quality of knowledge intensive task performance
Recall from section 5.3.1 that a knowledge intensive (execution) task is a task for which
acquisition, application, or testing of knowledge is necessary in order to successfully fulfill
the task. The following types were distinguished: The acquisition task type, the synthesis
task type, and the testing task type.
An actor may instantiate these task types. The results of the task instantiations consist
of acquired, utilized, or tested knowledge assets. The quality of the representation of
task results and the quality of the application of cognitive characteristics during task
execution are now discussed. The latter is dubbed as the quality of the cognitive process
during task execution. The quality of the representation and the cognitive process of this
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Figure 8.3: Structure of the system dynamics model for cognitive characteristics.
acquired, utilized, respectively tested knowledge can be measured by means of the quality
factors introduced in [NEKE05, NEKE08]. Concrete quality measures can be calculated by
applying quality metrics. It is possible to conceive an ORM model and a system dynamics
model of these concrete quality factor metrics. Knowledge representation quality can be
defined as follows:
Knowledge representation quality – Quality of the representation of the knowledge
assets as a result of a task.
Subsequently, cognitive process quality can be defined as follows:
Cognitive process quality – Quality of the application of cognitive characteristics dur-
ing the performance of a task.
Knowledge representation quality metrics and cognitive process quality metrics can then
be used to actually measure both forms of quality.
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8.5.1 Knowledge representation quality factor metrics
Several quality metrics adopted from [NEKE08] can be used to measure the quality of the
knowledge representation. These quality metrics to measure a knowledge representation
can be used in case it is possible to depict knowledge representations as navigation graphs .
A navigation graph contains nodes (of which one node is the root node of the graph) and
edges. The nodes contain knowledge assets, and the edges connect the knowledge assets
with each other forming a knowledge representation. Edges show how it is possible to
navigate through the structure, because nodes can be related with each other or not with
respect to their content. An example of a navigation graph is discussed in section 8.5.1 of
chapter 9. The quality metrics discussed in this chapter are practically applied in the next
chapter. Table 8.1 contains example metrics comparable to those found in [NEKE08].
Table 8.1: Examples of quality factor metrics for the representation of knowledge.
Quality Factor Name Description
factor metric
Inheritance DIT Depth of inheritance tree This metric is a count of the total number of nodes
which have edges that exceed or equal three levels
relatively to the root of the navigation graph, divided
by the total number of nodes.
Hierarchy NOR Number of root nodes This metric is a count of the total number of root
nodes that have children, divided by the total number
of nodes. These children may have more sub children.
Coupling NIK Number of inherited knowledge NIK is a measure of the knowledge that a
node may inherit from its parent, divided by the total
number of nodes.
Modifiability NM Node modification NM is a measure of the number of nodes that
can potentially be affected in response to
modification operations of a node, divided by the total
number of nodes.
Robustness ROR Robustness of representation The extent to which knowledge contained in the root
node can be inherited in sub nodes without
adjustments to the representation, divided by the total
number of nodes.
Completeness NC Node completeness NC is a measure of the knowledge represented by nodes
that have been acquired, applied or tested related to the
total number required by the task, divided by the total
number of nodes.
So far, only quality factors and metrics have been introduced to measure the quality
of the knowledge representation as a result of task fulfillment. The factors and metrics to
measure the quality of the process during which cognitive characteristics have been applied
while executing a task are discussed next.
8.5.2 Cognitive process quality factor metrics
Besides distinguishing several knowledge representation quality metrics, it is possible to in-
troduce example quality metrics for the process leading to a task result. When viewing this
topic from a cognitive standpoint, the quality of the application of cognitive characteristics
during task execution can be considered. Simply put, an actor applies several cognitive
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characteristics during task execution. This application may vary in quality dependent of
how well an actor is able to supply them. Table 8.2 contains the list of cognitive process
metrics. The complete suite of the discussed quality factors and metrics is summarized
Table 8.2: Examples of quality factor metrics for the application of cognitive characteristics.
Quality Factor Name Description
factor metric
Coupling CBC Coupling between characteristics This is a measure of the number of characteristics
whose application depends on the application of
other characteristics, divided by the total number
of characteristics.
Modifiability CM Characteristic modification This is a measure of the number of applied
characteristics that are potentially influenced in
response to the modification of the level on which
another characteristic is applied.
Consistency COC Consistency of characteristics This is a count of the characteristics that have been
insufficiently applied during task execution, divided
by the total number of characteristics.
Robustness ROC Robustness of characteristics In this case, robustness is the number of applied
cognitive characteristics that mismatch the level on
which they are demanded. This number is then divided
by the total number of characteristics.
Cohesion CC Characteristic cohesion This is the degree of relatedness between applied
characteristics. It can be measured through counting
the number of dependencies in the system dynamics
model of cognitive characteristics, divided by the total
number of dependencies.
Redundancy CR Characteristic redundancy A redundant characteristic is a count of the applied
characteristics that can have the same effect on the
outcome of the task result, divided by the total
number of characteristics.
Complexity CTF Characteristic complexity CTF is a count of those applied characteristics that
are defined by using three or more functions, divided
by the total number of characteristics.
in table 8.3. An ORM model and a system dynamics model of quality factors can now
be developed since the quality factors and the concrete metrics inferred from these factors
have been discussed. The quality metrics are formalized in the next section so that they
can be used for measurements in practical applications of the knowledge quality market,
such as is done in chapter 9.
8.6 ORM model of quality factor metrics
The quality factor metrics of tables 8.1 and 8.2 can be visualized by means of an ORM
model, which is shown in figure 8.4. After all, the quality factor metrics provide a concrete
and measurable implementation of the quality factors. The ORM model of figure 8.4 is
based on the formal description of the quality metrics discussed in this section.
Recall that a stakeholder that is concerned about, or has interests in a task of a certain
type may express these concerns or interests in terms of quality factors. The quality factors
that are deemed important by a stakeholder for a task of a certain type can now be formally
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Table 8.3: Summary of example quality factors and metrics.
Quality factor Knowledge representation metric Cognitive process metric
Inheritance DIT –
Hierarchy NOR –
Coupling NIK CBC
Modifiability NM CM
Robustness ROR ROC
Completeness NC –
Consistency – COC
Cohesion – CC
Redundancy – CR
Complexity – CTF
expressed by the quality function:
Quality : SH × TT → ℘(QF) (8.3)
Assume that customer ∈ SH, synthesis ∈ TT , and also assume that:
{robustness, cohesion} ⊆ QF
The expression Quality(customer, synthesis) = {robustness, cohesion} indicates that
the customer stakeholder is interested in the robustness and cohesion quality factors for
a task of the synthesis type. The quality factor metrics that can concretely measure a
certain quality factor can be found by the measure function:
Measure : QF → ℘(QM) (8.4)
The set QM contains quality factor metrics. For instance, the expression
Measure(robustness) = {ROR, ROC} shows that the robustness factor can be measured by
the ROR and ROC metrics. The quality and measure functions have also been visualized
in the ORM model of quality factors.
The ORM models of figure 5.2 from section 5.3.1 and figure 8.4 together comprise an
overall conceptual model to bridge supply and demand for knowledge intensive tasks based
on cognition and quality. The main concepts can be found in both detailed models, namely:
Actor type, cognitive characteristic, task type, quality factor, and stakeholder. Notice that
the ORM model of the cognitive characteristics is more complex than the ORM model of
quality. There are several reasons for this observation.
At first, the quality factor metrics related to the result of a fulfilled task are for a large
part described by the node and root concepts. This curbs the introduction of additional
concepts. Next, the cognitive process metrics can be measured by introducing a few ad-
ditional functions, such as: Connector, dependency, supply, and demand. However, these
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Figure 8.4: Object-Role Modeling (ORM) model of quality factor metrics.
functions do not require a large number of concepts to be introduced. In contrast, the de-
scription of the cognitive characteristics themselves are relatively complex. This requires
the visualization of many fact types and object types as is shown in figure 5.2. The com-
plexity of figure 5.2 is caused by the diversity of all possible cognitive characteristics. Each
characteristic can be seen a unique part of the cognitive system of an actor. The quality
factors are not that diverse, because they can only be related to the determination of the
process or product quality. Also note that the task type concept functions as the pivot
between the cognitive characteristic and quality concepts in both detailed ORM models.
Translated to the reasoning framework of figure 8.1, this is caused by the demand of a task
type for cognitive characteristics and the supply of quality factors by a fulfilled instance
of a task type. Eventually, the elaboration of the metrics that has enabled the creation of
the ORM model for quality can be found in the next sections.
8.6.1 Depth of inheritance tree metric
First, recall that the DIT metric of table 8.1 is a count of the total number of nodes in a
graph-based knowledge representation which have edges that exceed three levels relatively
to the root of the graph, divided by the total number of nodes. To visually model this
metric, it is necessary to introduce object types ‘Root’, ‘Node’, and a fact type ‘Edge’.
This fact type should consist of a role ‘child-of’ and a role ‘father-of’. These object types
and the fact type are visualized in figure 8.4. Formally, the fact type can be modeled as
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follows:
Edge ⊆ ND ×ND (8.5)
Note that the set ND contains nodes. Figure 8.4 shows that an arrow is drawn from object
type ‘Root’ to object type ‘Node’. This denotes that there exists a specialization relation
between a subtype and a supertype [HPW93]. Such a relation implies that the instances of
the subtype are also instances of the supertype (each ‘Root’ is also a ‘Node’). For proper
specialization, it is required that subtypes be defined in terms of one or more of their
supertypes. Such a decision criterion is referred to as a Subtype Defining Rule [BHW91].
The subtype defining rule for ‘Root’ can be expressed as:
Root = Node (child-of = ∅)
Next, a path expression is required to determine which parts of the ORMmodel of figure 8.4
represent the DIT metric. Path expressions are constructs for expressing derived fact types
closely following the underlying information structure [HPW93]. Path expressions can be
constructed from elements of the information structure, such as roles and object types, and
a number of operators. In its elementary form, a path expression corresponds to a path
through the information structure, starting and ending in an object type. The following
path expression identifies the nodes that are required for the DIT metric (i.e., nodes that
are at least three levels deep in the graph):
Node child-of Node child-of Node child-of Node
The path expression starts in object type ‘Node’. All the nodes that are at least three
levels deep in a graph with a root node can easily be found by repeating the expression
‘child-of Node’ three times. The path expression will also end in the object type ‘Node’
again. The DIT metric can now be expressed as follows:
DIT =
|Node child-of Node child-of Node child-of Node|
|ND| (8.6)
The number of nodes that are at least three levels deep in the graph are now divided by
the total number of nodes. Note that the pipe symbols denote the cardinality. In other
words, they are used for counting the number of elements in the numerator of the fraction
as well as in the denominator. These elements can be, for example, instances of an object
type or instances of a set.
8.6.2 Number of root nodes metric
For this metric the number of root nodes that have children need to be counted. This count
then needs to be divided by the total number of nodes. The following path expression
results in those root nodes that have children:
Root father-of Node
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Subsequently, the NOR metric can be modeled as follows:
NOR =
|Root father-of Node|
|ND| (8.7)
The cardinality of root nodes that have children is now divided by the cardinality of the
set of nodes. This leads to the number of instances of the ‘Root’ object type that have
children divided by the number of instances as part of the set of nodes.
8.6.3 Number of inherited knowledge metric
NIK is a measure of the knowledge that a node may inherit from its parent node. A knowl-
edge containment function has been introduced in section 5.3.2 of chapter 5 to indicate
that knowledge contained in a node is also contained in another node. This function can
be slightly extended to determine the knowledge containment percentage. The description
of the example result for the NIK metric in table 9.1 shows that the knowledge of node x
is contained within node y. The notation x ¹∗ y = 0.5 is verbalized as the knowledge in
node x is contained within node y for 50% and is modeled by the function:
¹∗: ND ×ND → [0, 1] (8.8)
Note that the infix notation is used, which is semantically equivalent to the prefix nota-
tion: x ¹∗ y ≡¹∗ (x, y). The results of the knowledge containment function need to be
summated to determine the total amount of knowledge containment in a knowledge rep-
resentation. This total amount needs to be divided by the total number of nodes. Notice
that the ORM model of figure 8.4 includes a role p, which contains all the knowledge con-
tainment values. The population of elements in an ORM model, such as instances of object
types, fact types, and roles can be found by applying the population function introduced
in [BHW91]. This function can be referred to as Pop and can be modeled as follows:
Pop : OT → Ω (8.9)
The set OT contains object types. Note that roles and fact types are subsets of object
types. The set Ω can be referred to as the Universe of Instances , abbreviated to UoI. The
Universe of Instances contains all possible instances of types found in an ORM model. The
NIK metric can be formalized as follows:
NIK =
∑
x∈Pop(p) x
|ND| (8.10)
Every element of the population of role p is summated and divided by the total number of
nodes.
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8.6.4 Node modification metric
NM is a measure of the number of nodes that can potentially be affected in response to
modification operations of a node. This result is then divided by the total number of
nodes that can be affected. Modifying one certain node may affect the remaining nodes.
This implies that every other node needs to be examined every time if one certain node is
modified. The notation xcy denotes that a modification operation on node x affects node
y. This modification function can be modeled as follows:
c ⊆ ND ×ND (8.11)
Notice that the ORMmodel of figure 8.4 includes a role q, which contains the node instances
that are affected by modifications to other nodes. Using the population function, the NM
metric can be formalized as follows:
NM =
|Pop(q)|
(|ND| − 1)2 (8.12)
The number of affected nodes in role q is now divided by the total number of nodes that
can be affected.
8.6.5 Robustness of representation metric
The extent to which knowledge contained in the root node can be inherited in sub nodes
without adjustments to the representation can be determined by this metric. This result
should also be divided by the total number of nodes. By means of the knowledge contain-
ment function mentioned in sections 5.3.2 and 8.6.3, it is possible to determine to what
extent knowledge can be inherited by sub nodes. The modification function can be used to
determine to what extent a node is affected due to knowledge inheritance. Those nodes that
may inherit knowledge from the root node without causing changes to the representation
are part of the set NR. This set can be defined as follows:
NR = {y ∈ ND|∃x∈RT ∀i∈ND[x ¹∗ y > 0 ∧ (y, i) 6∈c]} (8.13)
Note that the set RT is the set of root nodes. The ROR metric can now be formalized by
dividing the cardinality of the set NR with the cardinality of the set ND:
ROR =
|NR|
|ND| (8.14)
The numerator shows that the knowledge contained in a root node x is inherited by a sub
node y. This modification (i.e., the inheritance of certain knowledge) should not affect a
random sub node i.
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8.6.6 Node completeness metric
NC is a measure of nodes containing knowledge that has been acquired, applied, or tested
related to the total amount of knowledge in nodes that is applicable for a task. The level
on which knowledge is applicable for a task can be measured by adapting the following
function introduced in section 5.2.2:
Applicable∗ : TI ×ND → [0, 1] (8.15)
The set TI contains task instances. Those nodes that contain applicable knowledge are
part of the set AK. This set can be defined as follows:
AK = {x ∈ Pop(r)|x > 0} (8.16)
Role r as part of the ORM model of figure 8.4 contains the applicability values of node
instances. Those instances of role r need to be counted that equate to values greater than
0. Results for the NC metric can now be computed by dividing the number of nodes that
contain applicable knowledge with the total number of nodes in a graph:
NC =
|AK|
|ND| (8.17)
Next, the coupling between characteristics metric can be discussed.
8.6.7 Coupling between characteristics metric
This metric is a measure of the number of characteristics whose application depends on
the application of other characteristics, divided by the total number of characteristics.
Results for this metric can be found by means of the system dynamics model of cognitive
characteristics. Dependencies between characteristics are indicated by the connectors in
the system dynamics model. If a cognitive characteristic is dependent of another this can
be modeled as follows:
Dependency : CC × CC → N (8.18)
The system dynamics model of figure 8.3 shows that the applicability characteris-
tic is dependent of the sentience characteristic. This can be expressed as follows:
Dependency(applicability, sentience) = 1, which indicates that there is exactly one
dependency between the two characteristics. Results for the CBC metric can be computed
by the following function:
CBC =
|Pop(s)|
|CC| (8.19)
Role s includes the instances of the set of cognitive characteristics that are dependent of
other characteristics.
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8.6.8 Characteristic modification metric
This metric is a measure of the number of applied characteristics that are potentially
influenced in response to the modification of the level on which another characteristic
is applied. The dependency equation can be used to find out which characteristics are
influenced when a supply level of a characteristic is changed. The total population of role
t in figure 8.4 includes the cognitive characteristics which other characteristics depend on.
The characteristics as part of role t may, therefore, be potentially influenced. Results for
the CM metric can be calculated by the following function:
CM =
|Pop(t)|
|CC|2 − |CC| (8.20)
Next, the consistency of characteristics metric can be discussed.
8.6.9 Consistency of characteristics metric
This metric is a count of the characteristics that have been insufficiently applied during task
execution, divided by the total number of characteristics. The framework for cognitive and
qualitative matchmaking that has been introduced in section 8.3 includes a supply function
to show on what level a, in this case, cognitive characteristic is supplied by an actor. The
supply and demand functions have been modeled in section 6.2 to indicate on which level
cognitive characteristics are supplied by actors respectively demanded by tasks. Results for
the COC metric can be computed by first counting the number of characteristics that are
supplied on a level that is lower than the demand level. This count should then be divided
by the total number of characteristics. The characteristics that have been insufficiently
applied are part of the set IC. This set can be defined as follows:
IC = {x ∈ CC|∃i∈AT ∃j∈TT [Supplyi(x) < Demandj(x)]} (8.21)
As such, the formula for the COC metric can be modeled as follows:
COC =
|IC|
|CC| (8.22)
Next, the robustness of characteristics metric can be modeled.
8.6.10 Robustness of characteristics metric
The ROC metric is the number of applied cognitive characteristics that mismatch the level
on which they are demanded. The formula to compute results for this metric can almost be
equated to that of the COC metric. However, the numerator should provide the number of
those characteristics that do not have equal supply and demand levels. The characteristics
that have unequal supply and demand levels are part of the set UC. This set can be defined
as follows:
UC = {x ∈ CC|∃i∈AT ∃j∈TT [Supplyi(x) 6= Demandj(x)]} (8.23)
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The following equation can be used to calculate with the ROC metric:
ROC =
|UC|
|CC| (8.24)
Also note that IC ⊆ UC.
8.6.11 Characteristic cohesion metric
This metric is the degree of relatedness between applied characteristics. It can be measured
through counting the number of dependencies in the system dynamics model of cognitive
characteristics, divided by the total number of dependencies. Recall that these dependen-
cies are also dubbed as connectors (represented by simple arrows) and represent the cause
and effects within the model structure. The set CN includes the connectors of a system
dynamics model. A connector that is related to a cognitive characteristic can be modeled
as follows:
Connector ⊆ CC × CN (8.25)
Assume that c ∈ CC and i ∈ CN . The expression (c, i) ∈ Connector denotes that connector
i is related to cognitive characteristic c. The following formula can be used to calculate
with the CC metric:
CC =
∑
x,y∈CC Dependency(x, y)
|CN | (8.26)
This formula can be used to summate the number of dependencies between the cognitive
characteristics shown in figure 8.3. This summation is divided by the total number of
connectors in the system dynamics model of cognitive characteristics.
8.6.12 Characteristic redundancy metric
The characteristic redundancy metric is a count of the applied characteristics that can
have the same effect on the outcome of the task result, divided by the total number of
characteristics. Figure 5.2 shows the ORM model of the cognitive characteristics, which
includes all object types and fact types that formally define the characteristics. Using
this ORM model, it is possible to determine which object types and fact types formalize a
characteristic. This can be done by using the following equation:
Characteristic : ℘(OT )× ℘(FT )→ CC (8.27)
For instance, the following object types and fact types constitute the volition characteristic:
Characteristic({A,B, C,AC, TI, ℘(TI),AS,MO}, {Fulfillment,Motivation}) = volition
The set EC contains those characteristics that are formalized by the same object types and
fact types. This set can be defined as follows:
EC = {z ∈ CC|∃I,X⊆OT ∃J,Y⊆FT [z = Characteristic(I, J) = Characteristic(X, Y )]} (8.28)
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Eventually, the formalization of the CR metric can be modeled as follows:
CR =
|EC|
|CC| (8.29)
Finally, the characteristic complexity metric can be formalized next.
8.6.13 Characteristic complexity metric
The final metric is a count of those applied characteristics that are defined by using three or
more functions, divided by the total number of characteristics. The characteristic function
can also be used to compute results for this metric. In fact, the powerset of fact types as
part of the characteristic function include the functions that have been used to formalize a
cognitive characteristic. The set DC, which includes those characteristics that are defined
by using three or more functions, can now be defined as follows:
DC = {Characteristic(X,Y )|X ⊆ OT , Y ⊆ FT , |Y | > 3} (8.30)
This leads to the following equation that can be used to calculate with the CTF metric:
CTF =
|DC|
|CC| (8.31)
Now that possible quality factor metrics have been introduced and formalized, this chapter
can be completed by modeling a system dynamics model of quality factor metrics. This
not only completes the knowledge quality market model, but also enables to understand
dependencies between cognitive characteristics and quality factors.
8.7 System dynamics model of quality factor metrics
The formal elaboration of the example quality factor metrics, including the ORM model
of figure 8.4, can be used to conceive a system dynamics model of the metrics. All thirteen
quality factor metrics are shown in the model. Notice that the quality levels of the metrics
are influenced by variables denoted by the valve symbols. First, it is possible to model
dependencies between the quality factor metrics by means of the model. Second, the
causal links that influence the level on which a quality factor metric is applied is modeled.
Third, the effects of changes in the model and the relationships between the metrics can be
determined as well. The meaning of this model can be explained by the system dynamics
of, for example, the node completeness metric as follows. The level of node completeness
(stock) is dependent of the number of child nodes (converter) and the level of sufficient
characteristic supply (flow). Obviously, an increase or a decrease of required knowledge
also influences the level of node completeness.
The reasoning framework depicted in section 8.2 shows that there exist dependencies
between cognitive characteristics and quality factors. Dependencies between the cognitive
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characteristics on the one hand and the quality factors on the other hand have already been
visualized in the separate system dynamics models of figures 8.3 and 8.5. The dependencies
between the two separate models can be found by studying which effect the supply of each
characteristic has on the quality factors. These additional dependencies are explained in
table 8.4. It can be inferred from table 8.4 that the level of every quality factor metric
depends on how successful one or more cognitive characteristics have been applied during
the fulfillment of a task. For example, it can be seen that the result of the COC metric
is dependent of the application of the improvability and volition characteristics. After all,
whether cognitive characteristics are sufficiently or insufficiently supplied is dependent of
an actor’s motivation to perform a task and an actor’s cognitive capabilities.
8.8 Summary and outlook
In the knowledge quality market, the supply and demand of quality factors related to task
fulfillment are matched. It is possible to conceive the quality of the process that has led to
task fulfillment as well as the quality of the task result. This implies that the levels on which
a fulfilled task supplies certain quality factors is dependent of the process that led to task
fulfillment as well as the resulting product. Those that actually demand on which level the
quality factors are supplied by a task of a certain type are the stakeholders. It is assumed
that a stakeholder has a goal related to the fulfillment of a knowledge intensive task that
leads to quality expectations. These quality expectations can be translated to levels on
which quality factors supplied by tasks are demanded by a stakeholder. The framework for
cognitive matchmaking from chapter 6 has been easily adapted to the knowledge quality
market to match quality factors instead of cognitive characteristics.
The main concepts of the knowledge quality market have been explained in this chapter
in a reasoning framework, which also showed how closely this market model is related to
the knowledge workers market. This is because cognitive characteristics should also be
supplied at levels that contribute to the achievement of the intended process quality and
product quality. System dynamics models of cognitive characteristics and quality factors
have been elaborated to understand how the supply of a certain characteristic influences
the supply of a certain quality factor. Particularly, the effects of changes to the supply and
demand levels and the dependencies between cognitive characteristics and quality factors
have been modeled by means of system dynamics. The introduced quality factors have
been boiled down to concrete quality metrics to enable quality measurements in practice.
The knowledge quality market will be applied in practical scenarios in the upcoming
section before proceeding to the conclusions of this research work. To be more specific,
the quality factors and metrics that have been discussed as part of the knowledge quality
market will be practically applied in the next chapter.
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Figure 8.5: Structure of the system dynamics model for quality factor metrics.
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Table 8.4: Dependencies between cognitive characteristics and quality factors.
Quality factor metric Dependent cognitive characteristics Description
DIT Applicability The DIT metric is related with an increase of nodes
Correctness in a graph-based knowledge representation. The
Rectification supply levels of the applicability, correctness, and
rectification characteristics influence the DIT quality.
The more knowledge is produced or rectified, the
more the DIT quality level increases and vice versa.
NOR Applicability The NOR metric depends on the same characteristics
Correctness as the DIT metric. The more knowledge is produced
Rectification or rectified, the more the NOR quality level increases
and vice versa.
NIK Applicability The NIK metric depends on the amount of
Causability knowledge production and rectification. It is also
Correctness dependent of the causability characteristic. This is
Rectification because a certain knowledge type may be more
suitable for inheritance than another.
NM Causability The NM metric is dependent of the adaptation of
Rectification nodes in a graph-based knowledge representation.
The causability and rectification characteristics can,
therefore, influence this metric.
ROR Causability Adjustments to an overall knowledge representation
Rectification can also be influenced by the causability and
rectification characteristics.
NC Relevance The NC metric is related to an actor’s required
Satisfaction knowledge. This implies that this metric depends
on the relevance and satisfaction characteristics.
CBC All characteristics The CBC metric is related to all characteristics,
because every characteristic may have dependencies
with others.
CM Improvability The CM metric can be influenced by the level on
Volition which the improvability and volition characteristics
are supplied. Both characteristics are related with
an actor’s cognitive capabilities.
ROC Improvability The ROC metric is also related with the levels on
Volition which characteristics are supplied. Therefore, it is
dependent of improvability and volition.
COC Improvability Insufficient characteristic supply is also related
Volition with improvability and volition.
CC All characteristics The CC metric is related to the number of
connectors between all the cognitive characteristics.
Therefore, it is dependent of all characteristics.
CR All characteristics The CR metric is related to equal effects on task
fulfillment caused by the application of cognitive
characteristics. CR is dependent of all characteristics.
CTF All characteristics The CTF metric is concerned with the extend to
which each characteristic is formalized. Therefore,
it is dependent of all characteristics.
Chapter 9
Application of the knowledge quality
market
A modern fable about quality:
‘I know it when I see it’.
John Guaspari
9.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter, quality factors have been introduced along with translations of
these factors to concrete metrics to actually measure quality. To practically apply the
knowledge quality market in this chapter, it is discussed how the quality of a knowledge
representation as the result of a fulfilled task and the quality of the process that has led
to task fulfillment can be measured in practice.
A knowledge representation which is the result of a synthesis task mentioned in the case
study in information systems engineering discussed in 7 is considered at first in section 9.2.
The quality of this representation is measured by applying the knowledge representation
metrics. Based on the same synthesis task as part of the case study, the quality of the
process that has led to the fulfillment of the task is measured by applying the cognitive
process metrics. This is explored in section 9.3.
9.2 Application of knowledge representation metrics
Several examples of knowledge representation quality metrics have been discussed in sec-
tion 8.5.1. Recall that it is possible to represent the structure of the knowledge assets
resulting from task fulfillment as a navigation graph. This enables to measure the qual-
ity of the representation of the knowledge acquired, applied, or tested. As an example,
a synthesis task mentioned in the ‘e-office case’ as part of the case study in information
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systems engineering discussed in chapter 7 is considered to actually measure a knowledge
representation. This synthesis task, in which knowledge is applied, consists of the design
of a use case to create a risk report for an ‘Action Reporting Tool’ (ART for short). The
task is depicted in table 7.1 of section 7.4.1. The action reporting tool is a Web-based
application that can generate risk reports for the actor interacting with the tool. This tool
should assist risk management to better monitor and control insurance risks.
The knowledge assets related to the use case that can be found in the documentation
of the ART project can be modeled as a list of strings. Each string represents a knowledge
asset:
k0 Entry.
k1 The user opens ART and the home page is shown.
k2 At the home page, the user clicks on the ‘create risk report’ button.
k3 ART presents a screen to ask if the user wishes to create a risk report based on an
existing report.
k3.1 The user clicks on the ‘No’ button.
k3.1.1 ART presents a screen to let the user enter risk details.
k3.1.2 The user enters risk details.
k3.1.3 The user clicks on the ‘Save’ button and returns to the home page.
k3.2 The user clicks on the ‘Yes’ button.
k3.2.1 ART presents a list of available reports.
k3.2.2 The user clicks on one of the reports.
k3.2.3 ART presents a screen to ask if the user is sure to copy the report.
k3.2.4 The user clicks on the ‘Yes’ button and continues from k3.1.1.
k3.3 The user clicks on the ‘Cancel’ button and returns to the home page.
Subsequently, the representation of these knowledge assets can be visualized by means of
the navigation graph shown in figure 9.1.
The arrows or edges in the graph represent hypertext links that enable to navigate
through the representation of the nodes. For instance, it is only possible to navigate from
k2 to k3. After all, the user must click on the ‘create risk report’ button in order to
choose whether or not a new report should be based on an existing report. The example
metrics of table 8.1 from the previous chapter can now be used to measure the knowledge
representation quality of the mentioned synthesis task. The graph of figure 9.1 can be used
as input to determine the representation quality. Table 9.1 contains the resulting values
for the knowledge representation quality metrics.
Next, the quality of the process that has led to the design of the use case can be
measured by applying the cognitive process metrics from section 8.5.2.
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Figure 9.1: Navigation graph of nodes containing knowledge.
9.3 Application of cognitive process metrics
When applying the metrics shown in table 8.2 to the use case task from the case study it is
necessary to know which cognitive characteristics have been applied during the fulfillment
of the task to create the use case. Remember that the task instance to create a use case
can be abstracted as a synthesis task type. The case study discussed in chapter 7 reveals
that this task is performed by an actor of the expert type. A total of 7 characteristics are
applied when an expert performs a synthesis task. These are the volition, sentience, caus-
ability, improvability, independency, applicability, and correctness characteristics. These
characteristics were discussed in detail in chapter 5. Tables 5.1 and 5.2 show that these
seven characteristics are supplied and demanded in a combination of an actor of the expert
type and a task of the synthesis type.
Now that the applied cognitive characteristics are known it is possible to compute the
results of the cognitive process quality metrics. However, there are three aspects that are
required to compute the results:
• The formal definitions of the cognitive characteristics.
• Supply and demand levels of the cognitive characteristics.
• The system dynamics model of the cognitive characteristics.
The cognitive characteristics have been formally defined in chapter 5. These formalisms are
necessary to compute a result for the redundancy and complexity metrics. To compute a
result for the redundancy metric the formalisms are compared with each other to determine
if application of the characteristics have equal effects on task fulfillment. Counting the
number of functions that have been used to formally define a characteristic is necessary to
compute a result for the complexity metric.
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Table 9.1: Quality results for the example knowledge representation.
Quality Factor Result for the example Description
factor metric
Inheritance DIT 10
14
Node k0 is the root node of the navigation graph. Nodes k3
up to and including k3.3 are positioned three or more levels
deep in the graph. There are 14 nodes in total, of which 10
nodes have edges that are three or more levels deep.
Hierarchy NOR 1
14
The example graph has one root node and 14 nodes in total.
Coupling NIK 9
14
Coupling can be measured for every node in the graph. Node k1
can be split in two knowledge-containing parts: The user opens
ART and the home page is shown to the user. Only the latter is
inherited by node k2. This implies that 50% of the knowledge
of node k1 is inherited by node k2. Repeating this exercise for
the remaining nodes results in a value of 9
14
for this metric.
Modifiability NM 62
169
The result of this metric is dependent of which node is modified.
If node k1 is modified, this obviously influences the other 13
nodes too. To compute the result of this metric this process is
repeated for every other node. Thus, modifying a single node
may influence at most 13 other nodes in this case.
Robustness ROR 1 The root node does not contain knowledge that may affect other
nodes if it is inherited by sub nodes. It symbolizes an initial
state before the use case is executed. Therefore, this metric
results in 14
14
= 1.
Completeness NC 1 In this case, 14 nodes have been created, which comprise the
‘create risk report’ use case. Assuming that these nodes were all
required, this metric results in 14
14
= 1.
The second aspect that is mandatory to determine results for the metrics is related
to the levels on which the cognitive characteristics are demanded by the task respectively
supplied by the actor. Based on the framework for cognitive and qualitative matchmak-
ing, the cognitive characteristics supplied by actors respectively demanded by tasks can
be matched by using the prototype of the cognitive matchmaker system mentioned in
chapter 7. The prototype database also contains the levels on which characteristics are
supplied and demanded. In the case of the use case example, we would like to know the
levels on which the 7 aforementioned characteristics are supplied and demanded. This is
shown in figure 9.2, which is a screen shot of the prototype. The screen shot shows the
levels on which the expert supplies the 7 characteristics and the synthesis task demands
these characteristics. In the prototype, the levels can be expressed by values from 0 up to
and including 10. A level of 0 shows that a characteristic is supplied or demanded at the
minimum level. A level of 10 shows that a characteristic is supplied or demanded at the
maximum level. Results for the modifiability, consistency, and robustness metrics can be
determined by taking these levels into account.
The third aspect is related to the system dynamics model of cognitive characteristics
shown in figure 8.3. The system dynamics model for cognitive characteristics is required to
determine the coupling, modifiability, and cohesion metrics. Figure 8.3 shows the system
dynamics model for the cognitive characteristics. Note that more cognitive characteristics
are shown than the 7 characteristics mentioned up till now. This is because other actor
types or task types may supply respectively demand additional characteristics. Regarding
the use case example, the results for the cognitive process quality metrics can now be
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Figure 9.2: Cognitive characteristic levels.
shown in table 9.2, together with a description of the results.
Subsequently, the framework for qualitative matchmaking mentioned in section 8.3 can
be used to match the supplied quality results shown in the tables above and quality results
demanded by stakeholders. The procedure to calculate the total quality match is fairly
identical when compared to the procedure to calculate a suitability match which has been
explained in section 6 and will not be further examined here.
9.4 Summary and outlook
The quality factors and the more concrete quality metrics as part of the knowledge quality
market have been practically applied in this chapter. Application of the quality factors
and metrics has been differentiated to an application of the factors and metrics to measure
knowledge representation quality and cognitive process quality.
A synthesis task mentioned in the ‘e-office case’ as part of the case study in information
systems engineering discussed in chapter 7 has been considered to actually measure a
knowledge representation. This synthesis task, in which knowledge is applied, consisted of
the design of a use case to let a Web-based application create a risk report. The results
of this task have been modeled in a navigation graph consisting of nodes and edges. The
quality metrics to measure the quality of the task result have been applied on the navigation
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Table 9.2: Quality results for the example application of cognitive characteristics.
Quality Factor Result for the example Description
factor metric
Coupling CBC 5
7
The system dynamics model for cognitive characteristics shows
that five out of the seven applied characteristics depend on the
application of other characteristics. Volition and independency
are not directly dependent of other characteristics.
Modifiability CM 34
42
Modifying the level of a characteristic may influence the other
six characteristics of the example. It has to be determined if
there is any impact on the other characteristics when
modifying the level of one of the characteristics.
Consistency COC 2
7
The improvability characteristic is supplied at level 6 by the
expert whilst it is demanded at level 10 by the synthesis task.
The independency characteristic is supplied at level 5 by the
expert whilst it is demanded at level 10 by the synthesis task.
This implies that only these two characteristics are
insufficiently applied.
Robustness ROC 3
7
Causability, improvability, and independency are applied at
a level that does not equal the demand level.
Cohesion CC 8
24
A total of eight dependencies between characteristics can be
found in the system dynamics model.
Redundancy CR 0 Regarding the formal definitions of the characteristics, it is not
possible that there are equal effects on task fulfillment.
Complexity CTF 5
7
The volition and independency characteristics are the only
characteristics that have been defined by using less than three
functions.
graph.
The quality of the applied cognitive characteristics has been measured during the fulfill-
ment of the synthesis task to create a use case. Application of the cognitive process quality
metrics required insight in the formal definitions of the applied cognitive characteristics,
the supply and demand levels of the cognitive characteristics, and the system dynamics
model of the cognitive characteristics.
Up till now, the theoretical models of the knowledge market, the knowledge workers
market, and the knowledge quality market have been described. Practical applications of
these three models have also been discussed. Subsequently, an overview of future research
will be given in the next section as well as conclusions of the thesis.
Chapter 10
Conclusions
However beautiful the strategy, you
should occasionally look at the results.
Sir Winston Churchill
In this thesis, we have focused on how to match, or in other words bridge the gap, between
supply and demand of knowledge, cognition, and quality for knowledge intensive tasks.
The following observations served as the basis for the initiation of this research:
• Increasing complexity of knowledge intensive tasks in organizations thriving on
knowledge.
• Increasing cognitive load of actors that perform such knowledge intensive tasks.
• The desired quality of knowledge intensive task performance and the produced task
results are at stake due to the aforementioned two developments.
Following from these observations it has been stated that the notions of knowledge, cog-
nition, and quality are interwoven with knowledge intensive task fulfillment. The field of
knowledge management indicated that knowledge exchange within and across organizations
can be powered by market mechanisms that are also displayed by markets that exchange
more tangible goods. This principle has inspired us to study how supply and demand of
intangible assets such as knowledge, cognitive characteristics, and quality factors can be
matched based on market mechanisms. Bridging the gap between supply and demand
of the three aforementioned core notions may improve the match between required and
offered assets in the process of successful knowledge intensive task fulfillment. Eventually,
this may decrease cognitive load, and improve core competencies and quality.
This line of thought has initiated the formulation of the research questions in section 1.3.
The overall research question has been verbalized as follows:
How can knowledge, cognition, and quality bridge supply and
demand for knowledge intensive tasks?
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The 7 research questions that arose from the overall question have to be studied to produce
an answer to the overall research question. Specific requirements have been described for
every research question in section 1.3 that should have been met in order to answer each
question accordingly. Before providing a concise answer for every research question, it is
explored if we have indeed met these requirements. This chapter ends with an explanation
of a future research agenda that arises from the results mentioned in this thesis.
10.1 Research findings
The research findings that provide answers for the research questions Q1 up to and includ-
ing Q7 are presented in this section.
Q1 Which theoretical model can be developed that describes the knowledge market?
The requirements mentioned in the textual part below each research question in section 1.3
are used to categorize the research findings that provide answers for this question. Thus,
it is made clear which findings comply with which requirement. The research findings that
are used to formulate an answer for research question Q1 can be found in chapters 2 and 3,
and are summarized below.
Fundamentals of knowledge. Before zooming in on the knowledge market as a way to
exchange knowledge, we have first studied the building blocks that comprise such a
market. Obviously, the notion of knowledge is an eminent part of the knowledge mar-
ket. Knowledge is the asset, i.e., the entity that can be traded in a knowledge market.
With respect to data and information, knowledge has been regarded as wrapped in
information, whilst information is carried by data (expressions in a symbol language).
Knowledge is formed by accumulating a large number of pieces of information over
a long period of time. The pieces of information involved must be related in certain
respects. Therefore, knowledge is a large-scale selective combination or union of re-
lated pieces of information. The suppositions that knowledge has a status and that
knowledge can be of a certain type form the basis of our definition of knowledge. Two
types of knowledge that have been distinguished are implicit and explicit knowledge.
Implicit knowledge comprises knowledge which is implicitly present in the heads of
human actors, such as skills which are difficult to make explicit. Explicit knowledge
comprises knowledge which can be expressed in terms of facts, rules, specifications,
or textual descriptions. In terms of the knowledge status, it is supposed that knowl-
edge can be concealed or revealed. Combining the knowledge types and status has
resulted in four knowledge variants.
Roles in the knowledge market. These knowledge variants can be exchanged in the
knowledge market by actors that enact specific roles in the market. Four roles have
been distinguished in our theoretical model of the knowledge market. These are the
(potential) knowledge utilizer, the knowledge broker, the knowledge supplier, and
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the knowledge transporter. The potential utilizer is searching for knowledge, but
does not know if that knowledge can be found. Often, a utilizer does not even know
which knowledge is necessary to fulfill the need. The knowledge is concealed for
the potential utilizer, but does certainly not have to be concealed for the knowledge
supplier. Characterization is key here, which matches the knowledge demand with
the knowledge to be supplied.
Answers how supply and demand of knowledge can be matched in the market are pro-
vided when the research findings are discussed that provide an answer for the second
question. The broker plays a very important role in matching supply and demand.
It can be said that the broker comes into play when potential utilisers do not know
beforehand which knowledge is required to fulfill their needs. An actor successfully
plays the role of supplier if that actor is able to deliver knowledge, which requires an
actor who would like to utilize the knowledge. This is only possible if the supplier is
able to make clear what is on offer, hence it is vital that the knowledge is correctly
characterized. A reliable supplier offers revealed knowledge which is localizable and
available. Finally, the transporter physically delivers knowledge from the supplier
to the utilizer. However, the transporter not only delivers knowledge, but can also
check whether or not the transported knowledge matches the demand of the utilizer.
Task types in the knowledge market. We have specifically focussed on knowledge
markets that materialize if actors perform qualifying tasks and, therefore, need knowl-
edge to improve their competencies gained in the past or to develop new competen-
cies. In terms of the knowledge market, an actor acts as a utilizer if that actor
requires knowledge to fulfill a qualifying task. Four qualifying task types have been
distinguished. These qualifying task types can be instantiated by actors that would
like to improve their abilities to activate, collect, store, and reinfuse knowledge. Ac-
tors acting as a broker, a supplier, and a transporter can then assist the actor acting
as a utilizer to acquire relevant knowledge for successfully fulfilling a qualifying task.
Exchange of knowledge. The notion of knowledge exchange is part of our theoretical
model of the knowledge market. Knowledge exchange has been defined as the broad-
casting and subsequent reception of knowledge between the roles in the knowledge
market, until the knowledge utilizer has no more need for knowledge assets. It has
been described that knowledge can be exchanged on two levels, viz. on the meta level
and on the instance level. Meta level knowledge is concerned with exchanging char-
acterizations of which knowledge assets should be delivered to the potential utilizer.
Instance level knowledge is concerned with the actual transportation of the knowl-
edge assets to the potential utilizer. Detailed treatises of how supply and demand
of knowledge can be matched by means of the rather complex notion of knowledge
exchange in the knowledge market are part of the answer to research question Q2
that is described further on in this chapter. After all, introducing and positioning
knowledge exchange in the knowledge market may be part of a description of the
knowledge market, but it does not provide an answer to how supply and demand of
knowledge can be matched.
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In a knowledge market, knowledge is demanded, supplied, acquired, and finally utilized
in order to improve or gain competencies. Just as economic markets can be considered
as a specific class of markets dealing with the trading of goods, services, and money, the
knowledge market deals with the trading of knowledge assets. Materializing the knowledge
market model in practice may improve the matchmaking of supply and demand of knowl-
edge involving actors working in knowledge intensive organizations. Subsequently, this
may lead to a more successful increase in core competencies compared to more traditional
knowledge exchange approaches. In summary, an answer to this research question can be
described as follows:
A theoretical model of the knowledge market contains:
• A description of the fundamentals of knowledge.
• A description of the roles in such a market that can be enacted by actors.
• A description of qualifying task types that can be instantiated by actors to
acquire knowledge in order to improve or develop their competencies.
• A description and positioning of knowledge exchange in such a market.
Q2 How can supply and demand of knowledge be matched in the knowledge market?
The notion of knowledge exchange, that has been defined and also positioned in the knowl-
edge market, is further elaborated to answer research question Q2. An attempt to exploit
the knowledge market model in practice also contributes to an answer for this question.
Besides mentioning the definition of knowledge exchange that has already been introduced
above, the following findings are summed up which are based on chapters 3 and 4:
Knowledge levels. Knowledge exchange can manifest itself on two levels in the knowl-
edge market model. Knowledge on the instance level contains value for an actor
so that required knowledge is added to the actor’s own knowledge profile. Instance
level knowledge can be exchanged between the supplier, transporter, and utilizer
roles. Knowledge on the meta level contains value so that an actor is able to un-
derstand which instance level knowledge is required for an actor that is asking for
knowledge assets. Meta level knowledge comprises the knowledge which is exchanged
between the utilizer, the broker, and the supplier in the process of matching supply
and demand.
Formal foundations of knowledge exchange. Formal foundations of knowledge ex-
change have been studied to realize an exact theoretical construction of how supply
and demand of knowledge can be matched. These formal foundations include (for-
mal) descriptions of: Question and answer mechanisms that are part of knowledge
exchange events, knowledge input and output, knowledge carriers, and knowledge
similarities. Based on these foundations, knowledge exchange can manifest on a ba-
sic form or an advanced form in the knowledge market model. The most fundamental
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observation is that an actor pair should participate in a knowledge exchange event.
Otherwise, no knowledge can be exchanged. In a knowledge exchange event, an ac-
tor may ask a question (or write a query) and receive an answer on both knowledge
levels. Note that in case a question is not immediately answered in some knowledge
exchange event, but in a later stage, an answer can be considered empty for that
event. Questions and answers are part of the knowledge input and output that ac-
tors receive respectively produce. The knowledge that can be experienced by actors
is provided on knowledge carriers, which are entities that are accessible for any actor.
It has also been observed that the input or output of an arbitrary pair of actors par-
ticipating in the knowledge market can be similar in some way. Jaccard’s similarity
coefficient has been used to measure such knowledge similarities. Finally, the formal
foundations of knowledge exchange have been visualized by means of an ORM model.
Basic & advanced knowledge exchange. The basic knowledge exchange model in the
knowledge market consists of four knowledge exchange events. Basic knowledge ex-
change can be applied in situations in which characterizing and paraphrasing of
knowledge are not especially required. Basic knowledge exchange has been described
as follows. The broker interprets a question from the potential utilizer. Next, the
broker finds a suitable supplier and finally the supplier delivers this knowledge to
the potential utilizer. In the basic knowledge exchange model, questions are only
posed on the meta level and the set of answers in the knowledge exchange events
are empty. Furthermore, answers are only provided on the instance level exchange
events and the set of questions in those events are also empty. Advanced knowledge
exchange extends the basic knowledge exchange model by completing the Q&A cycles
on both knowledge levels, involving characterization of knowledge on the meta level
and knowledge paraphrasing on the instance level. The knowledge exchange cycle
has been developed as a specific instantiation of the advanced knowledge exchange
model consisting of sixteen steps. Performing this cycle in practice can lay bare the
full potential of the knowledge market model.
Application of the knowledge market. The discussed theoretical model of the knowl-
edge market, in which knowledge exchange mechanisms are embedded, has been
materialized by applying the knowledge exchange cycle in a practical situation. Be-
fore this has been described, the Web-based application ‘Dexar’ has been sketched.
A potential goal of this application was to assist the utilizer on the meta level by
matching supply and demand of knowledge assets. On the instance level, Dexar can
act as a transporter by interacting with the supplier and the utilizer. The intention
of Dexar has been to serve as a prototypical Web application that operationalizes our
theoretical research results. Furthermore, Dexar can illustrate how computer-based
actors can enact one or more roles in the knowledge market. It has not been our
intention to develop a fully working prototype, such as with the prototype of the
cognitive matchmaker system that has been discussed in chapter 7. Spending a lot
of time on, e.g., implementing a text parser and a question and answer mechanism in
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Dexar would have surpassed the aforementioned illustrative goals. The application of
the knowledge market illustrated how a human actor as well as computer-based ac-
tors play the four different roles in the knowledge market and subsequently exchange
knowledge by proceeding through the knowledge exchange cycle.
To come up with an answer for question Q2, it can be stated at first that supply and
demand of knowledge can be matched on two different levels. On the meta level, the
knowledge demand is characterized to identify what knowledge should be supplied. On the
instance level, knowledge is paraphrased to identify if supplied knowledge assets indeed
match the demand for knowledge assets. Basic and advanced knowledge exchange situa-
tions can manifest on these two levels based on the discussed foundations of knowledge
exchange. In practice, the full potential of the knowledge market model can be revealed
by materializing advanced knowledge exchange in the form of a knowledge exchange cycle.
Summarizing the above findings results in the following answer for the second question:
Supply and demand of knowledge can be matched in the knowledge market by
characterizing knowledge on the meta level and paraphrasing knowledge on the
instance level. Characterizing knowledge identifies what knowledge is demanded
by the potential utilizer. Knowledge paraphrasing identifies if supplied knowl-
edge indeed matches the demand. Knowledge exchange enables matching supply
and demand of knowledge. A practical materialization of advanced knowledge
exchange in the form of a knowledge exchange cycle has shown how supply
and demand of knowledge can be matched by utilizing the full potential of the
knowledge market model.
Q3 Which theoretical model can be developed that describes the knowledge workers market?
The theoretical model that has been developed to describe the knowledge workers market
includes a cognitive characterization of actor types and knowledge intensive task types in
such a market, as well as a framework for cognitive matchmaking. This model is focused
on the exchange of cognitive characteristics, because these are the assets that are matched
in such a market. The research findings that result in an answer for research question Q3
are based on chapters 5 and 6, and can be summarized as follows:
Cognitive actor settings. In the knowledge workers market, actors can be typified based
on the cognitive characteristics they can supply in general. An actor may need to
supply even more characteristics when fulfilling a task of a certain type, i.e., if there
are more characteristics demanded by the task. One part of a theoretical model of the
knowledge workers market consists of the so-called cognitive actor settings, which are
characterizations of actor types based on the general cognitive characteristics such
types can supply in the market. A set of five distinguished actor types have been de-
veloped based on literature related to knowledge work as well as cognitive literature.
In short, these types can be instantiated by actors that behave as an experiencer
(when a task is relatively routine work, but still requires knowledge), a collabora-
tor, an expert, an integrator (the work should satisfy a high quality standard), or
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a transactor (for tasks that require dedicated and individual knowledge work) when
performing a certain knowledge intensive task. Five cognitive characteristics can
be supplied by actors of such types in general. These characteristics deal with voli-
tion (related to willpower), sentience (related to awareness of knowledge), causability
(related to the ability to change knowledge types), improvability, and independency.
Cognitive task settings. Actors perform knowledge intensive (execution) tasks in the
knowledge workers market. These tasks differ from the qualifying tasks in the knowl-
edge market. This is because acquisition, application, or testing of knowledge is
necessary in order to successfully fulfill the knowledge intensive task. These tasks
have been typified based on the general cognitive characteristics that are demanded
by such tasks in the market. This categorization has been dubbed cognitive task
settings. A set of three task types have been introduced. In brief, these types can
be instantiated by tasks that relate to the acquisition of knowledge, the production
of knowledge, and the testing of knowledge respectively. Six cognitive characteris-
tics can be demanded by tasks of such types in general. These characteristics deal
with being satisfied with acquired knowledge, relevance of knowledge, applicability
of knowledge, correctness of applied knowledge, faultiness of applied knowledge, and
rectification of applied knowledge.
Framework for cognitive matchmaking. A theoretical model of the knowledge work-
ers market is completed by a framework for cognitive matchmaking. This framework
shows how a match can be computed between cognitive characteristics required for
the task execution of a specific type and cognitive characteristics that are provided
by an actor of a specific type. Several steps are executed before a single ‘suitability’
match can be calculated that shows how suitable an actor is to perform a task, i.e.,
to determine how well an actor and a task match. First, the supply and demand
levels are determined for the cognitive characteristics. Second, it is determined how
well the supply and demand levels match for each characteristic. Third, each char-
acteristic match is weighed to the eventual importance of characteristics. Lastly, the
weighed characteristic matches are summated to one suitability match value. When
this value is normalized it expresses how certain it is that an actor is suitable to
successfully fulfill a task. The variables that are used in the framework for cognitive
matchmaking are non-fuzzy. This means that the variables that are used to compute
cognitive matches comprise numerical (hard) values. As an extension to the frame-
work, fuzzy match assessments have also been introduced to reason about linguistic
(soft) match values.
Research question Q3 can now be answered using these findings. It can be concluded that
a theoretical model of the knowledge workers market consists of cognitive actor settings,
cognitive task settings, and a framework for cognitive matchmaking. Summarized:
A theoretical model of the knowledge workers market contains:
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• Cognitive actor settings, which are characterizations of actor types based
on cognitive characteristics supplied by actors of such types.
• Cognitive task settings, which are characterizations of task types based on
cognitive characteristics demanded by tasks of such types.
• A framework for cognitive matchmaking, which matches supply and de-
mand of cognitive characteristics. This is done by determining the levels
of supply and demand, matching each characteristic independently, weigh-
ing each characteristic independently, and finally summating all charac-
teristics.
Q4 How can supply and demand of cognitive characteristics be matched in the knowledge
workers market?
The framework for cognitive matchmaking, that enables to match cognitive characteristics
supplied by an actor of a specific type and demanded by a task of a specific type, contributes
to the formulation of an answer for research question Q4. A description of these research
findings need not to be repeated here. Application of the discussed theoretical model of
the knowledge workers market in practice also contributes to the formulation of an answer
for this question. The model has been materialized in terms of a prototype of the cognitive
matchmaker system and a case study. Additional findings for this research question can
be found in chapter 7 and can be listed as follows:
Cognitive matchmaker system. The framework for cognitive matchmaking has been
implemented in a prototype of the cognitive matchmaker system. The cognitive
matchmaker system is a prototypical Web-based software application to provide
computer-based support for cognitive matchmaking. This application shows that
it is possible to implement the functions contained in the framework for cognitive
matchmaking in a functioning cognitive matchmaker system. First, an architecture
of this system has been presented. The architecture shows of which components the
system is composed and how they are related to each other. The system consists of
a graphical user interface (GUI), a business layer, and a data layer that can connect
to databases containing actor types, task types, and cognitive characteristics. The
functions of the framework for cognitive matchmaking have been implemented in the
kernel of the system, which is a specific part of the business layer. The user interface
has been designed in such a way that the actor that wishes to calculate a suitability
match by using the system needs to walk through six steps. First, it has to be se-
lected between which actor type and task type a match needs to be calculated. Next,
the levels on which cognitive characteristics are supplied and demanded are shown.
Subsequently, the characteristic matches are calculated. The weigh values for each
characteristic can be provided in the next step. The weighed characteristic matches
are then shown after multiplying the weigh values with the characteristic matches.
Finally, the resulting suitability match is shown.
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Case study in information systems engineering. A case study has been conducted
that consists of two cases that are related with two information systems engineering
(ISE) projects at two different organizations. This case study validates and evaluates
the developed theoretical model of the knowledge workers market as well as the pro-
totype of the cognitive matchmaker system. Data has been collected by performing
interviews, analyzing documentation, and by letting key informants review the draft
case study report. To make sure that the gathered data for the case study is valid,
four tests have been applied, viz.: Construct validity, internal validity, external valid-
ity, and reliability. Multiple sources of evidence were used and a chain of evidence was
established during data collection. The internal validity of the design was irrelevant,
because the case study has been exploratory in nature. The validity of the construc-
tion of the data has been increased because key informants have reviewed the draft
case study reports. Next, external validity can be tested by including replication logic
in case of a multiple-case design. External validity is concerned with whether or not
the study’s findings are generalizable beyond the immediate case study. By following
the inductive-hypothetical design strategy we have presumed that the findings of the
case study were generalizable for other ISE projects. Finally, the reliability of the
case study has been obtained by using a formal case study protocol and by developing
a case study database. Actors participating in the studied ISE projects have been
abstracted to actor types. The actual tasks that were performed in the projects have
also been abstracted to task types. Then, it has been calculated how well the actors
and tasks in the studied projects matched by using the cognitive matchmaker system
in the case study. It has been shown how cognitive matchmaking can improve task
allocation in real ISE projects.
The findings related to the framework for cognitive matchmaking, together with the find-
ings discussed above can be used to provide an answer for question Q4. Summarized:
Supply and demand of cognitive characteristics can be matched in the knowl-
edge workers market by means of the framework for cognitive matchmaking,
which has been implemented in a prototype of the cognitive matchmaker sys-
tem. The framework for cognitive matchmaking matches cognitive characteris-
tics supplied by an actor of a specific type and demanded by a task of a specific
type. The cognitive matchmaker system is an implementation of this framework
in a Web-based software prototype. A case study in information systems engi-
neering has shown how the framework and the prototype system can be materi-
alized in real ISE projects. Cognitive matchmaking can improve task allocation
in such projects.
Q5 Which theoretical model can be developed that describes the knowledge quality market?
To understand the knowledge quality market a theoretical model of such a market has been
developed. The main challenge has been to provide insight in how quality of knowledge
intensive tasks and quality demands of stakeholders can be matched. The research findings
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relating to the knowledge quality market contribute to the formulation of an answer for
research question Q5 and can be found in chapter 8. These findings are listed below:
Reasoning framework for bridging supply and demand. It has been attempted to
reach three main goals by means of the reasoning framework. First, it is shown that
quality factors can be matched by means of a framework for qualitative matchmaking.
Second, the relations between the main concepts that are involved in influencing the
quality of knowledge intensive task fulfillment and the roles that these concepts play
in knowledge intensive work have been studied. Third, the effects of changes to
cognitive characteristics and quality factors during knowledge intensive work and the
dependencies between the main concepts have been studied.
Quality factors. The quality of the process that has led to task fulfillment as well as the
quality of the task result can be determined in the knowledge quality market. This
implies that the levels on which a fulfilled task supplies certain quality factors are
dependent of the process that led to task fulfillment as well as the resulting product.
Those that actually demand on which level the quality factors are supplied by a task
of a certain type are the stakeholders. It has been assumed that a stakeholder has
a goal related to the fulfillment of a knowledge intensive task that leads to quality
expectations. These quality expectations can be translated to levels on which quality
factors supplied by tasks are demanded by a stakeholder. To achieve the desired
quality, the required cognitive characteristics should also be supplied at levels that
contribute to the achievement of the intended process quality and product quality.
Framework for qualitative matchmaking. This framework is almost identical to the
framework for cognitive matchmaking, but in this case it can match quality factors
instead of cognitive characteristics. Eventually, the degree of certainty that the total
quality expected by a stakeholder of a knowledge intensive task is reached can be
calculated.
Conceptual models of cognitive characteristics and quality factors. The concep-
tual models show how actor types, task types, and stakeholders can be related with
the concepts of cognitive characteristics and quality factors. This provides insight
in the way how object types that conceptualize cognitive characteristics and qual-
ity factors are related with each other. These relations provide an understanding
of which cognitive characteristics influence which quality factors. The models have
been visualized by means of ORM. The conceptual model of cognitive characteristics
was already part of the theoretical model of the knowledge workers market. The
ORM model of quality factors has been based on the formalized quality factors in
the knowledge quality market model.
System dynamics models of cognitive characteristics and quality factors. The
effects of changes to the supply and demand levels of cognitive characteristics and
quality factors, and the dependencies between these notions have been modeled
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by means of system dynamics. These models provide a complete picture of the
variables that influence the supply and demand of cognitive characteristics and
quality factors. It is shown that the variables that influence the levels on which
cognitive characteristics are supplied also influence the levels on which quality
factors are supplied. Such a dependency between the demand levels has also been
shown by the system dynamics models.
In summary, our theoretical model of the knowledge quality market comprises of the reason-
ing framework, quality factors, a framework for qualitative matchmaking, two conceptual
models, and two system dynamics models. These findings are used to answer question Q5:
A theoretical model of the knowledge quality market contains:
• A reasoning framework for bridging supply and demand, which outlines
the knowledge quality market and its relation with the knowledge workers
market.
• Quality factors, by which the quality of the process that has led to task
fulfillment as well as the quality of the task result can be determined.
• A framework for qualitative matchmaking, which matches supply and de-
mand of quality factors.
• Conceptual models, that show how actor types, task types, and stakeholders
can be related with the concepts of cognitive characteristics and quality
factors.
• System dynamics models, that show the effects of changes to the supply
and demand levels of cognitive characteristics and quality factors, and the
dependencies between these notions.
Q6 How can the quality of knowledge intensive tasks be measured in the knowledge quality
market?
The quality factors to determine the quality of knowledge intensive tasks have been divided
into knowledge representation quality factors and cognitive process quality factors. A
quality metric can concretely measure a quality factor, i.e., a specific quality part. Each
quality factor has been coupled with a concrete and formalized quality metric. If a quality
factor is related to both product and process quality, then two concrete metrics are coupled
with such a factor. Both types of metrics have been described in chapter 8 and can be
summarized as follows:
Knowledge representation quality factor metrics. The quality metrics to measure
a knowledge representation can be used in case it is possible to depict knowledge
representations as navigation graphs. A navigation graph contains nodes (of which
one node is the root node of the graph) and edges. The nodes contain knowledge
assets, and the edges connect the knowledge assets with each other forming a knowl-
edge representation. Edges show how it is possible to navigate through the structure,
because nodes can be related with each other or not with respect to their content.
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Cognitive process quality factor metrics. Besides distinguishing several knowledge
representation quality metrics, it is possible to introduce quality metrics for the pro-
cess leading to a task result. When viewing this topic from a cognitive standpoint,
the quality of the application of cognitive characteristics during task execution can
be considered. Simply put, an actor applies several cognitive characteristics during
task execution. This application may vary in quality dependent of how well an actor
is able to supply them.
Application of the knowledge quality market has resulted in illustrations of how these
metrics can be used in practical scenarios. This has also resulted in calculations of quality
results for the practical scenarios. We have not further concentrated on applying the
framework for qualitative matchmaking. This is because this framework is identical to the
framework for cognitive matchmaking, except that quality factors are matched instead of
cognitive characteristics. Recall that the framework for cognitive matchmaking has been
practically applied by means of the cognitive matchmaker system and the performed case
study. The findings that were the result of applying the quality metrics have been described
in chapter 9 and can be summarized as follows:
Application of knowledge representation metrics. A synthesis task mentioned in
the ‘e-office case’ as part of the case study in information systems engineering dis-
cussed in chapter 7 has been considered to actually measure a knowledge representa-
tion. This synthesis task, in which knowledge is applied, consisted of the design of a
use case to let a Web-based application create a risk report. The results of this task
have been modeled in a navigation graph consisting of nodes and edges. The quality
metrics to measure the quality of the task result have been applied on the navigation
graph.
Application of cognitive process metrics. Quality of applied cognitive characteristics
during task fulfillment has been measured during the fulfillment of the aforementioned
synthesis task to create a use case. Application of the cognitive process quality met-
rics required insight in the formal definitions of the applied cognitive characteristics,
the supply and demand levels of the cognitive characteristics, and the system dy-
namics model of the cognitive characteristics.
Thus, the quality of knowledge intensive tasks in the knowledge quality market can be mea-
sured by the metrics that we have introduced in this thesis. This leads to the formulation
of the following answer to research question Q6:
Quality factors of knowledge intensive tasks can be divided into knowledge rep-
resentation quality factors and cognitive process quality factors. These quality
factors have been boiled down to concrete formalized quality metrics. The met-
rics can be used to measure or calculate the quality of a knowledge representation
and the quality of the cognitive process.
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Q7 How can supply and demand of quality factors be matched in the knowledge quality
market?
The framework for qualitative matchmaking, that matches supply and demand of quality
factors, contributes to the formulation of an answer for research questionQ7. A description
of these research findings are already discussed and are, therefore, not repeated here. The
framework of qualitative matchmaking is identical to the framework for cognitive match-
making, except that quality factors can be matched instead of cognitive characteristics.
Practical applications of the latter framework have already been extensively discussed and
have not been repeated for the framework for qualitative matchmaking. Practical appli-
cations of quality factors and metrics have also been mentioned above. An answer for
question Q7 can now be formulated by using the aforementioned research findings:
Supply and demand of cognitive characteristics can be matched in the knowl-
edge quality market by means of the framework for qualitative matchmaking.
Except for the asset that is matched, this framework is identical to the frame-
work for cognitive matchmaking, which has been implemented in a prototype of
the cognitive matchmaker system and validated and evaluated in a case study in
information systems engineering. The framework for qualitative matchmaking
matches quality factors supplied by a task of a specific type and demanded by
a stakeholder of a specific type. Qualitative matchmaking can surface quality
results and can improve understanding of a stakeholder’s quality expectations.
Now that an answer has been provided to every research question that has been derived
from the overall research questions modeled in the first chapter, an answer can be formu-
lated for the overall research question itself. This answer is based on all the theoretical
research findings mentioned in this chapter and the applications of the theory. This obser-
vation leads to the formulation of the following answer:
The gap between supply and demand for knowledge intensive tasks can be bridged
by applying knowledge exchange in the knowledge market, cognitive matchmak-
ing in the knowledge workers market, and qualitative matchmaking in the knowl-
edge quality market.
It can be realized that various topics that may further improve the theoretical models and
their applications remain unexplored. Therefore, we will try to discover which topics can
be explored in the future for this research.
10.2 Future research
The research findings enabled us to formulate answers for the research questions introduced
in chapter 1. However, there are still many suggestions that can be made for future research
which we have not yet studied during our research work. Some overall suggestions for future
work can now be mentioned before listing suggestions for future work related to a specific
market model:
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Path expressions for ORM models. Path expressions have been introduced in sec-
tion 8.6.1 as constructs for expressing derived fact types closely following the un-
derlying information structure [HPW93]. Path expressions can be constructed from
elements of the information structure, such as roles and object types, and a number
of operators. In its elementary form, a path expression corresponds to a path through
the information structure, starting and ending in an object type. An example of such
a path expression is: ‘Root father-of Node’, where Root and Node represent object
types and ‘father-of’ represents a role.
ORM models have been used in this thesis to provide graphical support in theory
development. However, additional verbalizations of those models by means of path
expressions can provide more explanation for the reader. Because the ORM models
illustrated in this thesis are visualizations of textual formalisms, it is assumed that
the reader will better understand those formalisms if additional path expressions are
added that verbalize an ORM model.
Static learning. All three market models that have been discussed in this thesis contain a
mechanism to match supply and demand of assets. More intelligence can be added to
matchmaking processes in the market models by taking the notion of static learning
into account. By implementing static learning in a market model the intention is to
indicate what is necessary to learn by an actor to reach a certain goal.
If static learning is implemented in the knowledge market model, suggestions can be
provided to an actor that enacts the utilizer role. These suggestions can indicate
what that actor should learn to successfully fulfill a qualifying task that is performed
by the actor.
If static learning is implemented in the knowledge workers market model, suggestions
can be provided to an actor that supplies cognitive characteristics while performing
a knowledge intensive task. These suggestions can indicate what that actor should
learn to successfully fulfill that knowledge intensive task.
If static learning is implemented in the knowledge quality market model, suggestions
can be provided how certain quality levels should be reached to satisfy a stakeholder’s
quality requirements. These suggestions can indicate what an actor should learn to
reach the required quality levels while performing a knowledge intensive task.
Dynamic learning. An actor can be led through a personal learning process dependent
of, e.g., an actor’s function profile or the goals of an actor by taking the notion of
dynamic learning into account. Translated to the specific market models, dynamic
learning can provide suggestions for an actor to indicate what an actor should learn
in each market to reach the actor’s ambitions or goals possibly described in a function
profile.
Next, suggestions that are related to a specific market model can be described in the
remainder of this chapter.
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10.2.1 Knowledge market
Future work with respect to the knowledge market part of this study can be aimed at
improving the foundations as well as the Dexar prototype and further evaluation in a
separate multiple-case study. Such suggestions are summed up as follows:
Additional roles. In section 1.2.1 we have mentioned that several additional knowledge
market roles have been discussed in [Dig06]. Such roles may further enrich our knowl-
edge market paradigm. E.g., collaboration contracts for actors participating in the
market can be determined and monitored by introducing a ‘notary’ role. Properties
that may further characterize the roles as part of the knowledge market can also be
made more explicit.
Usage of Dexar in practice. So far, the Dexar prototype has been used to illustrate
how a computer-based actor can enact several roles in the knowledge market. This
prototype can be further developed so that it can be used in practice. For instance, a
working Q&A mechanism may be implemented so that a human actor who interacts
with Dexar can receive answers when using it in practical situations. Implementa-
tion of connectors to knowledge bases can then enable Dexar to find suppliers and
eventually knowledge assets in practice.
Computer-based implementation. A full computer-based implementation of the
knowledge market model can automate knowledge exchange mechanisms on the in-
stance level and the meta level. Such a computer-based implementation may also
include computer-based actors that can enact all four roles in the knowledge market.
This will realize automatic knowledge brokerage, supply, transportation, and even
automatic creation of knowledge requests if a computer-based actor demands knowl-
edge. A full computer-based implementation can be based on a knowledge market
architecture, such as has been described in [MKG07].
Case study of the knowledge market model. The knowledge market model and even
Dexar can be further validated and evaluated in a case study, which can be compared
to the case study of the knowledge workers market model. The inductive-hypothetical
research strategy has been applied in the case study of the knowledge workers market
model. This strategy can also be applied when designing a new case study for the
knowledge market model. Such a case study may then consist of the following phases:
(1) Description of actors, qualifying tasks, and actual role enactments as part of a
studied domain in which knowledge is exchanged. (2) Abstraction of the results of
phase 1 of the case study strategy to the roles and qualifying task types of our market
model. (3) Formulation of how the knowledge market model and Dexar can be used
in the studied domain in which knowledge is exchanged. (4) Analysis of phase 3 to
identify the benefits if the knowledge market model had been applied in the studied
domain. (5) Evaluation by comparing phase 1 with phase 4.
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10.2.2 Knowledge workers market
The theoretical model of the knowledge workers market has been applied in a prototype of
the cognitive matchmaker system and a case study. Several suggestions for future research
can be proposed to improve the theoretical model and its applications, such as:
Fuzzy match assessments. Fuzzy match assessments have been introduced in sec-
tion 6.3 as an extension to the framework for cognitive matchmaking. The prototype
of the cognitive matchmaker system can also be expanded with the capability to com-
pute a suitability match based on fuzzy assessments. In other words, the formalisms
of the fuzzy match part can be implemented in a second version of the prototype.
Multiple actors and tasks. At this moment, it is only possible to calculate a match
based on one actor type and one task type. However, there are situations imaginable
that multiple actors are working together to fulfill a set of tasks. It can be interesting
to determine a match based on the total amount of actors and the total amount of
tasks that the actors are fulfilling as a group.
Situational elements. Besides this addition, situational elements may be considered
when calculating a match result. This may include the availability of actors as well
as an actor’s personal preferences and goals. Suppose that an actor has a high match
value when fulfilling a certain task but does not like to fulfill that task at all, then
this may negatively influence the actor’s task performance.
Actor contention. The next version of the framework and the prototype may also take
the concept of actor contention into account. This can be explained as follows.
Assume that two actors receive the same best suitability for a task. Let one of these
actors be mediocre at all required characteristics, while the other actor is really good
at some and really bad at others. Somehow, the system should choose an actor to
assign the task to.
Methods from cognitive science. Methods from cognitive science to better understand
task behavior can be studied and utilized to improve the framework and the system.
Recall from sections 1.2.3 and 1.2.4 that methods such as cognitive task analysis,
protocol analysis, and the ‘think aloud’ method are most common to analyze in detail
the way in which humans perform tasks, mostly in interaction with a prototype.
Weigh factor analysis. Recall from section 6.2.2 that the matchmaking framework in-
cludes a weigh function. This function weighs the match result of every cognitive
characteristic. These factors are used to stress that the supply of certain cognitive
characteristics are more (or less) important than others. These weigh factors had to
be manually provided in the matchmaking prototype. For example, if the user of the
matchmaker system decided that volition was more important than sentience for an
actor to supply, then he could attach more importance to the volition characteristic.
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The conceptual and dynamic models introduced in chapter 8 have provided knowl-
edge about relations and dependencies between cognitive characteristics and quality
factors. This knowledge can be used in future research to support weigh factor
analysis. I.e., the reasoning about the provision of weigh factors by knowing which
supply of cognitive characteristics affect which quality factors and on what level. For
instance, a low supply of the relevance characteristic may negatively influence the
node completeness quality metric. If a stakeholder of a knowledge intensive task
attaches value to this quality metric, then the relevance characteristic should be sup-
plied at an adequate level. In case the relevance characteristic is adequately supplied
by an actor it can be substantially weighed.
Cases in different areas. The case study consisted of two cases in the area of infor-
mation systems engineering. Application of more cases should further improve the
validation of the theoretical model and the prototype. In section 1.2.2, we have
mentioned that the benefits of cognitive matchmaking can be found in the areas
of business process reengineering, information systems engineering, multi-agent sys-
tems, and workflow management. Performing more case studies in other areas can
gain more useful insights to improve and validate the theory.
10.2.3 Knowledge quality market
Future work with respect to the knowledge quality market model is largely concentrated
on evaluation of the conceptual and dynamic models in simulations and a case study.
Implementation of the framework extension for qualitative matchmaking of chapter 8 in
the prototype matchmaker system is also a future research goal. A list of suggestions can
be described as follows:
Qualitative matchmaker system. The framework for qualitative matchmaking can
also be implemented in the present cognitive matchmaker system. Thus, it is possible
to have a functioning matchmaker system that can match cognitive characteristics
and quality factors.
Simulations of system dynamics models. Simulations of the system dynamics mod-
els as part of the knowledge quality market model can be executed by using the
high-level system dynamics simulation program Stellar. Such simulations show what
happens to cognitive performance and quality results dependent of simulated supply
and demand levels of cognitive characteristics and quality factors. However, this re-
quires a large amount of data input to what causes can affect supply and demand
levels.
Stakeholder characterization. The theoretical model of the knowledge quality market
can be enriched by adding a stakeholder characterization to it. This characterization
of stakeholders can be based on typical quality factors that a stakeholder of a certain
type requires. For instance, a customer stakeholder may be interested in most of the
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task product quality factors and may be less interested in most of the process quality
factors.
Case study of the knowledge quality market model. A case study to evaluate the
models as part of the reasoning framework described in chapter 8 may consist of the
following phases: (1) Description of actor types, knowledge intensive task types, and
stakeholders as part of a studied domain and their relations. (2) Abstraction of the
results of phase 1 to our general model of actor types, task types, and stakehold-
ers. Stakeholders can be characterized by the quality factors they demand in this
phase. (3) Formulation of relations and dependencies between the involved cognitive
characteristics and quality factors in a studied domain by using the conceptual and
dynamic models. (4) Analysis of phase 3 by examining task results to reveal delivered
quality and, from a cognitive point of view, how actors have performed their tasks.
(5) Evaluation by comparing phase 1 with phase 4.
Appendix A
Mathematical notations
Chapter 2
RO Roles
Enact : RE → RO Enactment of a role
RE Role enactments
Player : RE → AC Role enactment by an actor
AC Actors
Ã ⊆ AC ×RE ×RO Role enactment by an actor playing a role
ACr , {a ∈ AC|aÃ r} A set of actors all enacting a certain role
Chapter 3
Need : AS → (℘(KA)×KA → [0, 1]) Need for knowledge
AS Actor states
KA Knowledge assets
Identity : AS → AC Identification of an actor by a state
ASa , {t | Identity(t) = a} Actor states of an actor
KL Knowledge levels
Part : KE → ℘(AC ×AC) Participation of an actor pair in a knowledge
exchange event
KE Knowledge exchange events
Level : KE → KL Knowledge level of a knowledge exchange
event
KL Knowledge levels
! ⊆ AC × KE ×AC Knowledge exchange on the instance level
!ˆ ⊆ AC × KE ×AC Knowledge exchange on the meta level
Anw,Qst : KE → ℘(KA) Answer and question in a knowledge ex-
change event
In : AS → (AC → ℘(KA)) Knowledge input
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Out : AC → ℘(KA) Knowledge output
n : AS ×KC → AS State change of an actor by experiencing a
knowledge carrier
KC Knowledge carriers
tn d State after experiencing a knowledge carrier
Carry ⊆ KA×KC Knowledge carrier carrying a knowledge as-
set
Jacc : ℘(KA)× ℘(KA)→ [0, 1] Jaccard’s coefficient
Min,Max : KA×KA → [0, 1] Minimum and maximum similarity between
knowledge assets
Chapter 5
AT Actor types
CC Cognitive characteristics
AType : AC → AT Instantiation of an actor type
Fulfillment : AC → ℘(TI) Fulfillment of task instances
TI Task instances
TType : TI → TT Instantiation of a task type
TT Task type
Motivation : AS → (AC × TI →MO) Motivation of an actor to fulfill a task in-
stance
MO Motivation types
Applicable : TI × KA → [0, 1] Applicability of a knowledge asset for a task
instance
³∗: AC → (KA×KT → KT ) Knowledge type change
KT Knowledge types
AChar : AS → (AC → ℘(CC)) Actor characteristics
Fulfiller : TI → ℘(AC) Fulfiller of a task instance
Requirement ⊆ KA× ℘(RQ) Requirements for knowledge
¹: KA → KA Knowledge containment
k1 ¹ k2 A knowledge asset contained in another asset
+ : KA×KA → KA Knowledge concatenation
k1 + k2 A knowledge asset concatenated to another
knowledge asset
Chapter 6
Supply : AT → (CC → CRN ) Supply of a cognitive characteristic by an ac-
tor type
CRN Characteristic rank domain
Numerical : ℘(RN )→ R Hard values as part of a domain of values
RN Rank values
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Demand : TT → (CC → CRN ) Demand of a cognitive characteristic by a
task type
CharMatch : AT × TT → (CC →MRN ) Cognitive characteristic match
MRN Match rank domain
Proximity : CRN × CRN →MRN Proximity of supply and demand
Normalize : R→ [0, 1] Normalization of characteristic match
Match : AT × TT → SRN Suitability match
SRN Suitability rank domain
Weigh : (CC →MRN )→ (CC → SRN ) Weighs a calculated proximity of supply and
demand of a cognitive characteristic
Metric :MRN → SRN Converts a match rank metric to a suitability
rank metric
CharWeigh : CC → SRN Weighs the importance of a cognitive char-
acteristic
⊗ : SRN × SRN → SRN Multiplies the metric value with the charac-
teristic weigh value
⊕ : SRN × SRN → SRN Summates weighed characteristic matches
µ : R→ [0, 1] Certainty of how suitable an actor is to fulfill
a task
Linguistic : ℘(RN )→ ℘(LV) Linguistic values as part of a domain of val-
ues
LV Linguistic values
M : LV → (R→ [0, 1]) Membership degree
P : LV → (R→ [0, 1]) Probability that a cognitive characteristic is
supplied or demanded at a certain level
Chapter 8
Match : TT × SH → TRN Total quality match
SH Stakeholders
TRN Total quality rank values
QF Quality factors
µ : R→ [0, 1] Certainty that the total quality expected by
the stakeholder is reached
Quality : SH × TT → ℘(QF) Quality factors deemed important by a stake-
holder for a task type
Measure : QF → ℘(QM) Measurement of a quality factor
QM Quality metrics
Edge ⊆ ND ×ND Edges of nodes
ND Nodes
¹∗: ND ×ND → [0, 1] Knowledge containment in nodes
Pop : OT → Ω Population of elements in an ORM model
OT Object types
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Ω Universe of Instances
c ⊆ ND ×ND Node modification
RT Root nodes
NR Nodes not affecting representation
Applicable∗ : TI × ND → [0, 1] Applicability of knowledge contained in a
node for a task instance
AK Nodes containing applicable knowledge
Dependency : CC × CC → N Dependency of cognitive characteristics
IC Insufficiently applied characteristics
UC Characteristics that have unequal supply and
demand levels
Connector ⊆ CC × CN A connector that is related to a cognitive
characteristic
CN Connectors
Characteristic : ℘(OT )× ℘(FT )→ CC Formalization of a cognitive characteristic
FT Fact types
EC Characteristics that are formalized by the
same object types and fact types
DC Characteristics that are defined by using
three or more functions
Appendix B
ORM overview
This appendix is adapted from an ORM overview such as provided in [Gil06]. The ideas to
graphically represent formal notations by means of ORM have already been discussed in
section 1.5 of this thesis. The basic foundations of ORM will be discussed in this appendix
and are based on the discussions in [HW93, Hal01]. We will make use of the example
schema presented in figure B.1.
A B
F
p q
C
G
r
s
Figure B.1: Example information structure.
Information structures capture the syntax of ORM. An information structure consists
of the following basic components:
• A finite set PS of predicators.
In figure B.1: PS = {p, q, r, s}.
• A nonempty set OT of object types.
In figure B.1: OT = {A,B,C, F,G}.
• A partition FT of PS. Elements of FT are called fact types, which are also object
types.
In figure B.1: FT = {F,G}.
• The functions Fact : PS → FT and Base : PS → OT relate predicators to their
respective fact types and object types. Note that the Fact relation is derivable, it is
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defined as: Fact(p) = f ⇔ p ∈ f
For example, in figure B.1: Fact(p) = F and Base(p) = A.
• In ORM a distinction is made between specialization (Spec, denoted as a bold arrow
in an ORM schema) and generalization (Gen, denoted as a dotted arrow in an ORM
schema). A full discussion of this topic is beyond the scope of this thesis. The
interested reader is referred to [HW93].
An information structure such as figure B.1 is used as a frame for some part of the world,
the Universe of Discourse (UoD). The state of the UoD corresponds to a population of the
information structure. The population Pop of an information structure IS is the assignment
of sets of instances to the object types in OT ; Pop : OT → ℘(Ω), where Ω denotes the
universe of all instances. Observe that the population of a fact type can thus be seen as a
mapping from its predicators to a value of the population of their respective bases. Often,
an ordering of the predicators is obvious from the representation of the scheme. In those
cases we can denote such a mapping as a tuple.
ORM supports two kinds of subtyping mechanisms: Specialization and generalization
(graphically depicted as an arrow versus an arrow with a dashed line). In the case of
specialization, the subtypes inherit the identification scheme from the supertype. For
example, man and woman can be modeled as subtypes (specialization!) of the object type
person. If people are identified by their name, then so are men and women. Conversely, in
the case of generalization this identification scheme is not inherited. For example, assume
that car is identified by a licence plate number, and an airplane by some code. The object
type vehicle can be seen as a generalization of car and airplane. Note that it is unclear
how a vehicle is identified until the actual type of vehicle is known.
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Samenvatting
De kenniseconomie is de drijvende kracht van de internationale samenleving in de 21e eeuw
aan het worden. Menselijke leefstijlen en economische structuren worden reeds be¨ınvloed
door constant innoverende computertechnologiee¨n. Deze technologiee¨n hebben nieuwe mo-
gelijkheden gecree¨erd om data, informatie en kennis te ontdekken en te ontsluiten.
Door de opkomst van het Internet zijn oude communicatiebeperkingen sterk vermin-
derd, mede door het benutten van asynchrone communicatiemogelijkheden. Dit heeft geleid
tot transformaties in industrie¨le productieprocessen en managementmodellen, tezamen met
transformaties in elektronische transacties en monetaire regimes. De digitale revolutie heeft
een paradigmaverschuiving teweeg gebracht, waarbij het aanbod van goederen en diensten
een revolutionaire verandering heeft ondergaan. Dit heeft invloed op elk aspect van research
& development, ontwerp van goederen en diensten, productie, marketing en de manier
waarop transacties worden afgehandeld in organisaties. Verder zijn er nieuwe spelregels
ge¨ıntroduceerd in markten van vraag en aanbod als onderdeel van de kenniseconomie. Deze
spelregels hebben de ontwikkeling van nieuwe door de overheid ge¨ıntroduceerde regelgeving
gestimuleerd, waaronder het ontstaan van intellectuele eigendomsrechten en herzieningen
van het concurrentiebeleid.
In het tijdperk van de kenniseconomie bestaat de waarde van huidige organisaties niet
alleen meer uit financieel kapitaal, maar ook uit intellectueel kapitaal. Financieel kapitaal
representeert de boekwaarde van een organisatie en beslaat de waarde van de materie¨le
activa. Daarentegen bestaat intellectueel kapitaal uit immaterie¨le activa. Immaterie¨le
activa worden gecree¨erd door middel van het uitvoeren van intellectuele activiteiten. Deze
activiteiten varie¨ren van het acquireren van nieuwe kennis (leren) en het realiseren van
ontdekkingen die leiden tot de ontwikkeling van waardevolle relaties voor de organisatie.
Organisaties waarvan het raison d’eˆtre voor een groot gedeelte is ontleend aan het eigen
intellectueel kapitaal kunnen worden bestempeld als kennisintensieve organisaties.
Voor dergelijke organisaties is kennisuitwisseling een noodzaak om de kerncompetenties
van de eigen actorpopulatie op peil te houden en te verbeteren. De actorpopulatie van een
organisatie bestaat uit elke entiteit (zoals een mens of een computer) die in staat is om
een taak uit te voeren. De taken die worden uitgevoerd door een actor in zo’n organisatie
kunnen worden gedifferentieerd in kwalificatietaken en kennisintensieve uitvoeringstaken.
Een kwalificatietaak wordt uitgevoerd als een actor zijn competenties wil verbeteren of
additionele competenties wil verwerven. Een kennisintensieve taak wordt uitgevoerd als
een actor kennis moet verwerven, toepassen of toetsen om de taak succesvol uit te voeren.
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De complexiteit van kennisintensieve taken in huidige kennisintensieve organisaties
neemt echter toe. Dit is het resultaat van onder andere organisatiegroei, toenemende
globalisatie, toenemende productcomplexiteit, een sterker wordende consumentenpositie,
outsourcing, kortere levenscycli van producten en ten slotte interorganisationele verbonden.
De actoren die verantwoordelijk zijn voor het uitvoeren van kennisintensieve taken in or-
ganisaties kunnen een toenemende cognitieve last ervaren als de taakcomplexiteit toeneemt.
Deze toenemende cognitieve last kan de hoeveelheid gemaakte fouten tijdens de taakuitvo-
ering negatief be¨ınvloeden. Dit komt omdat de werking van het zintuiglijk waarnem-
ingsvermogen en het vermogen om procedures toe te passen wordt be¨ınvloed. Uiteindelijk
kan de kwaliteit van de taakuitvoering en het resultaat negatief worden be¨ınvloed. De
kans bestaat dat dan niet aan de eisen wordt voldaan die belanghebbenden stellen aan de
taakuitvoering en het resultaat van de taak. Het uitgevoerde onderzoek, wat beschreven
is in dit proefschrift, is gebaseerd op bovenstaande motivatie. De onderzoeksresultaten
bestaan grofweg uit drie gedeelten, namelijk een model van de kennismarkt, een model van
de kenniswerkersmarkt en een model van de kenniskwaliteitmarkt. Evaluatie en validatie
van de drie theoretische gedeelten heeft plaatsgevonden middels een case study, enkele
prototypes en praktische scenarios.
De kennismarkt geeft inzicht in hoe de afstemming tussen vraag en aanbod van ken-
nis bij actoren in kennisintensieve organisaties kan worden verbeterd. Toepassing van het
kennismarktparadigma kan leiden tot een toename in het competentieniveau vergeleken
met de meer traditionele kennisuitwisselingsmechanismen. Deelnemende actoren in de
kennismarkt kunnen verschillende rollen uitvoeren. Het model van de kennismarkt wat
beschreven is in dit proefschrift bevat de rollen van kennisgebruiker, kennisbemiddelaar,
kennisleverancier en kennistransporteur. Een actor die de rol van bemiddelaar speelt
probeert vraag en aanbod bij elkaar te brengen door na te gaan welke kennis nodig is
om de kennisbehoefte van de mogelijke gebruiker te vervullen en welke leverancier deze
kennis kan leveren. Een transporteur transporteert deze kennis van een leverancier aan
de mogelijke gebruiker en controleert of dit aanbod werkelijk aan de vraag voldoet. Een
toename van het competentieniveau kan leiden tot meer succesvolle taakuitvoering en een
verbeterde taakkwaliteit.
De kenniswerkersmarkt is gericht op het afstemmen van vraag en aanbod van cogni-
tieve karakteristieken tussen actoren en kennisintensieve taken. Cognitieve karakteristieken
maken onderdeel uit van het cognitieve systeem van een actor zodat een actor kan denken,
leren en beslissingen kan maken. Actoren benutten hun cognitieve karakteristieken wan-
neer ze kennisintensieve taken uitvoeren. Toepassing van de kenniswerkersmarkt geeft
meer inzicht in welke kennisintensieve taken gealloceerd kunnen worden aan welke actoren
vanuit cognitief oogpunt. Omdat de primaire taak van actoren in de kenniswerkersmarkt
bestaat uit het uitvoeren van kennisintensieve taken worden ze in deze markt aangeduid als
kenniswerkers. Een kenniswerker heeft significante autonomiteit tijdens het uitvoeren van
taken, is gespecialiseerd in zijn werk, voert uiteraard voor het grootste gedeelte kennisinten-
sieve taken uit en leert continu van kennisverwerkingsprocessen. Taakallocatie gebaseerd
op het afstemmen van vraag en aanbod van cognitieve karakteristieken kan de cognitieve
last laten afnemen tijdens de uitvoering van kennisintensieve taken.
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In de kenniskwaliteitmarkt wordt taakkwaliteit afgestemd met kwaliteitseisen van
belanghebbenden. Toepassing van de kenniskwaliteitmarkt geeft meer inzicht in de
kwaliteitsverwachtingen van kennisintensieve taken. Als een actor een taak uitvoert dan
is het mogelijk om de kwaliteit van het proces wat geleid heeft tot het vervullen van een
taak vast te stellen e´n de kwaliteit van het taakresultaat vast te stellen. Kwaliteitsfactoren
worden gezien als het te verhandelen element in de kenniskwaliteitmarkt. Een kwaliteits-
factor is een abstracte term waarmee een specifiek gedeelte van meetbare taakkwaliteit kan
worden aangegeven. Om deze kwaliteit te kunnen meten zijn kwaliteitsmetrieken nodig.
Deze concrete metrieken kunnen de specifieke gedeelten van taakkwaliteit meten.
Ten slotte kan worden geconcludeerd dat we de noties van cognitie, kennis en kwaliteit
benut hebben om het gat tussen vraag en aanbod voor kennisintensieve taken geprobeerd
hebben te overbruggen. Dit impliceert dat andere mogelijke factoren die kunnen leiden tot
een succesvolle vervulling van kennisintensieve taken buiten beschouwing zijn gelaten. Het
afstemmen van vraag en aanbod van cognitieve karakteristieken, kennis en kwaliteitsfac-
toren voor kennisintensieve taken kan leiden tot verbeterde kerncompetenties, een afname
van cognitieve last en verbeterde taakkwaliteit.
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